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ABSTRACT
This doctoral thesis includes six peer-reviewed publications. Beginning with an extensive
literature review, this work discusses the study of turbine performance, investigations of the
unsteady pressure loading during transient operations, and consequences at runaway speed.
The liberalization of the electricity market and the introduction of intermittent power have
changed the operating trends for hydraulic turbines. The first publication discusses how the
operating trends have changed since 1981. The turbines are subjected to an increased number
of transient operations, i.e., load variations, start-stop, and total load rejection. As a
consequence, a turbine experiences high amplitude unsteady pressure pulsations during the
transients, which significantly affect the runner life. Surprisingly, no investigations specifically
on the unsteady pressure loading during the transients have been reported in the literature.
The main objective of the current work was to investigate the unsteady pressure loading in a
high head hydraulic turbine of the Francis type during transient operations. The test facility and
a model Francis turbine available at NTNU were used for these investigations. The turbine was
a scale (1:5.1) model of the prototype (head = 377 m, diameter = 1.78 m, power = 110 MW)
operating at the Tokke power plant in Norway. The observed head for the model turbine was
12 m at the best efficiency operating point (BEP). The measurements were divided into two
categories: (1) steady state and (2) transient.
The turbine steady-state performance characteristics and a numerical study are discussed in
the second publication. A constant efficiency hill diagram was prepared over the operating
range, and the maximum hydraulic efficiency of 93.4% was observed at the BEP. Investigations
on transient operation during load variation are discussed in the third publication. Analysis of
the acquired pressure data revealed that the blades are subjected to high amplitude unsteady
pressure loading. The amplitudes of the pressure pulsations are higher during load rejection than
at load acceptance.
The fourth publication discusses investigations of the turbine startup and shutdown
processes. Two schemes, i.e., rapid and slow, were selected for the guide vane movements. It
was observed that the rate of guide vane movement significantly affects the instantaneous
amplitude of the pressure fluctuations. The fifth publication discusses the investigations carried
out during emergency shutdown with a transition into total load rejection. Total load rejection
is one of the most damaging transient conditions. The amplitudes of unsteady pressure
vii

pulsations were significant when the runner accelerated to the runaway speed. Separate
measurements at runaway conditions were carried out to investigate the consequences in detail.
Investigations of the pressure loading during the steady-state runaway speed are discussed in
the sixth publication. The measurements indicated that the blades experience high amplitude
pressure pulsations that are more than two times the amplitudes observed for the BEP load.
Thus, a high head hydraulic turbine is subjected to high amplitude pressure pulsations during
the transients. The unsteady pressure loading can cause fatigue to the blades and affect the
runner operating life. The current investigations may contribute to improved runner design to a
certain extent. Ideally, the runner should be able to withstand extreme loading without much
effect on the operating life and produce increases in the power grid reliability.
The current work has been used to initiate a series of workshops, i.e., Francis-99
(www.francis-99.org), beginning in December 2014. The workshops will be jointly organized
by LTU and NTNU. During the coming years, the Francis-99 workshops aim to determine the
state-of-the-art of high head Francis turbine simulations (flow and structure) under steady and
transient operating conditions and promote their development and open knowledge
dissemination. The investigations presented in this thesis will be further explored in these
workshops. The steady-state measurement data will be discussed in the first workshop
scheduled for December 2014.
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1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Hydraulic turbine
The electricity demand for a country is met by two types of energy sources: continual and
intermittent. Energy sources such as coal, petroleum, natural gas, nuclear, hydro, geothermal,
and biomass are known as continual types and are available as required to produce electricity.
In contrast, energy sources such as wind, solar, and tidal represent intermittent types. Power
generation using intermittent energy sources is not consistent and varies with time, irrespective
of the demand. An overall grid network is shown in Figure 1.1. Various types of power plants
and loads are interlinked in the network. For stable grid operations, the total electricity
generation and demand must be maintained [1]. Unexpected variability in the power generation
often disrupts the grid operations [2, 3, 4]; hence, there is a need for demand and other continualtype power plants [5].

Figure 1.1 Power distribution network [6]
Because hydropower can quickly respond to power requirements, it is widely accepted and
used to stabilize the grid at low cost [7, 8]. A hydraulic turbine is the main component of a
hydropower plant, and the turbine may be either an impulse or reaction type. An impulse
turbine, i.e., Pelton, operates under high head (400 m) and low discharge. A reaction turbine,
i.e., Francis, operates under moderate to low head (50  H 700 m). Another reaction turbine,
i.e., Kaplan/propeller, operates at low head ( 50 m) and high discharge. The design and
selection of the turbine depend on the available head, the discharge through the runner, and the
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power output [9, 10, 11]. An overview of a hydropower plant is shown in Figure 1.2. Water
from a reservoir located at a certain height flows through the penstock and enters the turbine,
causing spinning of the runner. The runner is coupled to a generator through the shaft/gearbox
to produce electricity. The electricity is transported to either the national/regional or town grid,
as per the grid network configuration. Water from the runner is released to the tailrace through
a draft tube.

Figure 1.2 Hydropower plant with a reaction type hydraulic turbine [12]
1.2 Francis turbine
A Francis turbine operates over a wide range of discharge and head [13]. Figure 1.3 shows
a two-dimensional view of a vertical-axis low-specific-speed

(( 2π n Q ) / ( 2 gH )

3/ 4

= 0.27

)

Francis turbine. The turbine includes a distributor, a runner, and an elbow-type draft tube. Water
from a penstock enters the distributor and leaves via the draft tube after passing through the
runner, which is the rotating component. The generator is located above the turbine, and its
rotor is connected to the runner through a shaft. The shaft is guided by radial bearings and is
supported on a thrust bearing placed in a thrust block. A detailed list of components and their
specific technical names is available in IEC TR 61364 [14].
2

Figure 1.3 A vertical axis model Francis turbine (specific speed = 0.27). The turbine includes 14 stay vanes, 28
guide vanes, 15 blades, and 15 splitters.

Francis turbine

3

Introduction
The distributor includes an assembly consisting of a spiral casing, 14 stay vanes, and 28
guide vanes. The cross-sectional area of the spiral casing decreases along the spiral length from
the inlet to the last stay vane, i.e., nose vane. The stay vanes are used for uniform distribution
of the flowing water to the guide vane cascade. The guide vanes are moveable and are used to
regulate the discharge to the runner. The guide vanes are operated via a servo actuation
mechanism connected to the governing system corresponding to the power requirement.
The runner is an important component of a turbine that converts water power into mechanical
power in terms of torque at a desired rotational speed and discharge. The torque from the runner
is transmitted to the generator, which produces electricity. The runner includes an assembly of
15 blades and 15 splitters (also known as X-blades) and a crown (hub) with cone and band
(shroud), among others.
Flow leaving the runner enters a stationary diverging component, i.e., the draft tube, which
may be an elbow or straight type. The draft tube is connected between the runner outlet and the
tailrace, where the water is discharged to atmospheric pressure. Moreover, the draft tube
recovers pressure energy from the available kinetic energy leaving the runner [9, 10].
1.3 Turbine operation
A hydraulic turbine operates under two conditions: steady state and transient [15]. For
steady-state operation, the runner angular speed, head and discharge are maintained as constant.
For transient operation, the runner angular speed, head, discharge, shaft torque, and/or one of
them vary with time. The transient operations include load acceptance, rejection, startup,
shutdown, and total load rejection [16, 17, 18, 19]. Hydraulic turbines are designed to operate
at their BEP and under moderate transient operations [20, 21]. To generate electricity, the
turbines operate at the steady-state condition, primarily at the BEP.
During load acceptance and rejection, discharge to the runner is increased and decreased,
respectively. These processes are performed by operating the guide vanes according to the load
variation. However, the runner angular speed remains constant because the generator is
connected to the grid and operated at the synchronous speed.
Turbine startup and shutdown are systematic transient processes determined at the time of
commissioning. For startup, the guide vanes are opened slowly from a completely closed
position to feed the flow into runner. The runner accelerates monotonically up to a certain
angular speed (synchronous). The generator synchronizes with the power grid at minimum load
and begins to generate electricity. The guide vanes are opened further to increase the power
output, if required. Turbine shutdown is the reverse of the startup process. Torque output from
4
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the runner is decreased to the minimum by closing of the guide vanes, and the generator is
disconnected from the grid. The guide vanes are closed completely to bring the runner to a
standstill condition. The rate of guide vane angular movement is defined for each turbine and
is generally followed during the entire operating life [22].
An emergency shutdown may be occur in the case of over-speed of the runner, a sudden head
drop, and/or unexpected breakdown of the controls. In this case, the device/circuit shuts the unit
down within the shortest time by overriding the governor [16, 18]. Immediately, the generator
is disconnected from the corresponding load and an electronic brake is applied, if
equipped/enabled. The guide vanes are closed rapidly to limit the runner acceleration and avoid
catastrophic damage [23, 24].
When the grid parameters and/or power frequency at the generator terminal oscillate beyond
the operating limit during the course of steady-state power generation, the generator is
disconnected from the grid automatically. Consequently, the load to the runner reaches zero
instantly, i.e., total load rejection. This situation represents one of the most critical transient
conditions for a hydraulic turbine. The runner experiences significant vibrations and unsteady
pressure loading because the runner spins at high speed, i.e., runaway. The guide vanes are not
closed rapidly due to the risk of water hammer at the turbine upstream and surge in the draft
tube. After total load rejection, an automatic controller takes over the turbine controls and closes
the guide vanes at the defined rate to decrease the runner angular speed.
1.4 Model to prototype
Currently, model testing is the most reliable option for investigating the flow field [25]. The
model test data are scaled for design and manufacturing of the prototype, but erroneous scaling
of the data often results in either an undersized or oversized prototype. Moreover, any
modification after commissioning of the prototype results in large costs. Only a few reliable
techniques are available for the scaling. However, the techniques have limitations due to
variation of surface roughness, Reynolds number, wave propagation speed, cavitation, and
coupled system response between the model and prototype. These factors may result in a scaling
error of 20 – 50% over the extended operating range [26, 27, 28, 29, 25].
Model tests in an isolated test rig do not reproduce the full dynamic phenomena of a
prototype because hydro-acoustic waves are significantly influenced by the speed and boundary
conditions [30, 31], which results in deviation of the frequency and its amplitude for the fullscale machine. Nevertheless, pressure measurement on a model is performed in most cases to
obtain selected qualitative information [32].
5
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It is a common practice to use relative frequencies (f/n) and amplitudes

( p E = p / ρ E ) to

characterize the pressure fluctuations of the model test results [33]. However, an admissible
amount of fluctuations is still a matter of concern together with the transferability of the
measurements, which has yet to be addressed. No specific guideline exists for transposing the
model test pressure data to the prototype because the most significant concerns are dynamic
behavior and cavitation phenomena [26].
Model-to-prototype similitude laws are valid for the steady-state condition and single-phase
flow and are extended for subcritical cavitating two-phase flow. However, a small quantity of
gas bubbles may sufficiently reduce the wave speed downstream of the cavitation location [34].
The natural frequency and characteristic responses of a hydraulic system are functions of local
wave speed, air content, and transient pressure variation [35]. Therefore, the transferability and
hydraulic similarity laws for such conditions may not suffice.
Low-frequency pressure pulsations are a matter of concern and are generally developed in
the draft tube during the extended operating range [36, 37]. Peter Dorfler et al. [33] suggested
a simple and rather practical approach for transposing the pulsations, i.e., Δhp− p < Hr ; where
οhp-p is the peak-to-peak head oscillations in m and Hr is the rated head in m. Another approach
is to normalize the fluctuations using the specific hydraulic energy (E), which is similar to the
recommendations in the international standard IEC 60193 [15] and offer an acceptable approach
for scaling.
The advantage of this approach is its simplicity, and therefore, it is widely accepted
specifically for analysis of steady-state pressure measurement data [33]. However, this
approach has certain drawbacks: (1) when a turbine operates at a fixed speed, the pressure
fluctuations are dependent on the discharge and not the head if the condition of equal discharge
is compared, and (2) when the pressure fluctuations are compared with turbines of different
specific speeds, a systematic bias occurs in favor of the machine with a lower specific speed
because these units have higher head relative to the flow. Moreover, it may not be correct to
compare different levels of operating head because the adequate reference variable E introduces
bias due to E = gH .
Once the scale-up behavior is known for a wider range of use, based on the investigations,
the calculations might be simplified using the general formula. However, extensive sets of data
are required on steady-state and transient pressure measurements together with measurements
on prototypes for verification and validation. The pressure-time data from a few turbines are
not sufficient to develop normalized mathematical equations for transferability.
6
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In the current work, both steady-state and transient pressure measurements are carried out.
So far, no reliable and guaranteed transformation of model turbine pressure-time data to the
prototype exists because of the large differences in the Mach number as well as the concerns
stated in the above paragraphs. The only possible transferability is applied for basic parameters
such as head, discharge, power, and speed using similarity laws. Currently, the widely accepted
method for transfer of model turbine pressure fluctuations to the prototype is to normalize with
either the net head (H) or the specific hydraulic energy (E), as discussed above. Therefore, the
data presented in this thesis are normalized by the reference pressure based on the specific
hydraulic energy (E) observed at the steady-state BEP.
1.5 Scope of thesis
Large-scale penetration of intermittent type wind and solar power in the grid network has
changed the operating trend for hydraulic turbines. The turbines are subjected to frequent
transitions into load variation, start-stop, and total load rejection [38, 39, 40]. These transient
conditions induce unsteady pressure loading, which causes high amplitude stress and fatigue to
the runner blades [41, 42, 43, 44]. The rate of guide vane angular movement, i.e., operating
scheme, plays a significant role during the transients [45, 46, 47, 48]. A start-stop cycle in a
turbine induces damage equivalent to 15 hours of operation at the BEP [38, 49, 50].
Surprisingly, there have been no pressure measurements in the turbine during the transient
operating conditions of a Francis turbine. This thesis primarily focuses on the investigations of
pressure loading on a model Francis turbine during the transients.
1.6 Objectives
Extensive pressure measurements were performed on a model Francis turbine under a
collaborative research program. The following main objectives are listed:
(i)

Determination of the performance of a model Francis turbine under steady-state
operating conditions.

(ii)

Investigation of unsteady pressure loading during the transient operating conditions of:
Load acceptance and rejection
Startup and shutdown
Emergency shutdown and total load rejection

(iii)

Investigation of the pressure loading during the steady-state runaway condition.

(iv)

Creation of the geometry, mesh, and an experimental set of data to support an
international workshop, i.e., Francis-99
7

2 TEST CASE AND EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

2.1 Test rig and instrumentation
The turbine testing facility available at the Water Power Laboratory, NTNU, Norway was
used for the steady-state and transient measurements. Table 2.1 shows the operating parameters
of the model and corresponding prototype turbines at the BEP. The model turbine is scaled to
1:5.1 of the corresponding prototype dimensions [51]. The runner outlet diameters for the model
and prototype are 0.349 m and 1.778 m, respectively. Four prototype turbines are in operation
at the Tokke power plant in Norway. The operating head, discharge, and power for the prototype
at the BEP are 377 m, 31 m3 s-1, and 110 MW, respectively [52]. The model and prototype
turbines are integrated with 14 stay vanes inside the spiral casing, 28 guide vanes, a runner with
15 splitters and 15 full-length blades, and an elbow-type draft tube. The maximum
opening/angular position of the guide vanes is 14°. The dimensionless specific speed (NQE) of
the turbine is 0.27 and is computed as in [15],
N QE =

2π n Q
3

( 2 gH ) 4

(-)

(2.1)

where n is the angular speed of the runner in Hz, Q is the discharge in m3 s-1, g is the gravity
constant in m s-2, and H is the head in m.
Table 2.1 Operating and geometrical parameters of the model and prototype Francis turbine
Parameter

Prototype Model

Head (H), m

377

12

Discharge (Q), m s

31

0.2

Power (P), MW

110 ൈ 4

0.03

Runner diameter (D), m

1.778

0.349

3 -1

Synchronous speed (nED), – 0.18

0.18

Figure 2.1 shows the test rig of the model Francis turbine and the locations of the mounted
instrument/sensors. The test rig was operated with an open-loop water circuit to obtain
conditions similar to those of the prototype without significant variation of the effective head
during the transients. Water from the basement was pumped to the overhead tank and flowed
down to the upstream pressure tank connected to the turbine inlet pipeline. Water from the
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upstream pressure tank flowed to the turbine through the connected pipeline (Dpipe = 0.3 m).
The draft tube outlet was connected to the downstream tank in which a constant water level was
maintained (equal to the level of the runner centerline), and water above this level was
discharged to the large basement. The downstream tank was open to atmospheric pressure, and
the draft tube was submerged under the constant water level.

Figure 2.1 Test rig, data acquisition systems, and locations of the pressure sensors PTX1,
PTX2, VL01, P42, P71, S51, DT11, and DT21 mounted on the turbine.
Two acquisition systems were used: acquisition system I and acquisition system II. The data
specific to the model turbine performance required to construct an efficiency hill diagram were
acquired through acquisition system I at 1.5 Hz. The data specific to the mounted pressure
sensors were acquired through acquisition system II at 2083 Hz.
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Two Druck PTX 610 series pressure transmitters, i.e., PTX1 and PTX2, were mounted at the
turbine inlet pipe. A magnetic flow meter was mounted at the same pipeline to measure the
discharge to the turbine. A pressure transducer was used to measure the pressure at the casing
inlet, and a differential pressure transducer was used to measure the differential pressure (¨p)
across the turbine. The pressure transducers measured the average pressure through a ring-type
manifold at the casing inlet and the draft tube outlet, as suggested in the IEC standards [53, 15].
Miniature-type strain-gauge-based pressure sensors were mounted on the blade pressure
side (P42), trailing edge (P71), and suction side (S51) [52]. The thickness of the sensors was
less than 1.3 mm, which enabled the integration of the sensors on the blade surfaces. The
dimensionless radial positions (r*) of the P42, P71, and S51 sensors were 1.04, 1.03, and 0.45,
respectively. The pressure-time data of the sensors were acquired using a wireless telemetry
system (SRI-500e transmitter and receiver). The transmitter was rotated and connected to the
miniature sensors. The receiver was located outside the turbine and was connected to acquisition
system II.
A Kullite XTL190 type pressure sensor (VL01) was mounted in the vaneless space, which
is a stationary domain. The dimensionless radial position of the sensor was 1.87. The other
Kullite XTL190-type sensors DT11 and DT21 were mounted on the draft tube cone wall. Both
sensors were located 180° apart from each other at the same axial distance (h* = 0.88) from the
runner. The dimensionless radial position of both sensors was 0.66. The transient pressure
variations at the runner outlet were acquired by these two sensors.
2.2 Uncertainty analysis
The uncertainty in the measurements was determined using the guideline available in IEC
60193 [15]. Hydraulic efficiency represents the overall hydraulic performance of a turbine.
Therefore, random and systematic uncertainties in the hydraulic efficiency were determined.
The total uncertainty was obtained by combining the systematic and random uncertainties. The
total uncertainty was estimated using Equation (2.2) and observed as ± 0.152%.

(δ ) = ± (δ ) + (δ )
η

h

t

2

2

ηh s

ηh r

(2.2)

(δ ) = ± 0.115 + 0.1
(δ ) = ±0.152%
2

η

h

t

η

h

t

2

The hydraulic efficiency of the model turbine at the BEP was measured as 93.37%, which
indicates a hydraulic efficiency included in the following interval:
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ηh ∈ [93.23%; 93.51%]

(2.3)

The uncertainties of the pressure sensors determined during the calibration are tabulated in
Table 2.2. The maximum uncertainties of the miniature pressure sensors P42, P71, and S51
mounted in the runner were 0.624%, 0.449%, and 0.221% of the measured value, respectively.
The maximum uncertainties of the sensors VL01, DT11, and DT21 located in the stationary
domains were 0.150%, 0.153%, and 0.151% of the measured value, respectively.
Table 2.2 Uncertainties of the mounted pressure sensors determined during calibration
Instrument/sensor

Accuracy [51]

Maximum uncertainty
(%)*

PTX1

0.08% FS BSL

0.024

PTX2

0.08% FS BSL

0.034

Kulite LL080 miniature

± 0.1% FS BSL

0.624 (P42), 0.449 (P71)

pressure sensors

± 0.5% Maximum

0.221 (S51)

Kulite XTL-190

± 0.1% FS BSL

0.150 (VL01)

± 0.5% Maximum

0.153 (DT11), 0.151
(DT21)

*percentage of the measured value

2.3 Measurement program
Extensive measurements were carried out to investigate the pressure loading on the turbine
under steady-state and transient operating conditions. Selected ranges of parameters for the
current investigations are listed in Table 2.3. The guide vanes were operated between 0° and
14°. The selected range for the speed factor was 0.15 to 0.285, and the discharge factor was 0
to 0.25. A total of 150 operating points were covered for steady-state performance analysis. For
the runaway condition measurements, six operating points, i.e., guide vane positions, were
selected. The runner angular speed was increased until the shaft torque reached zero via the
speed controller of the connected generator. Next, the angular speed was held constant, and
pressure measurements were performed.
A total of five transient conditions of the turbine were considered, as shown in Table 2.3:
(1) load acceptance, (2) load rejection, (3) startup, (4) shutdown, and (5) emergency shutdown
with transition into total load rejection. At least three operating points for each transient were
12
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investigated. For the transient measurements, the guide vane angular position was varied from
one operating condition to the other.
Table 2.3 Range of parameters and operating points selected for current investigations
Measurement type

Parameter

Range

Head (m)

11.5 – 12.5

Discharge factor (-)

0.05 – 0.22

Speed factor (-)

0.15 – 0.22

Reynolds number (-)

1.5E6 – 2.3E6

GV position (°)

3.9 – 14 (28 – 100%)

GV position (%)

28 – 100

Discharge factor (-)

0.25 – 0.28

Speed factor (-)

0.035 – 0.065

Load acceptance

GV position (%)

(i) 29 – 69; (ii) 49 – 100; (iii) 30 – 100

Load rejection

GV position (%)

(i) 69 – 29; (ii) 100 – 49; (iii) 100 – 28

Startup

GV position (%)

(i) 0 – 29 – 29; (ii) 0 – 29 –50;

Steady state
Performance analysis

Runaway

Transient

(iii) 0 – 29 – 70; (iv) 0 – 29 – 100

Shutdown

GV operating schemes

2 (normal and rapid)

GV position (Ψ)

(i) 29 – 29 – 0; (ii) 50 – 29 –0;
(iii) 70 – 29 – 0; (iv) 100 – 29 – 0

GV operating schemes

2 (normal and rapid)

Emergency shutdown

GV position (%)

(i) 39 – 0; (ii) 70 – 0; (iii) 100 – 0

with transition into

Generator load (%)

(i) 42 – 0; (ii) 75 – 0; (iii) 100 – 0

total load rejection

GV closing time (s)

(i) ~ 5; (ii) ~ 7; (iii) ~ 8

For load acceptance, three operating points were selected, i.e., guide vane opening from 29
– 69%, 49 – 100%, and 30 – 100%, and the corresponding power output was increased by 37%,
47%, and 64%, respectively. Similarly, load rejection was performed by closing the guide vanes
from 69 – 29%, 100 – 49%, and 100 – 28%, and the corresponding power outputs were
decreased by 40%, 40%, and 66%, respectively. For the load rejection cases, a small variation
in the power output was observed compared with the cases of load acceptance. It was difficult
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to attain the exact value or the guide vane angular position because the guide vanes were
operated manually.
For startup of the turbine, a total of four operating points were selected. Two schemes (rate)
of the guide vane movement were considered for the startup, i.e., normal rate and rapid rate.
The guide vane position of 0% indicates a closed position of the guide vanes, 29% indicates the
point of generator synchronization with the load, and 100% represents the maximum opening
of the guide vanes. Thus, the guide vane positions of 0%, 29%, and 70% correspond to the
startup, synchronization, and steady-state power output, respectively. The normal startup
procedure was followed using the available normal timing of the guide vane opening for the
model turbine. Rapid startup was carried out by opening the guide vanes at a greater than normal
rate.
For shutdown, similar operating points were attained by closing the guide vanes from the
corresponding positions, i.e., 29%, 50%, 70%, and 100%. Two similar schemes for the guide
vane closing were selected for each operating point. An angular position of 29% at all four
operating points indicates the position at which the generator was decoupled from the load, and
spin-no-load of the runner began and continued until complete closure of the guide vanes, i.e.,
0%.
The emergency shutdown with transition into total load rejection procedure was performed
from three operating points, partial load (42%), BEP load (75%), and high load (100%).
Initially, emergency shutdown was performed from the corresponding steady-state load by
decreasing the generator rotor speed from the initial steady-state value via the speed controller.
Next, the corresponding load to the generator was rejected by bringing the electromagnetic
torque to zero instantaneously.
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3 COMPUTATIONAL MODEL

Numerical analysis of the model Francis turbine was carried out at five operating points: (1)
two points below the BEP load, (2) one point at the BEP, and (3) two points above the BEP
load. The computational domain of the turbine was decomposed into three domains: distributor
(including spiral casing), runner, and draft tube. A hexahedral mesh was created in all domains.
All of the guide vanes, blades, and splitters were modeled in the numerical simulation, and the
optimum mesh was selected based on mesh scaling tests at the BEP. The required boundary
conditions were updated using the available experimental data. The simulations were performed
using two turbulence models, i.e., standard k-ɂ and k-ɘ SST. The selected time step size was
0.5ιǡ the total time included five revolutions. The convergence criterion of the root-meansquare for the transport equations and turbulence quantity values was 10E-5.
A comparison between the experimental and numerical hydraulic efficiencies was carried
out. The overall numerical results with the standard k-ɂ model were in reasonable agreement
with the experimental values. Moreover, a detailed investigation of the pressure loading at the
sensor locations in the turbine was carried out, and average and time-resolved pressure analysis
at these locations was also performed. The time-resolved pressure analysis showed that the
variation in the runner output torque is associated with the pressure fluctuations related to the
rotor-stator interactions. Furthermore, the instantaneous pressure fluctuations over the blade
pressure side and suction side surfaces were investigated.
3.1 Computational domain
All domains of the Francis turbine were selected for numerical modeling. The commercial
software ANSYS was used for the modeling, meshing, simulation, and post-processing of the
numerical model [54]. The numerical model of the turbine is shown in Figure 3.1. The model
is decomposed into three domains: stationary domain I (distributor), stationary domain II (draft
tube), and rotating domain (runner). General grid connection type-two interfaces are placed
between rotating and stationary domains.
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Figure 3.1 Numerical model of the Francis turbine: Interface I connecting the distributor
and runner and Interface II connecting the runner and draft tube
3.2 Numerical mesh and quality
A hexahedral mesh was constructed in the numerical model using the blocking method
available in ICEM CFD. Figure 3.2 shows the mesh in the distributor and a portion of the runner.
A dense mesh was created in complex passages such as the guide vane row, the inlet to the
runner, and the leading edge of the blade, among others. The mesh was independently generated
in the distributor, runner, and draft tube and subsequently connected through interfaces. In the
distributor, a continuous mesh was constructed beginning from the spiral casing inlet and
continuing to the guide vane outlet. Thus, local interfaces in the cascade of the stay vanes and
the guide vanes were eliminated. Similarly, in the runner, a continuous mesh was constructed
in the blade passages.
The mesh statistics and quality parameters of the computational model are listed in Table
3.1. The presented values are given for the optimum mesh, which was selected based on mesh
scaling tests (see publication – II). The distributor, runner, and draft tube include meshes of
3.61, 4.64, and 3.64 million nodes, respectively. The maximum number of nodes was created
in the runner to improve the dimensionless distance of the nodes from the wall, i.e., y+. The
maximum values of y+ in the distributor, runner, and draft tube were 65, 11, and 40, respectively.
The ANSYS CFX solver recommends a minimum acceptable limit of the quality for three of the
parameters: element aspect ratio < 100, orthogonality > 18ι, and expansion factor > 0.1 [54].
The parameters were controlled within the acceptable range for all domains of the turbine.
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Figure 3.2 Hexahedral mesh in the distributor and runner of the Francis turbine
Table 3.1 Mesh statistics and quality of the numerical model
Mesh statistics and quality parameters Distributor Runner

Draft tube

Nodes (million)

3.61

4.64

3.64

First node (mm)

0.65

0.19

0.32

Element incremental ratio

1.50

1.30

1.50

y (at the BEP)

65

11

40

Minimum quality (0 – 1)

0.25

0.30

0.66

Aspect ratio (0 – 100)

1 – 40.0

1 – 41.3

1 – 37.5

Equi-angle skewness (0 – 1)

0.20

0.20

0.46

Mesh expansion factor (0 – 20)

0.1 – 8.59

0.1 – 4.57 0.99 – 3.73

Orthogonality (0 – 90)

37.70

43.50

+

70.40

3.3 Transport equations and discretization
Four transport equations with additional equations of the turbulence models were enabled
for the solution [55, 56, 57, 58]. The transport equations include continuity, momentum, and a
two-equation eddy viscosity model (standard k-İ or k-Ȧ). Time-averaged equations such as the
Unsteady Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes equations (URANS) supplemented with
turbulence models are used in practical computational fluid dynamics (CFD) applications for
modeling of turbulent flows. The turbulence models modify the URANS equations by
introducing average and fluctuating quantities. The equations represent the mean flow quantities
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and model the turbulence quantities of all scales without resolving the turbulent fluctuations
[54, 59].
The Navier -Stokes equation may be expressed as in [60, 61],
ρ

where ∇ 2 vi ≡
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G
G
= −∇ p + μ ∇ 2 v + ρ g
Dt

(3.1)

∂ 2 vi
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∂v
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∂
∂
∂
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Dt
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y
©

of the material derivative indicates the local acceleration of a particle and the remaining terms

G

G

indicate the convective acceleration ( v ⋅∇ ) v of the particle.
As described, the URANS equations are solved by introducing turbulent averaged ( v i ) and
fluctuating ( vi′ ) components via Reynolds decomposition [60],

·
∂vi
∂v 1 ∂ §
∂v
+ vj i =
¨¨ − pδij + μ i − ρ vi′v′j ¸¸ (3.2)
∂t
∂x j ρ ∂x j ©
∂x j
¹
The last term ( ρ vi′v′j ) of Equation (3.2) represents an average advection of momentum
transport or velocity fluctuations. An averaging procedure introduces an additional unknown
term containing the product of fluctuating quantities, which acts as additional stresses. This
term, known as the turbulent or Reynolds stresses ( τ ij′ ), is difficult to determine directly. The
Reynolds stresses are modeled using additional equations of known quantities to close the
system. The equations used to close the system define the type of turbulence model. The
Reynolds stresses are generally independent of viscosity and dependent on the turbulent flow
field [54].
Two-equation turbulence models are widely accepted for simulation of hydraulic turbines
and represent a compromise between numerical effort and computational accuracy [62, 55, 63,
64]. The velocity and length scale are solved using these models. The eddy viscosity models
assume that the stresses are proportional to the mean velocity gradients and eddy viscosity [65,
54]. The turbulent stresses ρ vi v j may be expressed as [54],
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where Ɋt is the eddy viscosity or turbulent viscosity. The values of k and İ are determined
directly from the differential transport equations of the turbulence kinetic energy (k) and
dissipation rate (ɂ), as shown in Equations (3.4) and (3.5).
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«¬©

(3.4)

(3.5)

Because the Francis turbine is equipped with rotating components and highly skewed blades,
the flow generally becomes highly complex, and the standard k-İ may not resolve and/or model
all scales [66, 67, 68, 69]. Hence, the k-Ȧ SST was also used for the numerical investigations
of the turbine. One of the advantages of the k-Ȧ formulation is the near-wall treatment for lowReynolds-number flow. This model accounts for the transport of turbulent shear stress, which
gives acceptable predictions of the stresses and the amount of flow separation under adverse
pressure gradients. The model assumes that the turbulent viscosity (ȝt) is linked to the turbulent
kinetic energy (k) and turbulent frequency (Ȧ) [54].
μt = ρ

k

(3.6)

ω

The k-Ȧ model solves two transport equations, one for turbulent kinetic energy k, and one
for turbulent frequency Ȧ.
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For the current numerical simulation, ANSYS CFX was used to solve the transport equations
[54]. The CFX solver uses a finite volume method for the solution of the transport equations. A
control volume is formed around each node, which is surrounded by nodes located at the
element center. The transport equations are integrated over each control volume, and Gauss’
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divergence theorem is applied to convert volume integrals involving divergence and gradient
operators into surface integrals. The values of solution variables are stored at the mesh nodes.
Equation (3.9) is used at each node point and given control volume.

§
§ ρ n vin − ρ n −1vin −1 ·
V¨
¸ + ¦ m int ( vi )int =¦ ( pΔni )int + ¦ ¨¨ μeff
Δt
int
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©
¹ int
©
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·
·
¸¸ Δn j ¸ + SviV
¸
¹
¹int

(3.9)

where m int = ( ρ v j Δ n j ) , V is the control volume, οt is the time step, οnj is the discrete outward
int
surface vector, subscript ‘int’ denotes the integration point of the control volume, superscript n
indicates the value of the current time step, and n-1 indicates the value of previous time step.
ANSYS CFX uses a form of Gauss’ divergence theorem to evaluate the control volume gradients

as

∇φ =

G
1
φΔn
¦
V int

( )

(3.10)
int

G

where φ is the variable and will be evaluated using shape functions and Δ n is the outward
surface vector from ‘int’ point of the mesh nodes. The upwind scheme was available for
discretization of the transport equations [65, 70]. Equation (3.11) of the advection scheme
(Upwind) was enabled for the discretization.

G

φint = φupw + γ ⋅ Δφ ⋅ Δ r

(3.11)

G

where φupw is the value at the upwind node, r is the vector from the upwind node to integration
point ‘int’, and Ȗ is the blend factor. The values of Ȗ and Δ φ are evaluated using different
discretization schemes: first order, second order, and high resolution upwind. The highresolution (HR) scheme was used for the current investigations because the first-order upwind
scheme introduces a diffusive discretization error, which generally causes a smear steep spatial
gradient. The second-order upwind difference scheme with a specified blend factor (Ȗ = 1)
introduces non-physical oscillations that generally introduce dispersive discretization error
[70].
For a control volume, the general discrete approximation of the temporal term for the nth
time step is:

( ρφ )
∂
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³
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Boundary condition and solution parameters
The backward Euler scheme is robust, implicit, conservative in time, and does not have a
time step size limitation [54]. For the second-order backward Euler scheme, the start and end
of the time step values are approximated as,
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This approach is second-order accurate in time and is used to perform the unsteady
simulations for the current work.
3.4 Boundary condition and solution parameters
The mass flow type of boundary condition was prescribed at the spiral casing inlet. The draft
tube outlet of the turbine was submerged at a constant water level in the downstream tank. The
numerical boundary was selected as an opening type with a prescribed static pressure. The
transient rotor stator interface was activated. The time step size for the transient simulations
was 0.5° of the runner rotation [71, 72, 73, 74, 75]. The total time was equal to 5 and 15
revolutions of the runner for the performance and runaway characteristics, respectively. The
convergence criterion of the residual was set to RMS 10E-5 with a maximum of ten inner
loops. The mass and momentum equations were enabled together with one of the turbulence
models. The URANS-based standard k-İ and k-Ȧ SST type turbulence models were selected for
turbulence modeling. The high-resolution type discretization scheme was used for all operating
conditions. The selected time marching scheme was the second-order backward Euler scheme.
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4 MAIN CONTRIBUTIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

This chapter is divided into five sections that represent the contributions made by each
publication. Summaries and key points of the work are discussed. However, detailed studies
and investigations are discussed in the corresponding publications (see part II of the thesis).
4.1 Turbine performance during steady state operation (publication – II)
•

To evaluate the turbine performance, steady-state measurements were carried out prior to
the transient. A constant efficiency hill diagram covering 150 operating points was
prepared. The BEP was observed at H = 12 m, nED = 0.18, and QED = 0.15 at α = 9.9º, which
corresponded to a hydraulic efficiency of 93.4%.

•

A numerical study of the turbine was carried out at five operating points, including the BEP.
The numerical model consisted of approximately 12 million nodes of hexahedral elements
after mesh scaling tests. The hydraulic efficiency is representative of the overall turbine
performance, and the numerical model was validated using the hydraulic efficiency.

•

The minimum difference between the experimental and numerical hydraulic efficiencies
was 0.85% at the BEP, and the maximum difference of ~11% was observed during part
load operation. Overall, the turbulence models performed well near the BEP at which the
flow was expected to be attached. Away from the BEP, the models encountered difficulty
in resolving such flow features as separation. The models might have underestimated the
losses and predicted a higher efficiency.

•

Shaft torque oscillations were observed at certain of the operating points during the
experimental measurements. The torque oscillations affected the entire test rig. The results
of numerical simulation at these points showed that the oscillations were associated with
the rotor stator interaction. Moreover, pressure-time analysis of the vaneless space sensor
data showed that the frequencies of the pressure pulsations occurred in conjunction with
the frequency of the torque oscillations.

4.2 Transient measurement during load acceptance and rejection (publication – III)
•

Load acceptance (increase of power output) was performed by opening the guide vanes
from one angular position to another as the turbine operated at steady-state load. Similarly,
load rejection (decrease of power output) was performed by closing the guide vanes from
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one angular position to another. The maximum load acceptance and rejection were 64%
and 66%, respectively. During load acceptance and rejection, the angular speed of the
runner was constant, i.e., synchronous. The summary is presented for the maximum
conditions.
•

Discharge and shaft torque variations corresponded to the guide vane angular movement.
Furthermore, momentary torque oscillations were observed immediately after the guide
vane movement, which could be due to a sudden pressure rise/drop in the runner. The
maximum of a 7% head variation was observed during load rejection of 66%.

•

Unsteady pressure measurements showed high amplitude pressure fluctuations in the runner
during load rejection, and the instantaneous amplitude was up to 18% higher than that of
the corresponding load acceptance points. The amplitude of the fluctuations was largely
driven by the angular movement of the guide vanes, specifically at the locations of the
turbine inlet upstream and the runner outlet. The pressure measurement indicated that the
movement of the guide vanes significantly affected the instantaneous pressure loading in
the runner.

4.3 Transient measurement during startup and shutdown (publication – IV)
•

Four operating points with two schemes for guide vane movement, i.e., normal and rapid,
were selected for the start-stop process. During rapid start-stop, the guide vanes were
operated a rate that was nearly double that of the normal start-stop process. The start-stop
process for the turbine was followed using the available guideline in the IEC standard.

•

The overall variation of the net head across the turbine was approximately 7% for the
operating value of 12.5 m. However, the variation was nearly negligible (< 0.5%) during
no-load spinning of the runner, i.e., before synchronization during startup and after
decoupling of the generator from the corresponding load during shutdown. The other
variables, i.e., discharge and the runner output torque, followed the trend of the guide vane
movement.

•

During rapid start-stop of the turbine, the overall pressure loading on the blade was similar
to that of normal start-stop. However, the instantaneous amplitude of the pressure
fluctuations on the blade during guide vane movement was up to 20% higher than that of
the normal scheme. Furthermore, the instantaneous amplitudes during decoupling of the
generator were 5% higher than that observed during generator synchronization for startup.

•

The high amplitude unsteady pressure fluctuations observed during the rapid start-stop
could cause fatigue to the runner blades and increase damage. Normal start-stop induced
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low amplitude pressure fluctuations but doubled the overall transient time, which may not
be available during peak hours. Thus, guide vane angular movement and the transient time
significantly affected the unsteady pressure loading on a turbine.
•

In summary, a need exists for evaluation of the consequences of the current trends in turbine
operation because the guide vane operating scheme is not evaluated once the turbine is
commissioned. Several turbines were commissioned decades ago, and at that time, only
moderate numbers of start-top cycles were expected. These preliminary investigations have
shown that an optimum rate of guide vanes movement may reduce damage to the hydraulic
turbines.

4.4 Transient measurement during emergency shutdown with transition into total load
rejection (publication – V)
•

Emergency shutdown with transition into total load rejection was performed at three
operating points: partial load (42%), BEP load (75%), and maximum load (100%). These
measurements produced the maximum amplitude of the pressure fluctuations among all of
the transient conditions undertaken in the current study. During emergency shutdown, the
runner angular speed was decreased by 70% from the synchronous speed, and the shaft
torque was subsequently increased dramatically, i.e., by approximately 182%. Afterwards,
the total load to the generator was rejected, and the guide vanes were rapidly closed at a
rate of 1.7 mm s-1 from the maximum opening position. Immediately after total load
rejection, the runner attained a runaway speed of approximately 174%.

•

During total load rejection, the head increased rapidly as the guide vanes were closed, and
the maximum head increase was 19%. Pressure sensors mounted in the vaneless space and
runner showed pressure fluctuations of significant amplitude. The amplitudes increased as
the runner approached the runaway speed after total load rejection. The maximum
amplitudes were observed at the runaway condition and were more than two times the
amplitudes observed at the steady-state BEP load. Interestingly, the pressure in the vaneless
space (VL01) varied according to the runner angular speed. The pressure increased with the
speed, and the maximum pressure rise was 200% at the runaway condition.

4.5 Steady-state measurement and numerical simulation under runaway conditions
(publication – VI)
•

During the measurements for emergency shutdown with transition into total load rejection,
the runner was accelerated to the runaway speed, and the amplitudes of the pressure
fluctuations were significant. Therefore, to investigate the consequences in detail, separate
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measurements at the steady-state runaway speed were carried out. A total of six angular
positions of the guide vanes, i.e., operating points, were considered for the runaway
condition. In addition, numerical simulations at three operating points were performed to
study the flow field.
•

Comparison of the experimental and numerical average pressure loading in the turbine was
carried out to validate the numerical model at the runaway condition. A maximum
difference of 12.8% between the experimental and numerical results was observed in the
runner. In the draft tube, a moderate pressure difference of 2.1% was observed.

•

A spectral analysis of the time-averaged pressure signal in the vaneless space yielded
notably high amplitude pressure pulsations that were 2.8 times the amplitude observed at
the BEP. Good agreement between the experimental and numerical results validated the use
of the numerical results for further investigation of the flow. The analysis of the flow field
in the runner showed that a swirling flow occurred in the blade passages at the runaway
speed. The frequency of the vortical flow was 4.8ήnR, which corresponded to an angular
movement of the runner of 74.5° at the runaway speed (nR = 8.74 s-1).
Overall, it was observed that total load rejection is the most damaging transient condition for

a hydraulic turbine. Repeated power grid intermittency causes total load rejection of the turbine,
resulting in severe vibrations. The high amplitude of the unsteady pressure pulsations in the
runner indicates potential damage to the blades, which might affect the service life of the runner,
as summarized from the literature review. During such transient conditions, the rate of guide
vane angular movement plays a significant role because it affects the rate of runner acceleration,
the development of water hammer at the turbine upstream, and surging in the draft tube due to
water column collapse. The need exists to consider the design aspects of the turbine based on
the current trend of turbine operation. The turbines require a design that can withstand against
such extreme loading without affecting the operating life and increasing the reliability of the
power grid that relies on hydraulic turbines.
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5 FUTURE WORK

•

In the current work, pressure measurements during transient conditions were carried out at
specific sensor locations. Conclusions were drawn based on the pressure field acquired from
these locations. However, detailed information for the pressure field during the transients
also could be obtained through CFD analysis. Advanced CFD simulations could be
performed to optimize the blade loading for different rates of guide vane movement. In
addition, fluid structure analysis of the complete runner could provide detailed information
on the fatigue to the runner. The approximate operating life of the runner based on fatigue
and stress cycles could be estimated as well.

•

Measurements of emergency shutdown with transition into total load rejection were
performed at a controlled speed of the generator, e.g., the angular speed of the runner was
decreased prior to total load rejection to avoid catastrophic damage in the laboratory.
Measurements with direct total load rejection might reveal further high amplitude unsteady
pressure loading on the blades, which could represent the worst case of hydraulic turbine
of extreme pressure loading to the blades.

•

Modern flow measurement techniques, i.e., PIV, LDV, could be used for detailed flow field
analysis, specifically at the upstream and downstream of the runner.

•

Pressure measurements could be supported by strain gauge measurements. For this process,
an adequate material must be chosen for laboratory measurements because the current
runners are too stiff.
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ABSTRACT
The present electricity market and the injection of power generated using intermittent energy sources have brought instability in the operation of the
power grid. This has resulted in frequent load variations, emergency shut-down and restart, total load rejections, and oﬀ-design operation of grid
connected hydraulic turbines. The present paper reviews the available literature summarizing the eﬀects of transients on Francis turbine investigated
experimentally, numerically, and analytically. Transients create both steady and unsteady pressure loading on the runner blade, resulting in cyclic
stresses and fatigue development in the runner. These eﬀects shorten the runner life, increase cost of plant operation, and loss of power generation.
The reviewed literature has shown that one start–stop cycle can shorten predeﬁned refurbishment time up to 15 hours. Turbine start–stop cannot be
avoided, but runner life may be improved by minimizing the unfavourable pressure loading on the blades during transients through strategic movement
of guide vanes.

Keywords: Francis turbine; instability; load rejection; load variation; start–stop; transient
1

parameters outside a speciﬁed range results in the power generator splitting from the connected transmission line (Kroner
and Bérubé 2008). This phenomenon facilitates further instabilities in both the grid network and the connected power plants.
Most of the hydroelectric power plants have the capability
of speedy changeover from low-to-high or high-to-low power
generation, as well as rapidly start the process to restore grid
operation. These capabilities are used to meet all demands,
at both base and peak loads. In a hydroelectric power plant,
impulse-type Pelton turbines operate at high to very high head
(>700 m) and low discharge and are dynamically stable during
transients. Reaction turbines operate at high (<700 m) to very
low (∼3 m) head and with higher discharge. Their dynamic stability is sensitive to load variations, start–stops, and total load
rejections. In the present paper, load variation, start–stop, and
load rejection are discussed with regard to transient events of
reaction turbine.

Introduction

Global electricity demand is met by both continual and intermittent types of energy sources. Hydropower is a major source of
continual renewable energy, whereas solar and wind power are
examples of intermittent energy sources. Power outage and grid
stability issues arise due to the injection of power generated using
intermittent sources of energy above a certain level (Gjengedal
2003, Alonso and Amarís 2011). This is experienced by many
countries due to the high penetration of wind (∼35% China and
the Republic of Ireland). Grid stability also depends on the grid
network and has a signiﬁcant impact on voltage and frequency.
Grid transients necessitate fast, reliable, and high-quality power
generation (Bruch et al. 2011, El-Ashry 2011).
To maintain grid stability, generators and connected grids
must continuously maintain a certain level of voltage and frequency (IEGC 2006). Any intermittency or variation in the grid
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Francis turbines, a reaction type of turbine, have a wide range
of operating head, can speedily switch from pump to generation
mode with changes in power demand, and are widely used to
stabilize power grid operation (Nicolet 2007, Kroner and Bérubé
2008). Because of deregulated grid operation, Francis turbines
are subjected to frequent load variations and increased start–
stop cycles. It was reported that a high-head Francis turbine
can experience more than 3000 transients per year (Novozhenin
and Krasil’nikov 1994, Sotnikov and Pylev 1994). Typically,
a base-load Francis turbine operates within a guaranteed eﬃciency region and may have an average of 1–2 start–stop
cycles per year. However, peak-load units may experience up
to 10 start–stop cycles per day to stabilize the grid (Huth
2005). A survey in North America showed that hydro units
were originally operated in the guaranteed eﬃciency region
and had nominal numbers (∼100) of start–stop cycles per year.
It was estimated that these numbers may have increased to
500 start–stop cycles per year over the last decade (Deschênes
et al. 2002).
During transients, Francis turbine experiences cyclic stresses,
asymmetric forces on the runner, and wear and tear, all of
which reduce the operating life of the components (Novozhenin
and Krasil’nikov 1994, Sotnikov and Pylev 1994, Nilsson and
Sjelvgren 1997a, 1997b, Bakken and Bjørkvoll 2002, Huth
2005, Antonsen 2007, Gagnon et al. 2010). Generally, runner
blades vary from 12 to 30, including splitters or more. The
blades experience more stresses due to the small gap between
them and large pressure variation from pressure side to the
suction side. This has resulted in a combination of low-cycle
fatigue (≤104 cycles due to frequent start–stop) and high-cycle
fatigue (≥105 cycles due to hydrodynamic pressure and continuous load variations). This reduces the operating period of
the runner and shortens the predeﬁned refurbishment period
(Huth 2005). Occasionally, operating instruments fail due to
malfunction and can result in damage to the structure during
start-up (Nicolet et al. 2008, Roth et al. 2010). This occurrence adds additional delay in start-up and contributes to loss
of available resources and power generation. The cost of a
single start–stop cycle increases with the number of operating hours (Nilsson and Sjelvgren 1997a, 1997b, Bakken and
Bjørkvoll 2002).
Increased transients due to intermittent power injection cause
signiﬁcant problems for the Francis turbine. Therefore, investigations of transients and their eﬀects on the runner are necessary.
Francis turbines experience key problems such as changes in
dynamic behaviour due to changes in operating trend, instrument malfunction, increased operating cost, wear and tear on
components, vibrations in the structure, fatigue development
due to unsteady stresses, and reduction in the runner life.
Eﬀorts were made to understand the dynamic behaviour of
the runner under transient operation using model testing and
numerical simulation. Experimental, numerical, and analytical
investigations of turbine transients are reviewed and discussed
in the paper.

2

Changes in Francis turbine operating trends and
impacts on the runner (1981–2000)

In the past, turbines were designed to operate at a rated head
and discharge and, therefore, they exhibit very poor performance under oﬀ-design conditions. Due to design limitations,
plant operators cannot run their turbines outside of the speciﬁed
range, and this constraint has limited the proﬁtable earnings as
compared with those with newly installed units. This has also
forced plant operators to refurbish their older units with necessary modiﬁcations. Thus, refurbishment projects have been taken
up to improve eﬃciency and enable a wider range of operation
of the old units (Keck and Sick 2010).
Refurbishment projects for both old and newly installed runners employ computational ﬂuid dynamics (CFD) analysis and
model testing (Drtina and Sallaberger 1999, Deschêneset al.
2002). Finite element analysis (FEM) was incorporated to study
the mechanical behaviour of the runner (Wickstrom 1997).
Model testing of old runners and design optimization of using
CFD to overcome problems has become a more popular approach
(Keck and Sick 2010). Experiments were carried out to improve
the design of the runner blades by considering extreme operating conditions. The main goal of the refurbishment projects was
to design a runner that can be operated over a large range with
increased power output compared with the replaced unit.
Experimental measurements on a pump-turbine (Staubli
1987) showed that the asymmetry of the stresses and the maximum force ﬂuctuations can occur during low discharge operation
dominated by periodical loading. These ﬂuctuations were associated with instability in the pump-turbine characteristics caused
by rotating stall. Piezoelectric accelerometers to measure runner
acceleration, displacement and force transducers, strain gauges,
and data acquisition system were used to carry out the transient
measurements on a pump-turbine as shown in Fig. 1. The radial
and axial forces on the impeller were measured at ﬁxed guide
vane opening angles, 5◦ , 15◦ , 25◦ , and 35◦ .
Transient operations of these turbines were begun with an
increased demand for variable power due to industrial development and installation of wind farms and solar panels. Initially,
these transients were only causing a shift in the turbine operating

Figure 1 Measurement of dynamic forces on pump-turbine shaft
(Staubli 1987)
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point. Later with an increase in the transients, turbines began to
experience problems such as vibration, cavitation, water hammer phenomena, fatigue, and cracking in the runner blades
(Staubli 1987, Novozhenin and Krasil’nikov 1994, Sotnikov and
Pylev 1994). Problems due to water hammer were investigated
(Ramos and Almeida 2002), and it was observed that the magnitude of the pressure waves generated in the penstock is solely
dependent on the gate movement. These waves propagate to
the runner through the distributor and create pressure oscillations, and the runner-side pressure ﬂuctuations are responsible
for torque variations.
A hydraulic turbine contains an appreciable amount of water,
and the inertia of the corresponding mass drives larger and faster
variations in the pressure during transient. Experimental measurements on the turbine have shown that the head and torque
ﬂuctuations are greater during turbine start-up due to the high
inertia of the water mass and the uncontrolled movement of guide
vanes (Souza Jr. et al. 1999). Furthermore, it was observed that
the inertia of the rotating component has a signiﬁcant impact
on the dynamic behaviour of the turbine during transient operation (Tsukomoto and Ohashi 1982, Tsukomoto et al. 1986). It
is well known that as the moment of inertia increases the system
accelerates steadily, and the speed rises monotonically and more
time is required to achieve synchronization speed. The heavy
rotating structure of the old-design runner was replaced with a
light-weight runner to achieve faster accelerations. However, this
improvement was not suitable for peak-load turbines, primarily
used to restore grid operation. Then, eﬀorts were applied to design
a light-weight runner (without sacriﬁcing strength and operating
capacity) by compromising between torque and pressure ﬂuctuations during turbine start–stop. The runner blades were cast
using mixtures of materials, material layers, and blade coatings
to maintain strength.
Transients are accompanied by a variable load on the runner
blades and induced cyclic stresses. Steady-state measurements
have shown that the bending stresses are more concentrated at
the backside of the blade, whereas tensile stresses predominate
at the trailing edge where the blade is welded to the upper side
(Ivanchenko et al. 1981, Huth 2005, Liu et al. 2008, Frunzăverde
et al. 2010). Numerical estimations using FEM have shown
that the increased transients might decrease runner life up to
50% (Sotnikov and Pylev 1994). Increasing the blade thickness
to absorb the stresses may not be suﬃcient. However, optimized ﬂow control techniques can reduce the asymmetrical load
on the runner (Zelenevskii and Kuprik 1987, Novozhenin and
Krasil’nikov 1994, Wickstrom 1997, Ramos and Almeida 2002).
In addition to the impact on the turbines, unexpected start–
stop of the turbine adds additional cost to plant owners. The
literature suggests that there is a signiﬁcant impact on shortterm scheduling of power production because the cost is not
accounted generally. The start-up cost is increased either directly
with the number of start–stop cycles or with the operating hours
of the unit (Nilsson and Sjelvgren 1997a, 1997b, Bakken and
Bjørkvoll 2002). Each start-up was assumed to cause a wear
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equivalent to a certain number of operating hours. It was predicted that one start–stop cycle can shorten the refurbishment
time period by approximately 15 h. It has shown the reduction
in the service period of a high-head turbine subjected to start–
stop cycles. This model was prepared based on the assumption
that increasing the number of start–stop cycles decreases the
service life. An estimate has shown that a 100-MW pumped
storage plant adds additional costs of more than 330 USD per
start–stop.

3

Francis turbine transients and measurements
(2001-2011)

Over the last few decades, investigations on turbine transient
were limited. Since then, the development of new measuring
instruments and techniques has allowed for transient measurements. Both on-site and model tests were carried out to
investigate the dynamical behaviour of hydraulic turbine under
various operating conditions. Turbine transients are discussed in
three categories: (1) load variation, (2) start–stop, and (3) total
load rejection. The present review mainly focuses on measurements and numerical analysis performed to investigate (1) the
development of fatigue on the runner during transients, (2) the
impacts due to wicket gate movement and rotor–stator interaction, (3) transient simulations, (4) steady-state and transient
measurements on runner blades, (5) measurements on guide
vanes, and (6) ﬂuid–structure interaction (FSI) to understand the
impacts of hydrodynamic forces on the runner.
3.1

Load variation

Currently, Francis turbines are needed to operate over a wider
range (approximately ±30% away from best eﬃciency point
(BEP) for a high-head Francis turbine), irrespective of eﬃciency.
Hydraulic turbines are generally designed to operate at the BEP
and/or ±5% of BEP. When the turbine runs at lower or higher
operating point, it experiences more wear and structural vibration
due to cavitation, vortex break down, and high-pressure pulsations on runner blades. These operating conditions are generally
unfavourable for the turbine and are avoided. Present demand
of electricity does not allow turbines to operate exclusively at
BEP. Power plant owners are expected to vary power generation
frequently, from a very low power generation to a maximum
designed capacity to meet the power requirements. The variation in power generation is achieved by opening and/or closing
the guide vanes.
Experimental measurements have shown that unsteady vortical ﬂow develops between the guide vane passages and propagates to the vaneless space. Vortex formation and destruction
occur very quickly as guide vanes move. Figure 2 illustrates the
phenomena captured in the distributor section of a pump-turbine
(Hasmatuchi et al. 2010b) at diﬀerent positions of guide vanes.
At BEP, the ﬂow is under normal conditions. As the discharge
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Figure 2 Vortex formation and destruction between guide vanes at diﬀerent operating conditions (Hasmatuchi et al. 2010a)

blades and does not meet the outlet angle (α) made by the guide
vanes. Guide vane outlet velocity (C1 ) (i.e. runner absolute velocity), runner peripheral velocity (U1 ), and runner relative inlet
velocity (W1 ) are presented in Fig. 4, from the BEP to very
low discharge conditions. During closure of the guide vanes,
the angle of the absolute ﬂow velocity (α) decreases, and thus
the radial ﬂow velocity. Therefore, the tangential velocity of the
ﬂow increases, and more separating ﬂow at the inlet of runner
appears as the discharge is lowered, as shown in Fig. 5. Thus, ﬂow
becomes unstable in the runner blade passages which are mainly
responsible for runner oscillations and asymmetric loading on
the blades (Antonsen 2007, Staubli et al. 2008, Hasmatuchi
et al. 2010b).
Unstable characteristics in the Francis pump-turbine were
numerically observed during discharge variation up to very low
discharges (Widmer et al. 2011). Flow recirculation and vortex
formation were observed in the vaneless space when moving
to part-load operation at low discharges. It was found that the

reduces (up to runaway speed), the ﬂow condition worsens and
the vortex instability increases. This results in unsteady vortex
formation and breakdown during turbine brake. Broken cells
were striking at the adjacent faces with high speed, which induced
strong vibrations of the guide vanes. This created asymmetric
unsteady pressure pulsation and induced periodic oscillations,
resulting in variation in output power.
During load variation, the guide vanes experienced unsteady
pressure diﬀerences on their surfaces; pressure and suction side.
The variations are signiﬁcant due to the continuous change in
the position of the stagnation point. Furthermore, adjacent guide
vanes experience unequal pressure diﬀerences due to the asymmetrical radial (R1 to R2 ) location of the camber line (point ‘1’
and ‘2’) of all guide vanes as shown in Fig. 3. Therefore, the
pressure and velocity distribution from guide vane to guide vane
becomes non-uniform and varies.
Non-uniform velocity distribution and unsteady vortex formation change the angle of ﬂow approaching to the runner
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Velocity distribution in wicket gate cascade

distribution has created an asymmetrical load and thus unequal
stresses on the runner blades (Staubli et al. 2008, Hasmatuchi
et al. 2010a, Widmer et al. 2011).
Load variations from low-power generation to high-power
generation are generally accompanied by rapid gate opening.
The ﬂow rate increases rapidly and the pressure builds up in the
runner channels. During the course of time, a certain number of
runner channels are ﬁlled with water and reach a stall position,
whereas others may experience sound ﬂow. This was conﬁrmed
by experiments on a pump-turbine. The ﬂow blockage induces
an increase in the incidence angle for the follower blade and a
decrease in the incidence angle for the forerunner blade. Rotating stall was observed at greater openings of the wicket gates
in a pump-turbine, but it has been rarely observed in the Francis turbine during high-power generation (Staubli et al. 2008,
Hasmatuchi et al. 2010b).
Under the worst-case conditions, FSI can lead to structural
failure of the runner blades. In recent years, turbine manufacturers have encountered some serious problems of crack in the
runner blade due to asymmetric dynamic forces at the runner
inlet. Improved prediction of the forces would be of great contribution to minimize fatigue problems in the coming future
(Antonsen 2007).
An analytical approach applied by Nicolet et al. (2002) has
shown that rapid change from one operating point to another creates ﬂuctuations in power output. The turbine requires more time
to meet the torque values of the generator (βG ) because of the runner inertia and unsteady water mass inside the turbine. Figure 6
presents the sudden variation of several parameters after a 30%
load rejection. Turbine torque was observed to exist in periodic
form; generator torque changed rapidly after load change and
then remained constant. This mismatch caused variations in runner speed, torque, head pressure, and discharge over more than
16 s. This is too long to stabilize the generator power during
peak demand of electricity. The torque variation was in phase
with the wicket gate movement as operated by a servomotor.
A similar phenomenon was measured experimentally by Staubli
et al. (2010) and shown that the runner torque ﬂuctuations were
primarily related to the gate movement and steadily decreases as
runner speed stabilizes.

Figure 4 Inlet velocity triangles at diﬀerent operating conditions (Hasmatuchi et al. 2010b) α, absolute velocity angle in degree; β, relative
velocity angle in degree; Cm , radial ﬂow velocity in m/s; C1 , absolute
velocity in m/s; W1 , relative velocity in m/s; and U1 , runner peripheral
velocityin m/s

Figure 5 Flow separation at partial discharge (Hasmatuchi et al.
2010b)

unsteady ﬂow due to vortex formation induces pressure ﬂuctuations within the runner. At a small opening of the guide vanes,
the developed vortices were stabilized in the vaneless space and
blocked the ﬂow to the runner. The stationary vortex formation
was found to be responsible for the asymmetrical pressure rise
in both the rotating and stationary domains, causing operating
instability in the turbine. Circumferentially non-uniform pressure
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Figure 6 Unstable characteristics of a Francis turbine after 30% load rejection (Nicolet et al. 2002) α, speed in rev/min; βG , generator torque in
N m; βt , runner torque in N m; h, head in m; υ, discharge m3 /s; and y, servomotor reaction to guide vane in length

may provide reasonable results in the study of impacts due to
transients (Nicolet et al. 2009).

The estimation of turbine torque is explained by Ramos and
Almedia (2002), the unbalanced torque between the turbine
and the generator changes according to the angular momentum
equation for the rotating mass (Ramos and Almedia 2001).

T T − TG = I

2π dN
60 dt

3.2 Start–stop



Whenever large frequency oscillations of the power grid occur
for a longer time than allowed, the turbines may experience
rapid shutdown and restart. The operating schemes used to
bring the runner up to synchronization speed and/or force it
down to zero must follow the requirements of the power grid.
The sequence is still conducted manually in most power plants.
Therefore, during start-up and shutdown of the turbine, the runner
accelerates and decelerates in an unknown manner or according to the servomotor stroke. Transient forces induced due to
unfavourable acceleration/deceleration may cause damage to
the runner blades. The start–stop is one of the most damaging
operating conditions in Francis turbines (Gagnon et al. 2010).
Generally, start-up is followed by a gradual and speedy opening of the guide vanes up to a certain generator speed (t0.8 ≈ 80%
of synchronization speed). Then, guide vane movement is slowed
down for smooth coupling of the generator to reduce oscillations
(IEC 545, IEC 60308,). As soon as the generator achieves rated
speed and torque, it is coupled to the power grid. A highlight
of the sequence given in IEC 61362 is shown in Fig. 7. At the
time of synchronization (tSR ), an overshoot–undershoot of torque
takes place (as shown “A”). After the synchronization speed is
achieved, the wicket gate movement slows further to reduce head
and torque variations. Just before synchronization, TG and TT are

(1)

TT is the net hydraulic turbine torque in N m, TG is the electromagnetic resistance torque in N m, and I is the total polar
moment of the rotating mass inertia in kg m2 , N is the runner
speed in rev/min. At full load rejection, TG will reach zero. For
these unloading conditions, the polar moment I has a signiﬁcant
inﬂuence on the speed variation. Due to the inertia of the unit,
the runner speed increases rapidly and attains runaway speed,
causing signiﬁcant discharge variation. Consequently, a sudden
upsurge is generated, which propagates along the penstock and
is of the utmost importance in deﬁning the design, safety, and
exploitation conditions.
At the power plant, the speed controller acts continuously
until the generator and turbine torque are stabilized. Nicolet
(2007) has found that the time required for stabilization increases
with the speed of the unit and can become even greater during
load variation. For analytical investigation, the mass inertia of
rotating components and water was not considered. Therefore,
considering all dynamic eﬀects, such as gate movement, draft
tube vortex, mass inertia of the rotating components and water,
rotor–stator interaction, and the eﬀects of ﬂuid compressibility,
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Figure 7 Start-up and synchronization of the turbine (IEC 61362). f =instantaneous frequency in Hz, fr =grid frequency in Hz, ts =time necessary
to reach steady state operation in seconds

Figure 8 Normalized oscillations in head (h) per unit, discharge (q) per unit, torque (t) per unit, runner speed (n) per unit, and guide vanes (y)
movement per unit during emergency shutdown function of time (Nicolet et al. 2008)

equal due to no-load-spin, but after synchronization, these quantities become diﬀerent. In fact, the generator is connected to a
constant load and requires a uniform torque, whereas the load on
the turbine increases immediately after coupling. Consequently,
the runner speed decreases, resulting in further adjustment of the
wicket gates until TG and TT match.
Torque ﬂuctuations during start-up slow down the synchronization process and are undesirable during peak-hour demand.
This behaviour also delays start-up of the turbine. There is practically no load on the turbine shaft, and the turbine operates
close to runaway speed (Staubli et al. 2008), which is more critical. The generator may sometimes fail to synchronize due to
a mismatch of the phase angle between the power grid and the
generator output terminal (∼120◦ or ∼180◦ ). The failure results
in rapid ﬂuctuations of torque and inlet pressure head, and in
extreme cases, the rotating components of a generator and turbine
may collapse (Nicolet et al. 2008). Out-of-phase synchronization
aﬀects the neighbouring units of the plant that share a common
piping network and electrical grid connections (Nicolet 2007).

Normal shutdown of the turbine is carried out for several reasons: maintenance, lack of water, chance of spring ﬂooding, and
reduced power requirements at night. Shutdown does not lead to
severe damage of the unit if it is carried out normally. However,
the abnormal shutdown of the turbine can damage the rotating
structure and the connected operating instruments. Onsite measurement and numerical simulation were carried out by Nicolet
et al. (2008) considering emergency shutdown of the pumpturbine. The results showed that a transient event led to excessive
loading on the wicket gates, resulting in shearing of the safety
pin. Two types of transient measurements and simulations were
carried out for normal emergency shutdown and emergency shutdown with servomotor failure on 2 × 340 MW pump-turbines.
Figure 8 shows oscillations in the head, discharge, speed, and
torque during shutdown. Peak ﬂuctuations were captured in head
and torque due to a fast closing of guide vanes. The energy dissipated in terms of pressure wave and remaining absorbed by
runner. Figure 9 shows oscillations in ﬂow parameters immediately after the servomotor failed during emergency shutdown.
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Figure 9 Normalized oscillations in head (h) per unit, discharge (q) per unit, torque (t) per unit, runner speed (n) per unit, and guide vanes moement
(y) per unit during emergency shutdown including servomotor failure function of time (Nicolet et al. 2008)

Under this condition, head pressure, torque, speed, and discharge
characteristics ﬂuctuate rapidly within a shorter period of time
than during regular emergency shutdown. The situation creates
a water hammer and surge. It was observed that pressure ﬂuctuations in the penstock can reach up to 1.7 times of the normal
pressure head, a condition for which the penstock may not be
designed.
Gagnon et al. (2010) have predicted runner life based on cyclic
loading and fatigue. This estimation was a function of the wicket
gate opening/closing angle (%) and time (s). The ﬁrst scheme
shows a more rapid closure of the guide vanes compared with the
second scheme, where the total closure is stabilized in almost the
same time as shown in Fig. 10. Faster crack propagation occurs in
the runner blades due to cyclic fatigue loading. This was observed
for the ﬁrst scheme compared with the second scheme for a given
set of cycles. The diﬀerence was attributed to the faster rate of
closure in scheme 1 compared with scheme 2, along with the
occurrence of fatigue loading at no-load spin of the runner in the
case of the former.
Numerical simulation for turbine start and stop was carried
out using a dynamic grid approach. The selection of the time
steps has a signiﬁcant impact on the accuracy of the results. A
smaller time step (≤ 1◦ of runner rotation) can result in a reasonable agreement with the experimental results. Such type of
simulations cannot be carried out for a ﬁxed number of revolutions of the runner; instead, the simulations were carried out
for a total time necessary to reach the synchronization speed or
shut-down from synchronous speed. The simulations involving
runner acceleration/deceleration have variable time step sizes
and are purely a function of runner speed at that moment. It is
ineﬃcient to use ﬁxed time step size to carry out transient simulations involving turbine transients. The total simulation time
depends on the runner acceleration to synchronization or speed
down to zero; this is speciﬁc to the turbine and can be varied

Figure 10 Guide vane opening for two diﬀerent start-up schemes
(Gagnon et al. 2010)

from 0 to 40 s or more depending on the inertia of rotating components. The movement of guide vanes and selection of position
is estimated using total time of opening/closing. Then the time
is operated with total simulation time (Kolsek et al. 2006, Liu
et al. 2010, 2011, Widmer et al. 2011).
Normally, the turbine start–stop scheme is deﬁned during
equipment commissioning and not changed afterwards. The necessary test runs are carried out after installation of the turbine, and
the test run sequence and procedure follow the IEC 545 standard.
IEC 60193 provides the necessary parameters and measurement
techniques after commissioning, which are then adjusted by
each manufacturer (IEC 545, IEC994, IEC60193, IEC 60308,
IEC61362).
3.3 Total load rejection
Total load rejection is one of the most severe transient operating
events experienced by a turbine. This event occurs when grid
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Figure 12 Rotor–stator interaction under total load rejection (Kolsek
et al. 2006)

Figure 11 Variation of the normalized rotational speed, ﬂow rate, and
torque function of time after total load rejection (Liu et al. 2010)

parameters move beyond the generator’s prescribed range, leading to disconnection of the generator from the grid. After grid
splitting, the load at the generator’s terminal reaches zero within
a very short period of time. The runner speed starts to rise due
to constant energy input from the turbine at zero loading. Occasionally, the runner speed reaches runaway speed, and the turbine
experiences severe vibrations if total load rejection occurs at partial discharge (Widmer et al. 2011). The runner speed cannot be
controlled due to the risk of runner damage at high speed and
the safety of the wicket gates. Servomotor actuation and, therefore, the wicket gates require time for adjustment to control the
discharge. Safe operation of the bearings and the generator can
be signiﬁcantly aﬀected during such an incident (Ramos and
Almedia 2001).
During steady-state operation, the runner’s rotational speed
is kept constant by the governor, according to the grid power
demand. In the case of total load rejection, the runner speed
depends solely on the water mass inertia, gate opening, and mass
moment of inertia of rotating components. Due to the risk of
water hammer and pressurized surge in front of the turbine guide
vanes, the guide vanes cannot be closed rapidly to limit the runner
speed.
Experimental measurements on load rejection have shown
that pressure ﬂuctuations in vaneless space and torque ﬂuctuations in the runner initially increased with the rise in speed
and then were reduced by the closing of the wicket gates. In
a total load rejection situation, rapid pressure ﬂuctuations were
captured in the turbine passages, leading to runner torque ﬂuctuations approximately 1.5 s after the load rejection. The torque
ﬂuctuations remain until the runaway speed, as shown in Fig. 11.
The speed rise was observed until 3.5 s along with the discharge.
Under total load rejection, the speed rise of Francis runners can
be 140–170% of the rated runner speed (Liu et al. 2010).
Experimental and numerical simulations of total load rejection of a bulb turbine showed that pressure ﬂuctuations are
functions of time to control runner speed as shown in Fig. 12. The

initial pressure under steady operation dropped to almost 20%
immediately after load rejection because of the rapid closing of
the guide vanes and the occurrence of no-load spin. The pressure
then rose to more than 120% during initial closure of the wicket
gates. The pressure ﬁrst drops during the 0–2 s time interval. This
behaviour was explained by the increase in the tangential velocity
as the runner speed increases and was strongly inﬂuenced by the
change in closing speed of the gate. As the guide vanes closing
enter the second slow phase (t > 4.5 s), the pressure rises again
and then slowly decreases monotonically. During load rejection,
the wicket gates are sometimes closed immediately by ignoring the attached governing mechanism. This is one of the safety
feature provided to limit an immediate speed rise. The choice
is possible when both manual and automatic shutdown systems
are incorporated to prevent more damage to the runner and the
generator (IEC 545). Therefore, a proper selection of the gateclosing scheme can reduce the pressure ﬂuctuations and potential
damage to the runner.
The numerical results from the work of Kolsek et al. (2006)
were in reasonable agreement with the experimental values. The
second-order central diﬀerence scheme with a ﬁne grid (4.2 million nodes) has produced results with better agreement. To attain
reasonable results, the correct scheme and the proper selection of
numerical time steps are both necessary. Numerical simulations
for load rejection conﬁrmed that time steps for a runner rotation of 0.5–5◦ can provide useful information for the ﬂow ﬁeld
under transients. The selection of the wicket gate grid change
position (< 1◦ ) can also have a signiﬁcant impact on grid deformation and is mainly dependent on the free space between the
guide vanes and runner. Care should be taken in choosing the
grid expansion and contraction ratio. This ratio generally varies
with runner rotational time and, therefore, the updated size of the
time steps. Kolsek et al. (2006) have selected a grid change after
a 5◦ rotation of the runner to simulate the total load rejection.
The time step size and selection are shown in Fig. 13. The turbine was initially run at 82% gate opening and was subject to a
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increased start–stop may shorten the predeﬁned refurbishment
time by up to 50% (Nilsson and Sjelvgren 1997a, 1997b, Bakken
and Bjørkvoll 2002). This estimation was deﬁned mathematically by considering selected assumptions and using extrapolation of past events in power plants. The data were collected from
various hydroelectric power plants.
Analysis and study of crack propagation showed that significant improvement in runner life is possible by using improved
start–stop schemes rather than predeﬁned schemes (Gagnon et al.
2010). During the investigation of a damaged runner, it was
observed that cracks were initiated at the time of service and
then propagated at every start–stop cycles. The stress intensity
limit exceeded the threshold limit for fatigue growth at the time
of the transients. Transients are not the same for all Francis turbines. Damage due to pressure amplitudes varies with operating
trend and therefore should be analysed on a case-by-case basis.
Moreover, model testing and increased ﬁeld measurements are
required to develop a better understanding of the relationship
between hydrodynamic forces and the mechanical behaviour of
Francis turbine, including wicket gate movement. The operating
scheme must be optimized to reduce the damage induced in the
runner blades and increase overall reliability.
Numerical simulation of turbine transients is also a diﬃcult
task; one must carry out the simulation with a transient approach
using grid deformation and updated techniques to attain useful information. This task can be achieved using a structured
or unstructured grid depending on the available computational
resources. A tetrahedral mesh requires approximately double the
memory of a hexahedral mesh (Ansys 2010). Double-precision
64-bit word algorithms can be used and are needed to simulate
problems in turbo-machinery to obtain useful results. This simulation consumes almost double the memory and CPU power
compared with that of a single-precision simulation. Additional
equations, such as turbulence modelling, play a signiﬁcant role
in grid resolution near the walls. Several turbulence models have
been applied, a one-equation model to detached eddy simulation
and very large eddy simulations. It is estimated that the addition
of two scalar equations can increase CPU usage by up to 50%,
and six scalar equations, such as the Reynolds stress model, may
be 120% more expensive.
During turbine transients, the guide vanes move with respect
to the runner acceleration and/or deceleration, and the mass ﬂow
rate is managed accordingly. If one wants to describe these movements using CFD, the computational grid must follow the same
pattern as actual practice. Selection of time steps for transient
simulations can optimize memory and CPU usage and the level
of numerical accuracy. In turbo-machinery problems, the time
steps are a function of the runner rotation and, therefore, grid
deformation takes place accordingly. Depending on the complexity of the deformation and physical model, adding the mesh
deformation to a simulation will increase CPU usage by approximately 10–50% per time step. Furthermore, a two-way coupled
simulation (i.e. coupled ﬂuid and solid solver) of the domain can
increase CPU usage by more than a factor often.

Figure 13 Scenario of the grid changes time steps under load rejection
(Kolsek et al. 2006)

sudden load rejection. Grid changes in steps 1–9 and a time step
of 1◦ runner rotation was selected until 25% closing of the gate,
and the time step was then increased until the full closing of the
gate.
Load variation, start–stop, and total load rejection cannot
be stopped by the plant operator, but related damages can be
minimized with appropriate strategies. Proper selection of the
guide vane operating scheme may have a signiﬁcant improvement to the runner life. To allow for increased reliability, runner
life, and safe operation, turbine manufacturers and academic
researchers are required to focus on investigating more about
the dynamic behaviour of hydraulic turbines under transient
conditions. Attention should be given to the estimation of the
magnitude of forces in terms of unsteady pressure pulsations in
stationary and rotating components of Francis turbines.
4

Further needs and methods for handling transients
within hydropower environment

On demand energy market and favourable government support
in many countries have led to a dramatic increase in the use of
intermittent energy sources in recent years. It has changed the
operating trend of hydraulic turbines. Recently (July 2012) massive power outage was experienced in the Eastern and North
Eastern grid of India; almost 19 states and more than 600 million
people were aﬀected. Grid frequency dropped lower than the
designed and more than 50% of the hydraulic turbines were
disconnected from the grid and experienced emergency shutdown, total load rejection, and restarting. Optimization of guide
vane operating scheme with regard to damage may extend the
life and the reliability of the runner. The start–stop scheme
is one available parameter that can be controlled by the end
user and could be used to minimize the damage induced in the
runner.
It was estimated that each start–stop cycle shortens refurbishment time by 15 h. Developed theoretical models showed that
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Experimental measurements of transients with numerical
analysis can provide reasonable outputs. Detailed experiments on
transients are limited due to the risk of damaging the machine.
Therefore, a necessary set of the experimental results can be
used for validation of a numerical model, and further analysis
can be carried out numerically. Various combinations of start–
stop schemes may be simulated numerically, and an optimal
scheme can be further tested experimentally. This approach may
represent the optimum solution required to carry out an investigation of unsteady pressure forces on runner to estimate damaging
under transient events. Nevertheless, any new strategy needs to
be tested on site.
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5 Summary
Present electricity demand and ﬂexibility to operate hydraulic
turbines, hydropower plants are asked more frequently to adapt
production to energy demand. Consequently, the hydro power
plants are victims of their availability and are subject to an
increasing number of start–stop cycles. Generally, power plant
owners intend to start up the unit as quickly as possible to restore
the electrical grid and minimize the downtime of the unit. This
behaviour leads to rapid movement of the guide vanes resulting in unwanted runner acceleration/deceleration. Therefore, an
appropriate start–stop strategy may improve the runner dynamics
and maintain the predeﬁned refurbishment period with additional
reductions in cost.
All transient events induce changes in most operating parameters (e.g. discharge, head, rotational speed, and voltage) in the
power plant. The impacts of these changes on the safety of the
power plants should be assessed at the early stage of any hydroelectric project. It is needed to select the critical dimensions of the
system and adopt transient strategies with appropriate margins.
Therefore, transient analysis should be performed that accounts
for the entire system. The turbine must be designed to withstand
extreme loads under normal, emergency, or catastrophic transient regimes. To achieve this goal, the designers must predict
the turbine behaviour under such conditions and design them with
protective measures against undesirable unsteady ﬂow eﬀects.
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1

Experimental and Numerical
Studies for a High Head
Francis Turbine at Several
Operating Points
Experimental and numerical studies on a high head model Francis turbine were carried
out over the entire range of turbine operation. A complete Hill diagram was constructed
and pressure-time measurements were performed at several operating conditions over the
entire range of power generation by installing pressure sensors in the rotating and stationary domains of the turbine. Unsteady numerical simulations were performed at ﬁve operating conditions using two turbulent models, shear stress transport (SST) k-x and standard
k-e and two advection schemes, high resolution and second order upwind. There was a
very small difference (0.85%) between the experimental and numerical hydraulic efﬁciencies at the best efﬁciency point (BEP); the maximum difference (14%) between the experimental and numerical efﬁciencies was found at lower discharge turbine operation.
Investigation of both the numerical and experimental pressure-time signals showed that the
complex interaction between the rotor and stator caused an output torque oscillation over
a particular power generation range. The pressure oscillations that developed due to guide
vanes and runner blades interaction propagate up to the trailing edge of the blades. Fourier analysis of the signals revealed the presence of a vortex rope in the draft tube during
turbine operation away from the BEP. [DOI: 10.1115/1.4024805]
Keywords: Francis turbine, pressure oscillations, steady state, rotor stator interaction,
blade loading

Introduction

Encouragement for electricity generation via wind and solar
energy coupled with market deregulation may cause unstable
operation of the power grid, as the required voltage and the frequency level of the grid cannot be sustained through continuous
variations in electricity generation and demand [1]. Hydroelectric
turbines are generally used to balance grid parameters by changing operating point. This is performed by changing the angular
position of the guide vanes and, therefore, the discharge corresponding to the power requirement, irrespective of the turbine efﬁciency and stability. Turbine operation away from the BEP has
become desirable due to unfavorable phenomena, such as the
complex interactions between the guide vanes and the runner,
asymmetric and unsteady forces on the blades, and vortex breakdown in the draft tube [2–5].
Experimental measurements and numerical simulations of
Francis turbines have been carried out to investigate the causes of
the instabilities. Oscillations and variations in the turbine output
torque have been investigated for upper and lower part load operation [6]. The source of the torque variation was found to be either
a rotor-stator interaction (RSI) or a vortex breakdown in the draft
tube. During steady state operation, small discharge ﬂuctuations
1
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may couple to the continuous development, destruction, and rotation of vortices at a subsynchronous frequency inside the runner
channels [7]. Blade-to-blade pressure differences and asymmetric
pressure loadings may also cause output torque ﬂuctuations, particularly when the RSI occurs. The interaction between the guide
vanes’ wakes and the rotating blades creates a complicated pressure and velocity ﬁeld in the vaneless space. A wave propagates
towards the runner blade at the same time that the RSI generates a
wave, creating large oscillations in the entire hydraulic system
[8]. Cyclic interactions between the blades and the guide vanes
create periodic phenomena that cause variations in the torque.
The runner blade inlet angle signiﬁcantly affects the incoming
ﬂow entering the blade cascade. The angle and curve of the blades
inﬂuence the runner performance and also determine the inception
of the blade channel ﬂow vortex, which may be the main cause of
turbine vibrations and an asymmetric pressure distribution on the
blade surface. Pengcheng et al. [9] have shown that the appropriate rake angle blade can delay the inception of the vortical ﬂow
and improve stress distribution characteristics of the blade. Measurements on high head Francis turbines have shown that the pressure pulse frequency can reach up to 13f (where f is the runner
frequency) in the vaneless space and spread to the turbine [10].
Low-frequency pressure pulsations (fpulsations < f) can cause
fatigue cracks in the runner blades, whereas high-frequency
pressure pulsations may limit the operating range of the turbine.
High-amplitude pressure oscillations and a RSI frequency near
the runner natural frequency can also produce resonance in the
system [11].
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Arpe et al. [12] conducted experimental pressure measurements
on a Francis turbine draft tube, observing oscillations of signiﬁcant pressure amplitude (2.46f) in the test rig, which were
attributed to the system excitation. Such oscillations may occur in
a high-frequency range for a high speciﬁc speed turbine with an
upper partial load when the vortex rope precession frequency corresponds to 0.2–0.4f [13]. Shock phenomena may occur in the
operating range, causing structural vibrations when the vortex
rope strikes the draft tube wall.
Several numerical simulations have investigated the ﬂow ﬁeld
inside the turbine under different operating conditions. Table 1
shows the techniques and models that have been used to simulate
hydraulic turbines to date, in chronological order. Due to limitations in computational resources, each component of the turbine
has been simulated separately. Presently, it is general practice to
use computational ﬂuid dynamics (CFD) as a tool to optimize the
design of turbine components [21]. The available literature shows
that differences between numerical and experimental results can
vary from 0.5% to 47%. These differences depend on the numerical parameters that are compared to (or used to validate) the measured parameters; parameters related to the amplitude/frequency or
that are time dependent may show even larger differences
between experimental and numerical results [7,13–21, 22].
This paper investigates the causes of instabilities, the complexity of the RSI, and the effects on the blades during the full range
of power generation. Steady-state measurements were carried out
at 15 discharge values for each angular position of the guide
vanes, using a total ten different positions to construct the com-

plete Hill diagram. The pressure forces in the turbine were measured as a function of the runner angular position by mounting
pressure sensors at different locations: two at the inlet, one in the
vaneless space, three on the blade surfaces, and two in the draft
tube cone. Numerical simulation of the model turbine was performed at ﬁve operating points to cover the entire range of power
output. Validated simulations were used to investigate the pressure variations in the turbine, the unstable torque characteristics,
and the pressure distribution on the blade surfaces. All of the numerical and experimental signals were Fourier transformed to
investigate the rotor-stator interactions and the magnitude of the
pressure on the blade surfaces.

2

Materials and Methods

2.1 Model Test Rig. The model turbine investigated in the
present work is installed at the Waterpower laboratory, NTNU,
Norway. The test rig is enabled to operate in a closed loop (maximum head 30 m) and an open loop (maximum head 12 m).
The test rig and scaled down (1:5.1) model turbine are shown in
Fig. 1. Experimental measurements were carried out using the
open loop water circuit to get realistic conditions without signiﬁcant variation of the effective head available to the turbine inlet
similar to a prototype. Water from the basement was pumped to
the overhead tank and ﬂowed down to the upstream pressure tank
connected to the turbine inlet pipeline. A uniform level of the
water/head was maintained in the overhead tank at all operating

Table 1 Literature review of numerical simulations of hydraulic turbines

Domain

Elements/
node(mil)

Yþ (-)

Code

Analysis
type

Staubli et al. [14]

Draft tube

0.493

11–330

CFX-TASC

Transient TS-0.3 s

Luis et al. [15]

Distributor

2.621

2

CFX5

Steady State

Buntic et al. [16]

Draft tube

1.000

¼50

Own

Transient TS-0.01 s

Zoberi et al. [17]

Complete turbine

0.910

Mean 60-270

CFX5

Transient TS-0.5 deg

Li-xiang et al. [18] One blade passage

5.100

13

Own

Transient TS-0.001 s

Ciocan et al. [13]

Runner and
draft tube
Draft tube

0.920

—

CFX5

Transient TS-1 deg

6.375

11

CFX12

Transient TS-0.5 deg

Wu et al. [20]

Complete turbine

2.500

40

CFX10

Transient

Widmer et al. [7]

Complete turbine

5.000

—

CFX12

Transient TS-1 to 5 deg

This paper

Complete turbine

12.029

Casing 65
Runner 11
Draft tube 40

CFX13

Transient TS-0.5 deg

Author

Cervantes et al. [19]

Fig. 1

Advection
scheme

Convergence
control

Turbulence
model

rms residual
Std k-e
10 E-4
First order
rms residual Std k-e, k-x,
10 E-5
KE 1-equation
Second order
—
Ext k-e Chen
and Kim,
VLES
First order
Residual
Std k-e
10 E-3
Second order
—
Smagorinsky
SGS-LES
High res
rms residual
Std k-e
10 E-4
High res,
rms residual
k-x SST
First order UPW
10 E-5
High res
—
Std & Mod
k-x, SST, Std
k-e
High res
rms residual
Std k-e
5 E-5
High res,
rms residual
Std k-e and
second
5 E-5
k-x SST
order UPW
First order

Model Francis turbine test rig installed at the water power laboratory, NTNU
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Table 2 Expected frequencies and diametrical modes in the
turbine
Stationary domain

Rotating domain

p

q

k1

k2

x1/x

x2/x

fs/f

x1/x0

x2/x0

fr/f

1
1
2
2
3
3
4
5
13

1
2
2
3
3
4
4
5
1

58
86
116
144
174
202
232
290
782

2
26
4
24
6
22
8
10
2

0.51
0.34
0.51
0.41
0.51
0.44
0.51
0.51
0.49

15
1.15
15
2.5
15
4.09
15
15
195

30
30
60
60
90
90
120
150
390

0.48
0.65
0.48
0.58
0.48
0.55
0.48
0.48
0.50

14
2.15
14
3.5
14
5.09
14
14
196

28
56
56
84
84
112
112
140
392

k1 ¼ pZr þ qZgv; k2 ¼ pZr – qZgv.
x1/x ¼ pZr/k1; x2/x ¼ pZr/k2; fs ¼ pZrf.
x1/x0 ¼ qZgv/k1; x2/x0 ¼ qZgv/k2; fr ¼ qZgv f.

points. The draft tube was connected to the downstream tank,
which was open to the air, and the water was released back to the
large basement.
The
corresponding
prototype
turbine
(HP ¼ 377 m,
PP ¼ 110 MW, and DP ¼ 1.779 m, QP ¼ 31 m3s1, ns ¼ 0.27) is in
operation at the Tokke power plant, Norway. The model and the
prototype are integrated with 14 stay vanes conjoined inside the
spiral casing, 28 guide vanes, a runner with 15 splitters and 15 full
length blades, and an elbow-type draft tube.
The interaction between 30 (15 þ 15) blades and 28 guide vanes
is complex due to the large number of runner blades. The ﬂow
ﬁeld leaving the guide vanes is generally characterized by a complex velocity and pressure ﬁeld caused by the RSI. When the ith
blade passes in front of the jth guide vane, it receives the same
hydrodynamic force as when passing in front of the jþlth guide
vane. After an entire revolution, the ith blade receives Zgv times
the same force as at the beginning of the revolution. For a runner
frequency f, a blade takes 1/f second to complete a cycle and to
receive a total hydrodynamic force (pZgv)/f during one cycle
(p ¼ 1) of the runner. Similarly, in the stationary domain, one
guide vane receives a total force of (qZr)/f during one cycle
(q ¼ 1) of the runner. The combined interactions between the
blade and guide vane rows are modeled in Eq. (1) [2]. This equation includes both the stationary and rotating domain harmonics p
and q, the angular position, the phase, and the combined amplitudes. The estimated possible diametrical modes of vibration and
the corresponding frequencies for the turbine are tabulated in
Table 2.




(1)
Fpq ðh; tÞ ¼ Apq cos pZ r  hr þ /p  cos qZ gv  hs þ /q
Table 2 presents the diametrical modes (k2) for a combination
of 30 blades and 28 guide vanes. The values of k2 ¼ 2,4,6,8,
and10 correspond to a pressure ﬁeld rotating in the same direction
as the runner, whereas k2 ¼ 26, 24, 22, and 2 correspond to
a pressure ﬁeld rotating in a direction opposite to the runner direction. The estimated frequencies were normalized as fs/f ¼ 30 and
fr/f ¼ 28 in the stationary and rotating domains, respectively. For
the diametrical modes 2, 4, and 6, the expected dominant frequencies were 30, 60, and 90 in the stationary domains and 28, 56, and
84 in the runner, respectively.
The time and angle between each guide vane and runner blade
interaction is estimated using Eqs. (2) and (3), respectively. For a
given frequency f, the RSI occurs after an interval of DtRSI or an
angle of DhRSI in the turbine. The order of the interaction generally depends on the ﬁrst angular position of the runner blade.
In this paper, the interaction sequence was such that guide vane
number 1 ﬁrst interacted with blade number 1. The interaction
sequence was as follows: blade 1-4-8-12-16-18-22-26-30 inter-

acted with the guide vane 1-8-15-22-1-8-15-22-1-8, respectively.
The cycle was completed every 96 deg and the sequence takes its
initial position after the 30th blade interacted with the eighth
guide vane. The highest common factor (u) for the combinations
of the guide vanes and blades was two for the turbine. Therefore,
two blades interacted with two guide vanes at the same instant of
time. The propagation of high-frequency pressure waves due to
the previous RSI and interference with the upcoming RSI caused
very high vibrations and noise in the mechanical system [8]. For
safe turbine operation, the shock wave propagation frequency
must be different from the RSI frequency at the corresponding
operating condition: this shock wave propagation frequency can
be calculated using Eq. (4).
u
f  Zr  Zgv


1
1

DhRSI ¼ 360
Zgv Z r
a Ds
f shock;RSI ¼ 2p

s
R
DtRSI ¼

(2)
(3)
(4)

2.2 Pressure Measurements, Instrumentation, and
Calibration. The experimental measurements, calibrations, and
computations were performed using the procedure and guidelines
given in IEC 60041, IEC 60193, ASTM PTC 18 [23–25]. Data
from the instruments were recorded using a computer with a LabView program developed in the laboratory. There were two logging systems: one to record the data speciﬁc to the test rig, which
was sampled at 1.4 Hz, and another to log the pressure signal of
the mounted pressure sensors, which were sampled at 2083 Hz.
The average differential pressure (Dp) was measured through
four circular taps located at the turbine inlet and the draft tube outlet. A KROHNE IFS4000 series magnetic ﬂow meter was used to
measure the ﬂow rate. Data from the inlet pressure transmitter, the
differential pressure transmitter, and the ﬂow meter were logged
into both the logging systems. Figure 2 shows the location of the
sensors mounted in the vaneless space (VL01), the two sensors on
the pressure side of the blade (P41 and P71), the one sensor on the
suction side of the blade (S51), and the two sensors on the wall of
the draft tube cone (DT11 and DT21), which were used to record
the pressure-time data at 2083 Hz. Apart from the sensors
mounted in the turbine, two pressure transmitters PTX1 and PTX2
were mounted at the inlet pipeline at a distance of 4.81 m and
0.87 m from the turbine inlet, respectively; see Fig. 1.
The Summation Research SRI-500e wireless telemetry system
was used to transmit the pressure-time data captured by the miniature sensors P42, P71, and S51 from the runner to the stationary receiver located outside the turbine. The transmitter and receiver
interacted at a frequency of 869 MHz. The pressure-time signals
from the sensors were logged by a 4  2 channel 24-bit National
Instrument (NI2939) analog input module (50 kHz) with an initializing ﬁlter, a National Instruments USB cDAQ9172 acquisition
(400 kHz) system, and a 610 V Hottinger Baldwin Messtechnik
GmbH, DC voltage ampliﬁer (10 kHz). The logging frequency
was estimated in terms of key factors including (1) the maximum
possible blade passing frequency and DtRSI, (2) at least one sample
per degree runner rotation, and (3) optimum logging of data without
delay and data loss from the wireless telemetry.
The accuracy and calibration uncertainty of the pressure sensors
are presented in Table 3. A hydraulic dead-weight tester GE Series 3200 was used to calibrate two PTX610 (PTX1 and PTX2)
pressure transmitters and one PTX1400 pressure transmitter. The
PTX1400 transmitter was used as a primary calibration sensor for
the Kulite LL080-type strain-gauge-based miniature pressure sensors P42, P71, and S51. Static calibration of these three pressure
sensors (P42, P71, and S51) was carried out a using pressure vessel that was designed and manufactured for the calibration. The
model runner was placed inside the vessel ﬁtted with a safety
NOVEMBER 2013, Vol. 135 / 111102-3
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Fig. 2 Locations of the pressure sensors and numerical points to record pressure-time data; positions VL01, P42, P71, S51,
DT11, and DT21 were used for the experimental measurements
Table 3 Accuracy and calibration uncertainties of the pressure sensors mounted inside the turbine
Instrument
Hydraulic dead-weight tester
(1–350 bar)
PTX1 (0–250 kPa abs)
PTX2 (0–250 kPa abs)
PTX1400 (0–1000 kPa abs)
Miniature pressure sensors,
Kulite LL080 (0–350 kPa abs);
Bandwidth 100 kHz and
300 kHz natural frequency
Miniature ruggedized
Kulite XTL-190 (0–700 kPa abs)
380 kHz natural frequency

Accuracy

Uncertainty

Position of installation

0.008% of actual reading

0.01%

0.08% FS BSL
0.08% FS BSL
60.15% typical BSL,
60.25% maximum
60.10% FS BSL,
60.50% maximum

0.02%
0.03%
0.04%
S51: 0.22%
P42: 0.62%
P71: 0.45%

Installed on the runner blades

60.10% FS BSL,
60.50% maximum

VL01, DT11,
DT21: 0.15%

Installed in vaneless space (VL01) and draft
tube cone (DT11, DT21)

valve, a provision to mount the PTX1400, a pressure release
valve, an air trapping valve, and an air tight rubber bush with tiny
holes for the sensor cables. To increase the water pressure inside
the vessel, a hand-operated water pump was connected to the vessel and a pressure release valve was used to regulate the water
pressure precisely. Eighteen different pressure values were
sampled for each sensor using the Lab-View program. The estimated uncertainties were 0.22%, 0.62%, and 0.45% for S51,
P42, and P71, respectively.
The random errors, systematic errors and related uncertainties
were estimated using IEC 60193 [24]. The systematic uncertainty
in the hydraulic efﬁciency was estimated by the root-sum-square
of all the individual uncertainties, the systematic uncertainties in
the discharge (dQ)sys, the speciﬁc hydraulic energy (dE)sys, the torque (dT)sys, the angular speed (dx)sys, and the density of water
(dq)sys:
111102-4 / Vol. 135, NOVEMBER 2013



Used as a primary calibration device for
PTX pressure transmitters
Turbine inlet pipeline
Turbine inlet
Used as a primary calibration device for Kulite LL080

dgh


sys

qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2
 2 ﬃ
¼ 6 dQ sys þðdE Þ2sys þðdT Þ2sys þðdx Þ2sys þ dq sys
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
 
 
  ﬃ
dgh total ¼
dgh sys þ dgh ran

(5)
(6)

The random uncertainty in the hydraulic efﬁciency was calculated using a 95% conﬁdence level and 21 degrees of freedom.
The standard deviation of 0.23% corresponded to a 60.10% random uncertainty in the hydraulic efﬁciency. Random samples (40
samples) of the ﬂow parameters were collected at the BEP
(a ¼ 9.8 deg, nED ¼ 0.18, qED ¼ 0.15) during the measurements,
the calculated uncertainty for the hydraulic efﬁciency
for which

dgh total was found to lie within a band of 60.16%.
2.3 Measurement Program. A series of measurements were
carried out at several operating points, ranging from a very low
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Fig. 3 Computational domain of the model Francis turbine (ns 5 0.27) with two
interfaces namely distributer to runner (interface–I) and runner to draft tube (interface–II), 14 stay vanes, 28 guide vanes, runner with 15 full length blades and 15
splitters, and draft tube connected to runner outlet

discharge (a ¼ 4 deg) to a high discharge (a ¼ 14 deg), to investigate the performance and characteristics of the high head Francis
turbine. The steady state measurement data that was sampled at
1.4 Hz were used to construct a Hill diagram, as per the guidelines provided in IEC60193 for the axis of the speed factor
(nED) versus the discharge factor (qED) and the efﬁciency line.
The variation in the efﬁciency, head, discharge, oscillations in
the output torque, and system vibrations and excitations at a particular speed factor were investigated and are discussed in the
results section.
In addition to the construction of the Hill diagram, pressuretime signals were logged (at 2083 Hz) from eight pressure sensors (PTX1, PTX2, VL01, P42, P71, S51, DT11, DT21) at ﬁve
different operating conditions: 0.07, 0.12, 0.17, 0.20 (BEP),
and 0.22 m3s1. Similarly, the numerical pressure-time signal
function of the runner angular position for both turbulence
models were recorded and investigated. Spectral analysis of the
time domain signals was performed using a Matlab–Spectrum
Pwelch algorithm to investigate the prevailing frequencies in
the turbine. A designed cascade of multiband and bandpass ﬁlters was used to ﬁlter out the frequencies related to the system
excitations and noise. A cross-spectrum analysis was performed
on the prevailing frequencies at the instant of time between
two signals in the domain. Flow ﬁeld analysis was carried out
to investigate the interactions between the guide vanes and the
runner blades and the inﬂuence on the ﬂow in the runner channels, the causes of the unstable torque characteristics, the ﬂow
behavior inside the runner channels, the pressure distribution
on the blade surfaces, and the ﬂow conditions at the runner
outlet.

3

Numerical Model

The numerical simulation investigated the capabilities of the
existing turbulence models, as well as speciﬁc ﬂow phenomena.
The dimensions of the numerical model for the turbine were the
same as those used in the experimental measurements. A hexahedral grid was generated for the model turbine by decomposing the
structured blocks. A grid consistency study with three different
densities was performed at the BEP. The simulations were performed using two different turbulence models, the standard k-e
and k-x SST models. A total of 62 points were used to monitor
the pressure and velocity at every time step, and ﬁve operating
points, encompassing the entire operating range of the turbine,
were selected for the unsteady simulations.
A computational grid composed of three domains was created:
distributor (stationary domain–I), runner (rotating domain), and
draft tube (stationary domain–II). The distributor and draft tube
are located at upstream and downstream of the runner, respectively, see Fig. 3. The complete turbine includes only two interfaces namely distributor to runner (interface–I) and runner to draft
tube (interface–II). The distributor grid includes key components
such as a spiral casing, 14 stay vanes, and 28 guide vanes. The

runner grid includes a hub, a shroud, 15 full length blades, and 15
half-length blades (generally known as splitters). The draft tube is
an elbow diffuser connecting the runner outlet to the downstream
pressure tank.

3.1 Grid Generation. The commercial software Ansys was
used to create the numerical model, generate the grid, and simulate the problem. Figure 3 shows the three-dimensional model that
was created using the Ansys CAD module ICEM CFD with a tight
tolerance 10E-5. A computational grid was created using threedimensional structured multiblocks in the distributor (casing, stay
vanes, and guide vanes), the runner (blade, splitter, shroud, and
hub), and the draft tube. A total of 4096 hexahedral blocks with
the respective dimensions were created to control the grid parameters such as the near wall distance, the mesh growth ratio, and the
aspect ratio.
A continuous mesh from the spiral casing inlet to the runner
inlet was constructed in the distributor. Since there was no interface between the stay vanes as well as the guide vanes, a uniform
and continuous grid was formed along the circumference of the
runner inlet. Node spacing, node distribution, and element size
were absolutely uniform at both the interior faces namely distributor outlet and runner inlet. Thus, a conformal mesh with a uniform
numbers of nodes and spacing was obtained at the interface–I; see
Fig. 4. The same mesh parameters were used to create a continuous mesh in the runner, starting from interface–I to the
interface–II.
The similar mesh parameters were used to create a continuous
mesh in the runner, starting from the inlet to the outlet. Fifteen
hexahedral blocks of the same dimensions were constructed
between the 15 blades of the runner and all the blocks were
merged together. Hence, no interface between the blades and a
continuous mesh was constructed in all the channels with the
exact same dimensions. The number of nodes, spacing, and element size from hub to shroud and runner inlet to outlet were

Fig. 4 Hexahedral mesh in the model Francis turbine along
with conformal mesh at the interface–I
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Table 4 Grid densities used in grid scaling tests

Distributor
Runner
Draft tube
Total nodes (million)
Quality of the elements
Element angle (minimum)
Element aspect ratio
Node incremental ratio
Yþ

the wall of blade and the successive growth of nodes was set to
1.5X.

G1

G2

G3

8,528,119
7,527,320
4,679,404
20.73
0.25–1.0
38
0.40
0.07;1.5 x
40

3,255,676
4,047,898
3,639,241
10.94
0.25–1.0
41
0.35
0.25;1.3 x
65

2,073,735
1,766,246
991,512
4.83
0.25–1.0
23
0.10
1.65;2.0 x
285

Grid type

absolutely uniform in all the channels; therefore, the grid and
quality along the runner circumference or blade-to-blade did not
varied.
The interface–II is placed at the runner outlet and the draft tube
inlet; the numbers of nodes at the runner outlet and the draft tube
inlet were equal. Node spacing at the draft tube inlet was not similar as the runner outlet since the geometry at runner outlet was too
complex. However, quality of the mesh was exactly as the runner
outlet mesh. In the draft tube domain, a continuous and coherent
mesh was constructed from inlet to the outlet; draft tube grid is
not shown in the Fig. 4.
Three different grids were created to perform the grid consistency test at the BEP at the 9.84 deg guide vane position. The minimum required grid quality was maintained by referring to the
available literature (Table 1) to obtain a working solution for the
ﬂow ﬁeld. The node distribution proﬁles were updated manually
in all three directions to optimize the grid quality in the domains.
Table 4 shows the grid parameters and the mesh quality used for
the simulations. Three different mesh densities corresponding to
20.73, 10.94, and 4.83  106 nodes were created. Fixed parameters, such as the quality of the elements, were kept the same for all
the mesh types to perform a grid independency test. The variable
parameters, aspect ratio, node propagation rate, and Yþ depended
on the grid density. Yþ depended on the spacing of the nodes from
the wall: the G1 type ﬁrst node was placed at 0.07 mm away from
Table 5

3.2 Boundary Conditions and Solution Setup. The geometry was set up such that the locations of the inlet and outlet boundaries were identical to the experimental measurement locations.
Specifying the inlet mass ﬂow and the outlet pressure are widely
accepted boundary conditions for the simulation of hydraulic turbomachines [7,13–21,23]. The mass ﬂow-type boundary condition
was prescribed at the spiral casing inlet. The outlet of the draft
tube was inclined and connected to the downstream tank in a similar way as for the tail-race (see Fig. 1). Therefore, the numerical
boundary was selected as an opening-type boundary with a prescribed steady water pressure. Momentum can cross the outlet
boundary and re-enter the draft tube during ﬂow recirculation/
mixing phenomena at the outlet [26]; location of the boundaries
are showed in Fig. 3. Table 5 shows the solution parameters used
for performing the numerical simulations for both the grid scaling
test and the Hill diagram/hydraulic efﬁciency validation at other
operating conditions.
Grid stability was checked using the Courant-Friedrichs-Levy
condition by selecting the maximum length of the element in the
turbine. A value of C  0.15 at the runner outlet was estimated
considering a time step size Dt ¼ 2.51 E-4 s (0.5 deg) and the discharge at the BEP (see Eq. (7)). The ﬂow ﬁeld information was
exchanged between rotating and stationary domains through both
the interfaces at every time step since the transient rotor-stator
interface was activated. At the interfaces, a conformal grid was
constructed; an average distance between the circumferential
nodes at the interface–I, distributor outlet and runner inlet, was
2.5 mm. Hence, the numerical ﬂow values will be exchanged node
to node of the interface–I with the selected time step size during
an angular movement of the runner at the BEP.
The numerical error propagation was primarily controlled by
mesh or time step size reﬁnement or by increasing the accuracy
order. An estimate of C (<1/6) suggested that the truncation error
and the stability of the selected order of discretization schemes
[27] may have been reduced in the solution. The sensitivity of the
solution to the number of inner loops was carried out to avoid

Boundary physics and solution parameters used in the numerical simulations

Parameters
Components
Grid type
Analysis type
Interfaces
Fluid
Boundary conditions
Discretization and solution controls
Turbulence models
Convergence control

Run type
Total run

Description
Stationary domain-1: distributor (casing, 14 stay vanes, 28 guide vanes)
Rotating domain: runner (hub, shroud, 15 blades, 15 splitters)
Stationary domain-2: draft tube
Multiblock, hexahedral
Transient, initial time 0 s (0 deg runner position), time step size 0.5 deg runner rotation (2.51 E-4 s),
total time ﬁve rotations (1 s)
Transient rotor-stator; discretization type-GGI, intersection type-Bitmap
Incompressible Newtonian ﬂuid; water properties updated with actual density, viscosity,
and temperature measured at the time of measurement at every operating point
Inlet: mass ﬂow inlet
Outlet: opening-type with prescribed steady state pressure
Reference pressure: 0 kPa
Advection scheme: high resolution, second order UDS
Transient scheme: second order backward Euler
Turbulence numeric: high resolution
Standard k-e, k-x SST
rms of pressure, mass-momentum, and turbulent parameters  10E-5
Time marching inner loop: 1–10 -or until rms  10E-5
Maximum Courant number  10; rms Courant number  0.8
Mass imbalance  10E-5%
Parallel distributed-HP MPI: 84 cores (Linux-amd 64 bit), double precision
Domain partitioning: vertex based partitioning, MeTiS multilevel k-way algorithm,
Average overlap vertices: 16% to 28.1%
Run-1: Grid consistency test; total 3 simulations at the BEP
Run-2: ﬁve operating points total, standard k-e and high-resolution advection scheme
Run-3: ﬁve operating points total, SST k-x and high-resolution advection scheme
Run-4: one operating point (BEP), standard k-e and second order UDS (b ¼ 1)
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using more iterative loops than necessary. A maximum of ﬁve
iterations for one inner loop was required to achieve the set accuracy (105) using the selected time step size. The second order
backward Euler equation (Eq. (8)) for the time vector and a high
resolution scheme (Eq. (9)) for the spatial vectors were selected to
discretize the unsteady momentum equations. The typical way of
resolving the limitations of ﬁrst and second order advection
schemes is to introduce a nonlinear component or switching
between the ﬁrst and second order schemes [27]. ANSYS CFX was
used with an automatic selection of the b value to maintain both
robustness and boundedness of the solution in complex regions of
the turbine such as the vaneless space, the runner blade outlet, and
the draft tube elbow [26]:
Dt

n
X
uxi
C
Dxi
i¼1

(7)

3/iþ1  4/i þ /i1
¼ f ð/Þ
2Dt
/k ¼ /k1 þ b  r/  Dr

(8)
(9)

The quantity b  r/  Dr may be seen as an antidiffusive correction
term that was used with the upwind difference scheme (UDS) in
the Ansys CFX simulation. The discretization errors associated
with the UDS are thought to be reduced by choosing a value for b
between 0 and 1 and by setting r/ equal to the average of the adjacent nodal gradients. This was achieved by ﬁrst computing /min
and /max at each node by integration using a parameter at the node
points. Equation (9) was solved for b to ensure that /min would not
be undershot and that /max would not be overshot.
3.3 Grid Scaling Test. Three different grid densities (ﬁneG1, medium-G2, and coarse-G3) were used to carry out the scaling
test, as shown in Table 4. The type G3-type mesh was the coarsest
mesh in the simulation. The subsequent mesh was updated by 2X
in the i, j, and k directions. The grid quality was reﬁned at each
step of grid creation, so that the mesh nodes did not correspond
exactly to a 2X increase. The simulations were performed at the
9.8 deg angular position of the guide vanes for all grid types. The
boundary conditions and ﬂow numerics were updated as shown in
Table 5. The widely accepted grid convergence index (GCI)
method was used to evaluate the numerical uncertainties and grid
convergence. The extrapolation values and uncertainty in the grid
convergence were estimated using the GCI method [28,29]: the
computed ﬂow parameters are tabulated in Table 6.
The approximate and extrapolated relative errors were estimated as
G1 G2
(10)
e21
a ¼
G1
e21
ext ¼

G21
ext G2
G21
ext

The grid convergence index was estimated as
GCI21
fine ¼

1:25  e21
a
r 221 1

(12)

The estimated numerical uncertainties in the hydraulic efﬁciencies were 2.7% and 1.9% using the ﬁne and medium grid
densities, respectively. The medium grid density showed lower
uncertainties, particularly for the runner–P42 (0.2%) and draft
tube–DT11 (0.005%) pressures. The estimation was based on a
global average order of accuracy with a high-resolution scheme.
The critical parameter for the simulation was the pressure variation in the runner; thus, the numerical pressure was validated
using the experimental values at the locations, VL01, P42, and
DT11. Table 6 presents the uncertainties and extrapolated values
at four locations in the turbine and the corresponding turbine hydraulic efﬁciency. Figure 5 shows the pressure distribution along
the blade length for the three grids and the extrapolated pressure
values. For the ﬁne grid, the maximum discretization uncertainties
were 5.61% and 5.81% on the pressure side and suction side of
the trailing edge of the blade, respectively. The plotted pressure
values were averaged by considering one complete rotation of the
runner, where numerical sampling was carried out from the points
P12-leading edge to P82-trailing edge (middle streamline on the
pressure side) (see Fig. 2 for numerical point locations).
The apparent order of the solution ranged from 1.34 to 8.33.
The converged solution parameters oscillated (5%) around the
mean value. The ﬂow at the runner outlet was observed to be periodically uniform after two revolutions of the runner with the time
step size of 0.5 deg. The GCI from G2 to G1 was very low compared to the GCI from G3 to G2. The pressure distribution on the
blade surface with the medium grid was closer to the experimental
pressure values and the numerical uncertainties were lower than
for the ﬁne grid solutions. The numerical solutions using the ﬁne
grid overestimated the pressure values compared to the experimental measurements. The converged solution with the medium
grid was used for further simulations at different operating conditions, considering at least two runner rotations.
3.4 Simulations Performed. A total of ﬁve operating points
were selected for the numerical simulations: two points at
9.84 deg, one point at 8.13 deg, one point at 3.91 deg, and one
point at 12.44 deg of the guide vanes angular positions (see the
circles in Fig. 6). The ﬁrst two sets of unsteady simulations at ﬁve
operating points were carried out considering two different turbulence models, the standard k-e and SST models, with a highresolution advection scheme. A third set of unsteady simulations
at the BEP was carried out using the standard k-e model and a second order (b ¼ 1) advection scheme to investigate the adverse

(11)

Table 6 Discretization error and uncertainties in the numerical
solutions
Parameter

Turbine inlet

VL01

P42

DT11

gh

r21
r32
G1 (kPa)
G2 (kPa)
G3 (kPa)
G21
ext (kPa)
e21
a
21
eext
21
GCIfine
32
GCImed

1.39
1.33
226.74
226.11
224.67
227.40
0.0027
0.0029
0.0036
0.0101

1.39
1.33
178.23
176.37
172.32
180.20
0.0104
0.0109
0.0138
0.0366

1.39
1.33
123.83
123.73
123.55
123.95
0.0008
0.0009
0.0011
0.0022

1.39
1.33
99.70
99.64
99.64
99.76
0.0005
0.0006
0.0007
0.0001

1.39
1.33
93.84%
93.87%
92.96%
95.92%
0.0210
0.0217
0.0278
0.0190

Fig. 5 Pressure distribution on the blade for three grid densities and extrapolated pressure estimated using Eq. (11)
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Fig. 6 Hill diagram of the high head model Francis turbine (DM 5 0.349 m, HM 5 12 m): the vertical dotted line represents the operating conditions for the prototype turbine; circles represent
the simulated operating conditions; bold lines represent regions with large torque oscillations

effects of numerical diffusion at the BEP. The boundary conditions and ﬂow physics were updated using the available experimental data, whereas the numerical model setup was carried out
using the data tabulated in Table 5.
Several points were created to monitor the variations in the
pressure and velocity with the angular movement of the runner.
One numerical point was created at the location of the experimental pressure measurement in the vaneless space (VL01). Another
ﬁve points were created between the two guide vanes to monitor
the effects of the rotor-stator interactions in the distributor. The
pressure loading on the runner blades was monitored by 54 numerical points, with 27 points on the pressure side of the blade
and 27 points on the suction side of the blade, as shown in Fig. 2.
The position of the points P42, P71, S51, DT11, and DT21 were
identical to the positions of the experimental pressure sensors.
The simulations were carried out using an 84-processor Linux
cluster with Ansys CFX parallel-distributed licensing spool. The
cluster of central processing units (CPU) took a total time of 90
days to complete all simulations. The IEC 60193 [24] formulation
was used to compute the numerical hydraulic efﬁciency, which
was compared with the experimentally measured efﬁciency.

4

Results

Experimental measurements and numerical results were
obtained for the following averaged and time-resolved ﬂow parameters: the hydraulic efﬁciency, the inﬂuence of system excitation frequencies, output torque oscillations, frequency spectrum
analysis of pressure-time signals, and pressure variations on the
blade surface with respect to the runner angular position.
4.1 Hill Diagram and Observed System Excitations. Figure 6
shows the Hill diagram that was constructed to determine the
position of the best efﬁciency point of the turbine. The maximum
efﬁciency (93.4%) was found at a speed factor (nED) of 0.18 and a
discharge factor (qED) of 0.15 at a guide vane angle of 9.9 deg.
The highest efﬁciency (93.5%) of the model was recorded at an
angular position of the guide vanes of 10 deg, nED ¼ 0.18,
qED ¼ 0.15, when operating under the closed loop water circuit
(head ¼ 30 m) [30].
The lowest efﬁciency (76%) of the turbine was found near
nED ¼ 0.215 and qED ¼ 0.06, whereas at the opposite position, low
speed and high discharge conditions resulted in an efﬁciency of
87% at nED ¼ 0.15 and qED ¼ 0.22. The ﬂow parameters and
111102-8 / Vol. 135, NOVEMBER 2013

output torque ﬂuctuated over a particular turbine operation range.
The dark bold lines in Fig. 6 indicate signiﬁcant torque oscillations
over the indicated operating range. The torque oscillations
were observed from 8.13 deg to the maximum angular position of
the guide vanes (14 deg). For instance, at a ¼ 8.13 deg and
nED ¼ 0.155, the oscillations of the runner output torque were
initiated at 60.54%; the oscillations reached a maximum (69.5%)
at nED ¼ 0.17, before being reduced to 60.33% and then disappearing at nED ¼ 0.18. Maximal oscillations were observed in the torque
output and, thus, the efﬁciency, whereas only small oscillations
were observed in the head and inlet pressure. Figure 7 shows the
standard deviation of the output torque at the corresponding operating range and the angular position of the guide vanes.
The oscillations in the head and discharge were small. The
source of the torque ﬂuctuations may have been the unsteady pressure pulsations that developed in the vaneless space and the excitations of the hydraulic system, including the runner, over a
particular speed and discharge range. There may also have been
an unfavorable interaction between the runner blades and the
guide vanes at the relevant speed and discharge range. Fourier
analysis of the recorded pressure-time signals showed system
excitation frequencies at 100 Hz and 300 Hz in the fundamental
harmonics for the rotating and stationary domains, respectively.
These frequencies were uniform for all the angular speeddischarges investigated and were observed up to the tenth

Fig. 7 Standard deviation of the turbine output torque as a
function of the speed factor (nED) and the guide vane angle at
speciﬁc operating conditions; bold lines correspond to torque
oscillations in the Hill diagram (Fig. 6)
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Fig. 8 Amplitudes of excitation frequencies at different turbine
locations

harmonic of the fundamental frequency. No such frequencies
were observed at the PTX1 pressure sensor location or the inlet
pipeline, which was also powered by the grid. The amplitudes of
the excitation frequencies at the ﬁve operating points covering the
entire operating range of the turbine operation are presented in
Fig. 8. The maximum amplitudes were observed at the P42 location in the runner, which may correspond to a pressure sensor
powered by a dc battery, and gradually decreased to both sides
(PTX2–DT22) of the stationary domains. These frequencies are
believed to have originated from the grid frequency. However, the
amplitudes of the excitation frequencies were very low at the stationary domain locations, PTX2 (<0.001 kPa), VL01 (0.03 kPa),
DT11, and DT21 (<0.06 kPa).
4.2 Hydraulic Efficiency. Figure 9 compares the experimental and numerical hydraulic efﬁciencies at ﬁve operating points.
The maximum difference between the experimental and numerical
efﬁciencies was observed at a low discharge (Q ¼ 0.07 m3s1,
a ¼ 3.91 deg) operating condition. The numerical hydraulic
efﬁciency was 11.44% (k-e) and 14.05% (SST) higher than the
experimental efﬁciency. The lowest difference between the experimental and numeric results was 0.85% (k-e) and 1.58% (SST) at
the BEP (Q ¼ 0.20 m3s1 and a ¼ 9.84 deg). The difference
between the experimental and numerical efﬁciencies at the high
discharge operating point (¼0.22 m3s1, a¼12.44 deg) was 2.87%
and 3.64% for k-e and SST, respectively. The simulation with a

second order advection scheme (b ¼ 1) and the standard k-e model
produced a hydraulic efﬁciency that was different from the experimental efﬁciency by 0.74%. The hydraulic efﬁciency estimated
from the standard k-e turbulence model showed a smaller deviation than that from the SST model. The SST model predicted
1% higher efﬁciency than the standard k-e turbulence model.
The lower difference between the numerical and experimental
efﬁciencies at the BEP with the second order advection scheme
corresponded to larger pressure differences than estimated with
the high-resolution scheme at the points of interest in the turbine.
Overall, the turbulence models used performed well near the BEP
where the ﬂow is expected to be attached. At operating conditions
away from the BEP, the turbulence models showed difﬁculty in
correctly capturing ﬂow features such as separation. The models
underestimated the losses, predicting a higher efﬁciency. The
highest difference between the experimental and numerical results
that were obtained at part load may be attributed to the difﬁculty
of capturing the vortex breakdown that occurred in the draft tube
cone.
4.3 Average Pressure. The experimental and numerical pressure results were compared to investigate the numerical ﬂow ﬁeld
in the turbine. The numerical pressure quantities were averaged
using samples collected during one complete rotation of the runner after achieving periodic ﬂow conditions. Similarly, experimental pressure values were averaged over one complete cycle of
the runner and a full sinusoid of the pressure-time signal. Figures
10–12 show the experimental and numerical averaged pressure for
two turbulence models at different locations spanning the vaneless
space through the runner to the draft tube. At low discharge turbine operation, both turbulence models showed a higher pressure
than the experimental pressure (8.9%) in the vaneless space and
runner. In the draft tube, the numerical pressure was lower than
the experimental pressure 1.2% and 2.2% for the standard k-e
and the SST model, respectively.
At the BEP (Q ¼ 0.20 m3s1), the averaged pressure in the
vaneless space (VL01) was 4.5% (Standard k-e) and 5.7%
(SST) higher than the measured value (see Fig. 11). The numerical pressure in the runner (P42, S51, and P71) was 4.3% higher
than the experimental pressure. In the draft tube, both turbulence models with the second order advection scheme produced
a pressure that was 0.8% lower than the experimental pressure.
The averaged pressure estimated by using the second order
advection scheme with the standard k-e turbulence model was
up to 1.2% higher than the pressure predicted by the highresolution scheme. The high discharge operating condition
exhibited variable pressure behavior at the locations shown in

Fig. 9 Comparison of the experimental and numerical hydraulic efﬁciency of the turbine at ﬁve
operating conditions
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Fig. 10 Comparison of experimental and numerical average
pressure at different locations in the turbine (Q50.07 m3s21)

Fig. 13 Experimental and numerical time-averaged pressure
signal VL01 at a low discharge of 0.07 m3s21; the circle at 228
deg represents the interaction of blade-22 and guide vane-8

between the simulation and experiment decreased in the draft
tube. A nearly systematic shift between the numerical and experimental results was obtained, indicating higher accuracy of the
simulations in the complex regions of the turbine with a highresolution scheme.

Fig. 12. At positions VL01, S51, and P71, the numerical results
were almost equal to the experimental values. In the draft tube,
the numerical pressure results were 6.9% lower than the experimental pressure, which was the maximum difference observed
between the experimental and numerical results of all the simulated ﬂow conditions.
No signiﬁcant differences were observed between the pressure
results from the two turbulence models. The turbulent models captured the pressure variation across the turbine very well, irrespective of the operating conditions. Surprisingly, the best agreement
between the experiments and the simulations were obtained at
high load, despite the large differences (2.87%) between the experimental and numerical hydraulic efﬁciency. This difference is
explained by the difﬁculty in accurately simulating the ﬂow in the
draft tube where the difference between the numerical and experimental pressure was the largest. At lower load, the discrepancies

4.4 Time-Resolved Pressure. The pressure oscillations with
respect to the runner angular position at four discharge values
were investigated. The experimental and numerical pressure oscillation signals at VL01 for a low discharge (0.07 m3s1) are shown
in Fig. 13. The pressure oscillations were normalized by the mean
pressure values and plotted along one complete rotation of the
runner. The angular position of the guide vanes was 3.91 deg and
the available vaneless space was 13.1 mm, as measured from the
trailing edge of the guide vane to the blade leading edge. The variation in pressure ﬂuctuations was observed at every DtRSI (see Eq.
(2)). The interactions between guide vane number 8 and blade
number 22 were observed at the runner angular position 228 deg
(see Fig. 13) and repeated every Dt8-22 s. The signals showed a
pressure peak at 228 deg with a high amplitude (62.3 kPa) when
blade-22 interacted with guide vane-8 where the pressure sensor
VL01 was located. The peak amplitude was 61.3 kPa larger than
that observed at the BEP. The strong interaction at low discharge
was conﬁrmed by several peaks near the blade passing frequency
from the Fourier analysis at the operating point. The irregularities
in the valley position indicated that unsteady vortices leaving the
guide vane trailing edge entered the runner channel. This resulted
in a sudden pressure drop on the blade surface after the runner
inlet and rotating vortical ﬂow was observed in the blade rows.
The pressure oscillations and ﬂow disturbances were moderate
at the BEP compared to low power generation conditions.
Figure 14 shows the normalized pressure oscillations in the vaneless space at the 9.84 deg position of the guide vanes. A similar
interaction between runner blade–22 and guide vane–8 was seen

Fig. 12 Comparison of experimental and numerical average
pressure at different locations in the turbine (Q 5 0.22 m3s21)

Fig. 14 Experimental and numerical time-averaged pressure
signal VL01 at the BEP discharge of 0.20 m3s21; the circle at
168 deg represents the interaction of blade-22 and guide vane-8

Fig. 11 Comparison of experimental and numerical average
pressure at different locations in the turbine (Q 5 0.20 m3s21)
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Fig. 15 Experimental and numerical time-averaged pressure
signals at VL01 for a high discharge of 0.22 m3s21; the circle at
48 deg represents the interaction of guide vane-8 and blade-22

at the 168 deg angular position of the runner; the signal exhibited
the maximum amplitude. The sensor captured peaks and valleys
every 6 deg; a peak occurred each time the blade passed in front
of VL01, resulting in a cyclic hydrodynamic force of 1.4 kPa
every Dt6 s. The sensor at VL01, in the middle of two blades,
measured a valley and a drop in the pressure due to the rapid
acceleration of the incoming ﬂow.
A small vaneless space (9.8 mm) and a high discharge
(0.22 m3s1) created large pressure peaks up to 3.6 kPa, as shown
in Fig. 15. The interaction of runner blade–22 with guide vane–8
produced the highest peak at Dt8-22 s and the oscillations continued
until the next blade interacted with the guide vane (at the 228 deg
position). At 48 deg, the ﬂow acceleration and deceleration were
very fast in the vaneless space and generated vortices were found
rotating randomly around the local orbiting axis. The source of
the vortical ﬂow was vortex shedding from the trailing edge of the
guide vane and continuous formation and destruction occurred
due to the small vaneless gap. These phenomena inﬂuenced the
ﬂow entering the runner, as well as the runner output torque. Numerical torque oscillations were observed at every 6 deg of the
angular movement of the runner.
The numerical pressure in the vaneless space at VL01 and the
turbine output torque for a 180 deg angular rotation of the runner
are plotted in Fig. 16. The angular distance between two blades
was 12 deg. The VL01 pressure signal shows peak-to-peak values
every 12 deg (184.5 Hz), whereas the torque shows peak-to-peak
values every 6 deg (369.7 Hz). In addition to the peak-to-peak frequency, a frequency of 23.1 Hz was observed in the output torque
at high load, together with the 16th harmonic. The ﬂuctuations in
the torque were due to two blades located 180 deg apart that inter-

Fig. 16 Experimental and numerical time-averaged pressure signal VL01 at the BEP discharge of 0.20 m 3s21 ; the
circle at 168 deg represents the interaction of blade-22 and
guide vane-8

Fig. 17 Comparison of the experimental and numerical pressuretime signals at P42 for 0.22 m3s21

acted with two guide vanes every 6 deg. The 6 deg RSI occurred
on the same guide vanes that were situated 90 deg apart. An additional RSI pattern was observed: every 48 deg, a runner blade
interacted with a diagonally opposite guide vane (k2 ¼ 62).
For a low guide vane angle (a ¼ 3.91 deg) and at high speed,
turbine operation was stable and the torque ﬂuctuations were very
small (60.44 Nm). The pressure at VL01 showed a peak oscillation at 228 deg due to the RSI, which was not as strong as for
Q ¼ 0.22 m3s1. Similar cyclic oscillations were observed at every 48 deg position of the runner. The smaller ﬂuctuations at the
runner inlet can be explained by the larger vaneless space between
the guide vanes and the runner blades, which provided enough
space to damp pressure oscillations. The released energy of the
pressure oscillations was absorbed by the system due to the lower
amplitude of the oscillations.
High magnitude variable pressure loading on the runner blades
were observed for some operating conditions (see the bold lines in
Fig. 6). Comparing the pressure signals in the vaneless space at
VL01 and on the runner blade at P42 showed that the peak amplitudes occurred at the RSI time. The RSI beats between two signals
of the rotating and stationary domains were investigated. At
48 deg, the two signals were in phase and interfered constructively, whereas at the 138 deg runner position, the two signals
were out of phase and interfered destructively. This provides evidence that the high pressure amplitudes corresponded to every
angular position at 48 deg and 228 deg. The estimated beat feat
frequency was 12.3 Hz (Dt ¼ 0.08 s) between the signals at the
operating point. This indicates that the pressure ﬂuctuations
affected the rotating mass in the runner channels and that the
waves that developed due to the RSI effect continued up to half
the length of the blade.
Figure 17 shows the pressure variation on the blade surface
(P42) from experiments and numerics at a high discharge. The
pressure oscillation at the operating point showed a larger peak
than under stable operating conditions. The numerical mean pressure at the runner inlet was 182.6 kPa at VL01. The pressure just
before and after the runner inlet was 181.39 and 180.31 kPa,
respectively. Over 3 kPa pressure energy conversion took place at
the stator-rotor interface. The pressure in all the guide vane rows
may vary and attributed to the variation of cross-sectional area of
the spiral casing along the spiral length although the grid quality
and density was maintained uniform; see Fig. 4 for grid spacing in
the vaneless space. Circumferential static pressure distribution in
the vaneless space before the runner inlet is presented in Fig. 18.
The average pressure in the stay vane rows is about 217 kPa and
decreased to 180 kPa in the vaneless space with the ﬂow acceleration between the guide vanes.
The pressure-time signal at the blade surface at P42 showed
high-amplitude peaks and valleys at 48 deg, 96 deg, and so on
where the blade interacted with the corresponding guide vane.
The average experimental pressure oscillations at the operating
point ranged from 12.3 to þ7.1 kPa for an average pressure of
119 kPa on the blade surface. Figure 19 shows the static pressure
NOVEMBER 2013, Vol. 135 / 111102-11
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Fig. 20 Static pressure distribution on the blade surface at
0.07 m3s21
Fig. 18 Circumferential static pressure distribution in the stay
vanes and guide vanes cascade before the runner inlet at high
discharge operation, 0.22 m3s21

Fig. 21 Comparison of experimental and numerical pressuretime signals at P42 at 0.20 m3s21
Fig. 19 Static pressure distribution on the blade surface at
0.22 m3s21

distribution from the leading edge to the trailing edge on the pressure side of the blade. The average pressures were 180.31 kPa,
112.56 kPa, and 101.24 kPa at the leading edge, the half-length,
and the trailing edge of the blade, respectively. This indicates that
more than 70% of the pressure energy was transferred to useful
energy by the 15 blades and 15 splitters, whereas the remaining
30% was transferred by the remaining length of the 15 blades.
The experimentally measured signal at P42 showed an amplitude variation of 8 to þ4 kPa from the mean pressure of
105.77 kPa at the lowest power generation (Q ¼ 0.07 m3s1). The
numerical simulation results for the standard k-e model showed a
peak approximately 2% higher than for the SST model. The lowest pressure was 90.6 kPa near the hub. The pressure distribution
at the blade trailing side showed a nonuniform pattern. The trailing edge welded to the hub showed a ﬂow velocity higher than the
outer edge (shroud) of the blade (see Fig. 20), which could be
attributed to low pressure region formed close to the runner cone
at a high runner angular velocity (f ¼ 6.8 Hz) [8]. At the blade
inlet and outlet, the static pressure was 181.12 kPa and
100.38 kPa, respectively. In the middle of the blade, the pressure
was 109.63 kPa. The total pressure energy transferred by the splitters and the ﬁrst half–length blades was approximately 62%, while
38% of the energy was transferred by the remaining length of the
blades at the operating point.
The oscillations were found to be uniform at the BEP during
one complete rotation. The estimated magnitude of the numerical
P42 oscillations was 61.5 kPa at the BEP, whereas the magnitude
of the oscillations was 63 kPa at a higher ﬂow rate than the
111102-12 / Vol. 135, NOVEMBER 2013

corresponding mean pressure value. There were no ﬂuctuations in
the torque output at the BEP. The experimental and numerical
pressures at the P42 location for turbine operation at the BEP are
compared in Fig. 21. There was no difference between the pressure amplitudes for the numerical and experimental signals; the
numerical signals captured the experimental pressure amplitudes
fairly well.
Figure 22 shows the static pressure distribution on the pressure
side of the runner blade at the BEP. The pressures at the runner
inlet and at P42 were 171.64 and 117.86 kPa, respectively.
Approximately 65% of the useful pressure energy was converted
to torque and/or kinetic energy by 40% of the blade length

Fig. 22 Static pressure distribution on the blade surface at the
BEP for Q 5 0.20 m3s21
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At P4, the end of the splitter, the average pressure was 123.8 kPa
during the 12 deg angular movement of the blade.
Figure 24 shows the pressure variations on the suction side of
the blade at the same instant of time as that in Fig. 23. The average pressure variations during one blade pass (12 deg rotation of
the blade) were 5.45, 1.45, and 0.54 kPa at the leading edge (S0),
middle (S5), and trailing edge (S8), respectively. The estimated
magnitude of the pressure oscillations that developed due to the
RSI at S1, S3, S5, S7, and S8 were 82%, 56%, 43%, and 9% of
the S0 value (156.5 6 3.6 kPa). The total pressure difference
between the pressure and suction sides of the blade varied from
1.4 to 0.1 kPa over the distance from the leading edge to the trailing edge during one complete passage of the blade at the BEP.

Fig. 23 Effect of the RSI along the blade length on the pressure side of the blade during 12 deg angular movement of the
runner at the BEP

from the inlet. The pressure energy that was converted to
torque and/or kinetic energy was numerically estimated to be
44.78 kPa. The static pressure distribution on the pressure side
of the blade at the points located at P42 and P71 were 125.2 kPa
and 101.3 kPa, respectively. The static pressure at the trailing
edge varied between 100.6 kPa and 104.3 kPa. A lower pressure
(100.65 kPa) was observed where the trailing edge was welded
to the shroud at P71.
The numerical pressure distribution along a blade length during
1–12 deg angular movement, i.e., one inlet runner channel (bladesplitter), was investigated. The average pressure variation was
6.84 kPa at the leading edge, corresponding to the maximum average pressure on the blade. The guide vane pass was observed to
affect all 27 points on the pressure side of the blade and all 27
points on the back surface of the blade during the simulation (see
Fig. 2 for point locations). Figure 23 shows the average static surface pressure distribution. For instance, the pressures at P01, P02,
and P03 were averaged and plotted at point P0; similarly the pressures at P11, P12, and P13 were averaged and plotted at point P1
at 1 deg angular movement of the runner, then at 2 deg, and so on
up to 12 deg angular movement. Pressure ﬂuctuations at the time
of the passage of the guide vane were observed at P0 on the xaxis. The pressure oscillations were 63.6 kPa relative to the mean
pressure of 156.5 kPa. The inﬂuence of the pressure oscillations
was observed up to the trailing edge of the blade. The estimated
magnitude of the pressure oscillations that developed due to the
passage of the guide vanes at P1, P3, P5, P7, and P8 were 90%,
63%, 51%, and 20% of P0 (156.5 6 3.6 kPa), respectively. The
pressure variations in the middle of the blade (P5) and at the trailing edge (P8) of the blade were 2.07 and 0.45 kPa, respectively.

Fig. 24 Effect of the RSI along the blade length on the suction
side of the blade during 12 deg angular movement of the runner
at the BEP

4.5 Spectral Analysis. A Fourier analysis of all the pressuretime data was performed to determine the prevailing frequencies
in the turbine at different locations and operating conditions. At
the turbine inlet, the pressure sensor PTX2 showed frequencies at
14 Hz and 28 Hz. Similar frequencies were measured by the pressure sensor (PTX1) mounted near the ﬂow meter 4.5 m from the
tank. The frequencies were functions of the water level (60%,
80%, and 90% of the full tank) in the upstream pressure tank. The
frequencies were certainly related to the standing waves and the
free oscillations leaving the upstream tank. No frequency was
related to the RSI in the inlet pipeline. This indicates that the
pressure oscillations that developed in the distributor due to the
RSI were damped and did not reach the turbine inlet piping in
the test-rig.
The magnitude of the pressure oscillations and the inﬂuence
of the RSI frequencies at different operating conditions were
investigated in the turbine experimentally and numerically.
Figures 25(a) and 25(b) show the frequency spectrum of the
experimental and numerical pressure-time signals at the BEP

Fig. 25 Frequency spectrum of the numerical and experimental pressure-time domain signals at the BEP; the vertical scale
is different in the two ﬁgures: (a) experimental, (b) numerical
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Fig. 26 Frequency spectrum of the numerical and experimental pressure-time domain signals
at 0.07 m3s21; the vertical scale is different in the two ﬁgures: (a) experimental, (b) numerical

(f ¼ 5.59 Hz). Spectrum analysis of the pressure at VL01 showed
(Fig. 25(a)) that the most dominant normalized frequency occurred
at 30: this value was related to the runner passing frequency. The
ﬁrst harmonic of the blade passing frequency was also obtained.
The frequency of 30 corresponded to the second harmonic order of
k2 ¼ 62 at x1 ¼ 18.16 rads1 in the stationary domain, as shown in
Table 2. The sensors mounted on the blade surface at P42, P71, and
S51 showed a normalized frequency of 28, which was related to
the guide vanes’ passing frequency. The sensors located at the draft
tube inlet showed a frequency of 30 conﬁrming the blade frequencies. There were no other frequencies found in the draft tube.
Figure 25(b) shows the frequency spectrum analysis of the numerical pressure-time signals at the BEP. The dominant normalized frequency of 30 was related to the blade passing in the vaneless space.
The ﬁrst overtone of the blade passing frequency was also observed
at 60. The frequencies of 28 and 56 were captured by the monitoring points located on the blade at P42, S51, and P71. The points
111102-14 / Vol. 135, NOVEMBER 2013

DT11 and DT21 showed very low peak amplitudes (<0.001 kPa)
at the second harmonic of the runner blade frequency.
Experimental and numerical frequency analysis at a low discharge (0.07 m3s1) and a high speed (6.77 Hz) are shown in
Figs. 26(a) and 26(b). The normalized frequencies of 15.1 and
30.2 were captured by the sensor VL01 signal; these frequencies
are the ﬁrst and second harmonics of the blade passing frequency.
The numerical frequencies produce blade passing frequencies of
exactly 15 and 30. The RSI frequency difference between the
experiments and numerics at the point VL01 was 0.34%. A possible explanation for the frequency shift could be the inﬂuence of
the unsteady ﬂow and/or the system excitations, as large vibrations were present in the machine at this load. The sensors P42
showed a frequency of 28, the guide vanes’ passing frequency,
which corresponded to the highest amplitude of 0.91 kPa. Modulation around this frequency indicated that there may have been
effects of unsteady vortical ﬂow leaving the guide vane trailing
Transactions of the ASME
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Fig. 27 Frequency spectrum of the numerical and experimental pressure-time domain signals
at 0.22 m3s21; the vertical scale is different in the two ﬁgures: (a) experimental, (b) numerical

edge and reaching into the middle of the blade. The strong effect
of the RSI and pressure variations in the vaneless space at the
same operating condition can be seen in Fig. 16. The numerical
signal showed frequencies of 14, 28, and 56 as the ﬁrst, second,
and third harmonics, respectively, of the guide vanes’ passing frequency at point P42. Sensors DT11 and DT21 showed a normalized frequency of 15 and 30, with the ﬁrst and second harmonics
of the runner blades, respectively, at very low amplitudes
(<0.0014 kPa). Another frequency of 2.7 Hz was captured that
may have been related to the Rheingan frequency at the maximum
amplitude (0.41 kPa). This was an indication of the presence of
the vortex rope in the draft tube at a very low discharge operating
condition, as was expected. Similar frequencies corresponding to
the Rheingan frequency were captured in the simulation, indicating the presence of a vortex rope in the simulations.
The frequency spectrum of the pressure-time signals at high
discharge (f ¼ 6.16 Hz, Q ¼ 0.22 m3s1) turbine operation is
shown in Figs. 27(a) and 26(b). The largest normalized frequency
was 30 and corresponded to the blade passing frequency in the

vaneless space. The numerical simulation showed a normalized
modulated frequency of 30.18 as the blade passing frequency,
which was 0.64% higher than the runner frequency. As the natural
frequency of the system was not included in the CFD model, the
variation was due to the complex RSI and the unstable torque output of the runner. The sensor P42 showed a normalized frequency
of 28 corresponding to the guide vanes’ passing frequency. The
sensor mounted in the draft tube cone showed frequencies of 15
and 30 with the ﬁrst and second harmonics of the runner frequency. An additional frequency of 1.65 Hz with amplitude of
0.2 kPa indicated the Rheingan frequency. The numerical simulation showed very low amplitudes of 0.0011 kPa for the runner
blade frequency in the draft tube.

5

Conclusions

An experimental investigation of a high head model Francis turbine was carried out over the entire range of power generation. A
Hill diagram was constructed and pointed out large vibrations
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regions. Numerical simulations were performed at ﬁve representative operating points and compared with the measured hydraulic
efﬁciency. The lowest difference between the experimental and
numerical efﬁciencies was found at the best efﬁciency point. The
difference between the experimental and numerical results
increased on moving away from the best efﬁciency point, with the
maximum difference (11%) being observed at the lowest discharge. A grid scaling test showed grid discretization uncertainties
up to 5.81% in the runner domain. The maximum difference in
the hydraulic efﬁciency between the experiments and numerics
was close to the predicted band of the numerical uncertainties.
Both the turbulence models worked well within the uncertainty
band over the entire range of turbine operation. Pressure variation
results using a high-resolution scheme were more reasonable than
those obtained by using the second order UDS, particularly for the
vaneless space, the trailing edge of splitters, and the runner outlet.
For operating conditions away from the best efﬁciency point, both
turbulence models were unable to capture the ﬂow accurately
leading to an under prediction of the losses.
Unstable torque characteristics were observed at a speciﬁc
operating range of the turbine, away from the best efﬁciency
point. Experimental measurements of the pressure time signals
and the numerical ﬂow ﬁeld solutions showed that a complex
interaction between the guide vanes and the runner blade caused
the torque oscillations. The cyclic torque oscillations were in
phase with the oscillations exhibited by the sensor located in the
vaneless space. The RSI at every 6 deg of the runner rotation
showed the highest pressure amplitude in the runner and similar
results were captured by the sensors mounted on the blade surface.
The torque oscillations were coupled to the RSI and the sequence
of interactions. The maximum torque variation was observed at
high load turbine operation so that the large opening of the guide
vanes and the very small distance between the guide vanes and
runner blades magniﬁed the unsteady forces at the time of the
RSI.
Frequency analysis of the experimental and numerical pressuretime signals at the unstable operating points showed 1% modulation around the RSI frequency. This indicated the effect of
the unsteady vortical ﬂow entering the runner blade channels; the
same phenomena were observed from the numerical data for the
ﬂow ﬁeld. The incoming ﬂow rotated inside the blade rows around
a local orbiting axis in the channel just after the runner inlet. The
ﬂow continuously accelerated and decelerated as the runner
rotated or passed the guide vane; thus, the unsteady phenomena
may not have allowed the ﬂow to stabilize inside the blade rows.
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RSI ¼
SST ¼
UDS ¼
UNST ¼
Dp ¼
Dt ¼
Dx ¼
A¼
a¼
D¼
f¼
fn ¼
frh ¼
fr ¼
fs ¼
g¼
R¼
s¼
HM ¼
k1 , k 2 ¼
n¼
nED ¼
ns ¼
p¼
P1 ¼
PhM ¼
pM ¼
Q¼
q¼
qED ¼
r¼
r21 ¼
r32 ¼
r¼
T¼
t¼
u¼
Vavg ¼
X¼
Yþ ¼
Z¼
Zgv ¼
Zr ¼
Re ¼
C¼
Ds ¼
Dtj ¼
a¼
b¼
x¼
q¼
¼
/¼
u¼
h¼
g¼
d¼

Nomenclature
BEP ¼
CFD ¼
CFL ¼
FS BSL ¼
GCI ¼
HBM-DCV ¼

best efﬁciency point
computational ﬂuid dynamics
Courant Friedrich Lewy
full scale best straight line
grid convergence index
Hottinger Baldwin Messtechnik GmbH,
DC voltage
NI-USB ¼ National Instruments USB
NUM ¼ numerical

rotor stator interactions
shear stress transport
upwind difference scheme
unstable characteristics
pressure difference across the turbine (Pa)
size of time step (s)
distance between two nodes (m)
cross-sectional area (m2)
speed of sound (ms1)
runner diameter (m)
runner frequency (Hz)
runner natural frequency (Hz)
Rheingan frequency (Hz) ¼ f/3.6
frequency in rotating domain (Hz) ¼ fZgv
frequency in stationary domain (Hz) ¼ fZr
9.821465 (m s2), as tested and measured at
NTNU
runner inlet radius (m)
runner blade pitch (m)
Net head (m), H M ¼ pM =qg
excited diametrical modes
runner speed (rev s1)
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
speed factor (-), nED ¼ nD= gHM
speciﬁc speed (-), pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ns ¼ ðnP p=180Þ QP =ð2g  HP Þ3=4
pressure (kPa); harmonic order (1, 2,….)
perimeter (m)
turbine power (kW), PhM ¼ QpM
net pressure across turbine
(kPa), 

pM ¼ DpþqQ2 =2000 1=A21 1=A22
3 1
ﬂow rate (m s )
harmonic order (1, 2,….)
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
discharge factor (-), qED ¼ ðQ=D2 gHM Þ
f/fn
mesh ratio (G3/G2)
mesh ratio (G2/G1)
vector position between two integration points
torque (Nm)
time (s)
velocity (m s1)
average velocity (m s1)
amplitude (kPa)
dimensionless distance
height from reference (m)
number of guide vanes, 28
number of runner blades including splitters (-), 30
Reynolds number
Courant number (0 < C 1)
pitch difference between guide vane trailing edge
and blade leading edge rows (m)
time to complete k degrees of angular rotation (s)
angular vane/blade position (deg)
blend factor
angular velocity (rad s1)
(q1þ q2) mean density of water (kg m3)
kinematic viscosity (m2 s1)
scalar quantity; phase (deg)
highest common factor of numbers of blades and
guide vanes
angle (deg)
efﬁciency, ghM ¼ ðTx=pM QÞ
uncertainty

Subscripts
1¼
2¼
M¼
h¼
P¼
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parameter at turbine inlet
parameter at turbine outlet
model
hydraulic
prototype
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x¼
i,j,k ¼
ext ¼
med ¼
r¼
s¼
sys ¼
ran ¼

X direction
integer/vector (1,2,3,…n)
extrapolation
medium
rotating
stationary
systematic
random
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ABSTRACT
Hydraulic turbines are frequently used to maintain electrical grid parameters. An angular movement of the guide vanes (GVs) during transients such
as load acceptance and rejection within short time raised signiﬁcant concerns for increased wear and instabilities. The present work focuses on the
pressure variations in a high-head Francis turbine during the transients. Six transient conditions were investigated including time-domain rotor–stator
interaction. The measurements in the vaneless space and runner indicated the presence of unsteady vortical ﬂow during transients. The vortices
travelled to the runner and aﬀected the ﬂow in the blade channels. The GVs angular movement increases the pressure diﬀerence between the pressure
and suction sides of the blade. The largest pressure variation was observed during the partial load rejection at the trailing edge of the blade. Preliminary
results indicated that an appropriate closure of the GVs may minimize large pressure ﬂuctuations in the runner.

Keywords: Francis turbine; load acceptance; load rejection; pressure oscillations; runner transient
1

generation is low and the household demand is a signiﬁcant portion of the demand which is concentrated during the day. The
grid connected turbine generators have to react promptly in a very
short time to meet the load and to avoid frequency drooping in the
network (Bakken and Bjørkvoll 2002, Chi-Jen and Robert 2011).
Because of speedy and smooth response to the connected
grid network, hydroelectric turbines are used to bring the grid
parameters within speciﬁed band. In a hydro power plant the
frequency drooping is detected by a governor and that governs
the guide vanes (GVs) angular movement through the servoactuation mechanism. The GVs manage the ﬂow rate ﬂowing
to the runner, i.e. the output torque/power. Hydraulic turbines

Introduction

On demand energy markets and encouragement to use renewable
energy have led to an increase in grid connected wind and solar
power in the recent years. Penetration of the power, generated
using intermittent energy sources, above manageable limit has
increased instability of the grid parameters (Bruch et al. 2011).
On the other hand, the consumers more or less expect to be
able to draw greater or lesser amount of grid power, whensoever
required, at their discretion, and they expect the grid to accommodate this ﬂexibility. Grid instabilities are seen frequently in
a highly populated country, such as India. The total electricity
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out to investigate the eﬀects due to transients and the existing
ones are on pump turbines. The experimental measurements and
investigations, on the Francis turbines, carried out so far were
under steady-state operating conditions (Jacob 1993, Chirag et al.
2013a).
The aim of the study is to investigate variation in ﬂow parameters and pressure inside the turbine during transients; load
acceptance and rejection. The objective is to create an accurate
data base in order to understand the consequences of transient
operations, validate future transient simulations, and develop
new GVs operating strategy to minimize wear in the Francis turbine. The transient pressure variations at the upstream pipeline,
vaneless space, runner, and draft tube are investigated during
load acceptance at three operating points and partial load rejection from the same operating points. Pressure ﬂuctuations as a
function of the GVs movement/time are presented together with
the time-domain frequency spectrum to investigate the prevailing
frequencies at diﬀerent locations in the turbine and discussed.

are generally operated at the best eﬃciency point (BEP) for the
designed speed, head, discharge, and power output. The present
market trend has prevented turbines to operate exclusively at
the BEP. The turbines experience transient phenomena such as
load rejection, and load acceptances over their operating capacity
irrespective of dynamic stability and eﬃciency. Hence, the GVs
are required to open or close frequently to meet the real-time
electricity demand.
An incompetent angular movement of the GVs to overcome
the frequency drooping such as transients has raised concerns
about increased wear and the dynamic stability. High-head Francis turbines experience generally larger dynamic forces due to
high inertia of the water mass. The runner has to support the
radial, tangential, and axial forces. The GVs opening/closing
time plays a signiﬁcant role for the dynamic stability of hydraulic
turbines. Fast closing of the GVs creates pressure oscillations
and surging at the inlet to the turbine (Ramos and Almedia 2001,
Nicolet 2007) and, on the other hand, sudden drop/rise of the
ﬂow rate in the runner increases fatigue loading on the blades.
Frequent transient movement of the GVs induces both low cycle
fatigue and high cycle fatigue (HCF) loading which may increase
crack propagation rate on runner blades (Huth 2005, Antonsen
2007, Gagnon et al. 2010).
The unsteady pressure pulsations and complex ﬂow ﬁeld
develop in the vaneless space at the time of transients. Flow
recirculation and unsteady vortex formation were observed by
Hasmatuchi et al. (2011) in the vaneless space during partload operation of a pump turbine. Experimental measurements
showed that unsteady vortical ﬂow developed between the GVs
and propagated to the vaneless space. The continuous vortex formation and destruction in the vaneless space resulted in unsteady
pressure and velocity variations. The developed unsteady vortices hit the adjacent surfaces of the GVs inducing strong
vibrations and ﬂuttering (Roth et al. 2010). Experimental measurements and numerical simulations of a pump turbine at a small
opening angle of the GVs showed that the developed unsteady
vortices sometimes stabilize in the vaneless space and block the
ﬂow to the runner. This creates asymmetric unsteady pressure
pulsations and induces periodic torque oscillations (Staubli et al.
2008, Hasmatuchi et al. 2011, Widmer et al. 2011).
Experimental measurements and analytical simulations of
load acceptance on a pump turbine performed by Nicolet (2007)
showed that rapid change from one operating point to another
creates large pressure ﬂuctuations in the whole system of a turbine. The turbine takes time to meet the desired power value due
to the inertia of the water mass and the rotating mechanical systems. The time required for the unit to stabilize increases with
the inertia of the rotating masses and can become even greater
during larger load acceptance or rejection.
The changed trend of electricity market has forced hydroelectric turbines to vary power generation frequently. Power
generation over the total capacity and the frequent transients have
increased wear of hydraulic turbines aﬀecting the service period
of the runner. Very limited measurements have been carried

2

Materials and methods

2.1 Experimental set-up and model turbine
The model turbine in the present work was investigated at the
Waterpower Laboratory, Norwegian University of Science and
Technology (NTNU), Norway. The test rig is capable to operate in close-loop (maximum head ≈ 30 m) as well as open-loop
(maximum head ≈ 12.5 m) system. The test rig and scaled down
(1 : 5.1) model turbine are shown in Fig. 1. Experimental measurements were carried out considering the open-loop water
circuit to get realistic conditions during transient as close-loop
circuits are unable to simulate a fast start, stop or load acceptance
without signiﬁcant head variation uncorrelated with the eﬀective
head in a prototype during such an operation. Water from the
basement was pumped to the overhead tank and ﬂowed down to
the upstream pressure tank connected to the turbine inlet pipeline.
A uniform level of the water/head was maintained in both the
tanks at all operating conditions. The draft tube was connected
to the downstream tank, which was open to air and water above
the draft tube level ﬂowed back to the basement.
The corresponding prototype turbine (head (HP ) = 377 m,
power (PP ) = 110 × 4 MW, and runner diameter (DP ) =
1.779 m, runner speed (nP ) = 6.25 Hz) is in operation at the
Tokke Power Plant, Norway. Speciﬁc speed (ν) of the prototype
turbine is 0.27 at the BEP operating condition with a discharge
of 30 m3 s−1 . The prototype and the model are integrated with
14 stay vanes welded inside the volute casing, 28 GVs, a runner
with 15 splitters and 15 full-length blades, and an elbow-type
draft tube. The interaction between the 30 blades and 28 GVs is
complex due to the large number of runner blades. The ﬂow ﬁeld
leaving the GVs is generally characterized by a complex velocity and pressure ﬁeld caused by rotor–stator interaction (RSI).
The estimated frequencies were normalized as fs /fn = 30 and
fr /fn = 28 in the stationary and rotating domains, respectively;
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Figure 1 Model Francis turbine test rig installed at the Water Power Laboratory, NTNU. The ﬂush mounted pressure transmitters PTX1 and PTX2
are located about 4.87 and 0.87 m from the turbine inlet casing, respectively

Figure 2 Drawing of the model Francis turbine runner (DM = 0.349 m). Circles represent the locations of the pressure sensors in the stationary
(VL01, DT21, and DT11) and the rotating (P42, P71, and S51) domains. Dimensionless radial distance of the sensors VL01, DT21, DT11, P42, P71,
and S51 is 1.87, 1.04, 1.04, 1.03, 0.45, and 0.66, respectively

namely vaneless space (VL01), pressure side of the blade (P42
and P71), suction side of the blade (S51), and on the wall of the
draft tube cone (DT11 and DT21). Radial distance of the sensors
was divided by the runner radius (0.174 m) to make the distance
dimensionless; the dimensionless radial distance of the sensors
VL01, DT21, DT11, P42, P71, and S51 is 1.87, 1.04, 1.04, 1.03,
0.45, and 0.66, respectively.
The summation research SRI-500e wireless telemetry system
was used to transmit the pressure–time data of the sensors P42,
P71, and S51 to the stationary receiver located outside the turbine. Accuracy and calibration uncertainty of the sensors are
presented in Table 1. A hydraulic dead-weight tester (GE Series
3200) was used to calibrate two PTX610 (PTX1 and PTX2, for
location see Fig. 1) and one PTX1400 pressure transmitters. The
PTX1400 was used as a primary calibration sensor for the calibration of the Kulite LL080 type strain gauge-based miniature
pressure sensors P42, P71, and S51. The estimated uncertainties were below 0.22, 0.62, and 0.45% for S51, P42, and P71,
respectively.

where fs and fr indicate frequencies in stationary and rotating
domain in Hz, respectively, and fn indicates the runner angular frequency in Hz. For the diametrical modes 2, 4, and 6,
the expected dominant frequencies were 30, 60, and 90 in the
stationary domains and 28, 56, and 84 in the runner, respectively (Chirag et al. 2013b). Analyses of the captured frequencies
during transient measurements are discussed in the results.
2.2 Pressure measurements and calibrations
The experimental measurements, calibrations, and computations
were performed using the procedure and guidelines available
in IEC 60041, IEC 60193, IEC 60308, IEC 61362, and ASME
PTC-18. Data from the instruments/sensors were recorded to a
computer through a program developed in LabVIEW. There were
two acquisition systems; one to record the data speciﬁc to the test
rig, sampled at 1.4 Hz and another to log the pressure–time signal
of the mounted sensors, sampled at 2083 Hz. Figure 2 shows the
locations of the pressure sensors mounted in the model turbine,
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Table 1

Accuracy and calibration uncertainties of the pressure sensors mounted in the turbine

Instrument

Accuracy

Uncertainty

Position of installation

0.008% of actual reading

≤ 0.01%

±0.15% typical BSL, ± 0.25% maximum

≤ 0.04%

±0.08% FS BSL

≤ 0.02%

Calibration device for PTX
pressure transmitters
Calibration device for Kulite
LL080
Mounted at turbine inlet
pipeline

PTX2 (0–250 kPa abs)
Kulite LL080 (0–350 kPa abs);
bandwidth ≈ 100 kHz; natural
frequency ≈ 300 kHz

±0.08% FS BSL
±0.10% FS BSL, ±0.50% maximum

≤ 0.03%
S51: ≤0.22%

Miniature ruggedized Kulite
XTL – 190 (0–700 kPa abs)
natural frequency ≈ 380 kHz

±0.10% FS BSL, ±0.50% maximum

P42: ≤0.62%
P71: ≤0.45%
VL01, DT11, DT21: ≤0.15%

Hydraulic dead-weight tester
(1–350 bar)
PTX1400 (0–1000 kPa abs)
PTX1 (0–250 kPa abs)

'RZQORDGHGE\>,QGLDQ,QVWLWXWHRI7HFKQRORJ\5RRUNHH@DW-XO\
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Mounted on the runner blade
surfaces
Mounted in vaneless space
(VL01) and draft tube cone
(DT11 and DT21)

Notes: The accuracy is directly cited from the corresponding data sheet/operating manual. The uncertainty shows actual maximum uncertainty at the
time of calibration. BSL, best straight line ﬁt; FS, full scale

Accuracy and calibration uncertainties of the other instruments such as ﬂow meter, pressure transmitters, runner and friction torque measurement sensors, speed measurement sensors,
the GVs position and torque measurement sensors, and mounted
pressure gauges in the test rig are not discussed in the paper.
The procedure for estimating random errors, systematic errors,
and related uncertainties of all the instruments was followed
as per the guidelines available in IEC 60193. The estimated
standard deviation of 0.23% showed ±0.10% random uncertainty in the hydraulic eﬃciency. The total estimated uncertainty
was ±0.16% in the hydraulic eﬃciency under the steady-state
operating condition of the BEP.

2.3

measured by considering the stroke length of the servomotor.
Torque to operate the GVs was applied through a linkage mechanism connected to the servomotor. Moreover, the GVs are
always operating against the acting pressure or hydrodynamic
forces. Hence, there may be some diﬀerence between the angular position recorded and the actual position of about 0.5–0.7%
(<0.07◦ ) during transient movement. The deviation might be
increased at the time of operation since the GVs actuation torque
is applied against the hydrodynamic forces acting on the surfaces of the GVs at the corresponding operating condition. Four
degree (28%) angular position is the lowest GVs angle keeping
the turbine–generator unit in operation (PM ≈ 10 kW) and 14◦
(100%) is the maximum opening (PM ≈ 30 kW) for the head of
12.5 m used in this study.
The generator was operated at nED = 0.18 during the transient
measurements, where ﬂow rate and output power were managed by operating the GVs. The angular position of the GVs
was changed considering diﬀerent timing sets to investigate the
magnitude of the pressure loading during transients.

Measurement program

Both steady-state and transient measurements were performed on
the model Francis turbine. The eﬃciency hill diagram, prepared
using the steady-state measurements, is shown in Fig. 3 along
with the prototype turbine operating speed. The diagram is drawn
on the axis of the speed factor (nED ) and the discharge factor (qED )
including the GVs angular position. The maximum hydraulic
eﬃciency of 93.4% was found under the steady-state operating
condition at α = 9.9◦ , nED = 0.18, and qED = 0.15, marked as
BEP inside the region of 93% eﬃciency.
Transient measurements were carried out considering both
load acceptance (increase of load) and partial load rejection
(decrease of load) by changing the angular position of the
GVs as follows: (1) 4-10◦ , (2) 7–14◦ , (3) 4–14◦ , (4) 10–4◦ ,
(5) 14–7◦ , and (6) 14–4◦ . The GVs operation on the model was
not as smooth and linear as on a prototype, see Fig. 7a. The
maximum angular movement of the GVs is shown in Fig. 4.
Section A–A represents a sectional view at mid span of a GV.
Top and bottom surfaces are welded to the upper and lower
bearing casing (facing plates). The GVs angular position was

2.4

Data processing

The ﬂow parameters and pressure–time data were handled into
time domain and linked to the angular positions of the GVs.
The data of the GVs position, torque, and power were logged at
the frequency of 1.4 Hz. The head discharge and pressure data
were logged at 2083 Hz. There may be variation below ±1 s
between the signals recorded by both the systems. All the data
were normalized between the minimum value 0 (or 0%), and the
maximum value 1 (or 100%) taking uniform length of the signal
for a transient condition; see the y-axis in Fig. 5a. The vertical
axis (y-axis) represents variation in the pressure along the time.
The Matlab Savitzky–Golay ﬁnite impulse response (FIR)
smoothing ﬁlter was used to determine the time-average value of
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Figure 3 Hill diagram of the model Francis turbine (HM = 12.5 m, HP = 377 m, DM = 0.349 m, DP = 1.779 m, nM = 5.53 Hz, nP = 5.25 Hz).
The vertical dot line (nED = 0.18) represents the prototype operating speed used in this study. Circle represents transient operating conditions. For
angular position of the guide refer Fig. 4

Figure 4 Representation of the maximum (14◦ ) to minimum (4◦ ) angular position of the GV to perform load acceptance and rejection. Section A–A
represents a cut-oﬀ at mid span of a GV. The GVs axis for the angular movement is eccentric to equalize the hydrodynamic forces acting on the GVs
sides minimizing the applied torque

Figure 5 Averaging, normalization, and transformation of the pressure data into time domain and scattered around the mean (=0) value. (a) Example
of row and mean pressure signal in the vaneless space normalized between 0 and 1 function of the time and (b) example of row and mean pressure
signal ﬂuctuations in the vaneless space after subtraction of the mean value obtained with a frame size of 10 s, see Fig. 5a before subtraction

the signal (Matlab 2012). A polynomial order of 8 and frame size
between 1 and 2 s were used to obtain the instantaneous mean
value of the signal. A frame size of 10 s was used to obtain the
mean value of the acquired pressure–time signal. Figure 5a shows
the calculated mean pressure values of VL01 signal using a frame

size of 1 and 10 s with the polynomial order of 8. To extract the
ﬂuctuations (see Fig. 5b), a frame size of 10 s was used.
Figure 6 shows row and time-averaged pressure signals
recorded by the pressure sensor (P42) situated in the rotating domain. The pressure ﬂuctuations captured by the sensors
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Figure 6 Averaging, normalization, and transformation of the ﬂow data into time domain and scattered around the mean (=0) value. (a) Example
of row and mean pressure signal in the runner normalized between 0 and 1 function of the time and (b) example of row and mean pressure signal
ﬂuctuations in the runner after subtraction of the mean value (frame 10 s); see Fig. 6a before subtraction

located in the runner are large. Variation in the ﬂuctuations
is about +15 to −45 kPa from the instantaneous mean pressure value in the runner. The frequency of such ﬂuctuations
is about 0.63 Hz. The frequency is present at every operating conditions including steady state. It is believed that the
source of the frequency is related to the mechanical vibrations of the runner. Filtering the frequency of 0.63 Hz from the
row signal gives a shifted signal not related to the row one.
The frequency is thus present in the average signals from the
runner.
The smoothed signal as shown in Fig. 6a was used to investigate the transient pressure loading on the blades. The signal
in Fig. 6a (P42) is smoothed using a polynomial order of 8
and a frame size of 1–10 s. The pressure variation in the presented signal is corresponding to the GVs angular position
in the time domain. Figure 6b shows the pressure ﬂuctuations after subtraction of the instantaneous mean pressure value
(frame 10 s) to the row signal. Normalization of the signal using
mean value also caused a data loss up to a frequency of 7 Hz.
Therefore, all the investigations presented in the paper are performed using either direct row or interpolated data using FIR
smoothing function signals only. Other necessary functions were
implemented in Matlab to perform signal averaging, normalization, and Fourier transform of the transient pressure data
signals.
Time-domain frequency analysis was performed using implemented short time frequency transform (STFT) and plotted using
spectrogram. STFT was performed using both the row and average normalized pressure–time signals. The row signal provided
more accurate frequency variation in the time domain than the
normalized one. Therefore, the row signal was used to investigate
the change in frequency at the vaneless space, runner, and draft
tube with respect to the GVs position. The frequencies of the
pressure–time ﬂuctuations obtained by a fast Fourier transform
(FFT) were used as reference to estimate the STFT. For instance,
the frequency data of Fig. 11 were used as reference to plot the
spectrogram of Figs. 12 and 13. The data–time window length
varied between 0.1 and 10 s. The Henning window overlapping
of 95% was set to obtain the frequency variation in time to plot
the spectrogram.

3

Results

Experimental measurements were carried out considering probable operating conditions which may be experienced by a turbine
during peak hours to balance real-time grid parameters. A total
of six transient cases were investigated, three for load acceptance, another three for load rejection. Guidelines for the transient
measurements and GVs movement were followed using available information in the IEC 60545, IEC 60308, and IEC 61362.
Fundamental ﬂow quantities, transient pressure, and frequency
variations with respect to the GVs movement are investigated.
Two cases of transient measurements, one for load acceptance,
another for load rejection, are discussed in detail and the other
summarized. These two cases are covering the entire range of
the turbine operation from the minimum to the maximum GVs
opening.
3.1

Transient variations in fundamental quantities

Initial and ﬁnal conditions in the fundamental quantities such as
head, discharge, torque, and the position of the GVs are shown
in Table 2. In case 1, the turbine was initially operating at 29%
opening of the GVs corresponding to 38% steady-state power
output. During the load acceptance, the GVs were set to move
until 69% opening to achieve 75% power output. The total angular movement from 29 to 69% of the GVs was performed in about
10 s. In a similar way, load rejection in case 4 was performed by
closing the GVs from the position corresponding to a 69–29%
within about 10.5 s. tgen is total time of the GVs angular movement to perform load acceptance and rejection. The last column
(vgv ) shows the average speed of the GVs angular movement during transients. vgv is estimated using the radius (rgv = 52 mm)
of the trailing edge from the centre axis (Fig. 4) and the total
angular movement during tgen . vgv represents the velocity of the
GVs angular movement performed during transients.
The GVs operating time was ranged from about 10 to 14.8 s.
The total head across the turbine varied from 4 to 7% during
the transients. This was dependent on the change in operating
point/power; the maximum variation was found in the cases 3
and 6.
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Table 2 Variation in percentage of the fundamental quantities between the initial and the ﬁnal steady-state condition,
and total time of the GVs movement
Transient

GV0

Load acceptance
Case 1
29
Case 2
49
Case 3
30
Load rejection
Case 4
69
Case 5
100
Case 6
100

GV1

Q0

Q1

H0

H1

T0

T1

P0

P1

tgen (s)

vgv (mm s−1 )

69
100
100

33
47
32

65
89
90

99
97
98

96
94
94

38
53
36

75
100
100

38
53
36

75
100
100

≈ 10.0
≈ 11.7
≈ 12.1

0.54
0.85
0.93

29
49
28

66
90
90

33
55
29

96
94
94

98
97
98

75
100
100

35
60
34

75
100
100

35
60
34

≈ 10.5
≈ 11.3
≈ 14.8

0.63
0.73
0.64
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Note: 100% refers to the maximum measured value of the corresponding quantity. GV0 , initial GV position; GV1 ,
ﬁnal GV position.

Figure 7 Transient variation in ﬂow parameters and GVs angular position at diﬀerent operating conditions of load acceptance and rejection covering
the entire range of the turbine operation (nED = 0.18). tgen indicates the total time of load change; rotational speed of the runner (fn ) = 5.53 Hz.
The actual values of the dimensionless parameters are presented in Table 2. (a) From 38 to 75% load acceptance (case 1), (b) from 53 to 100% load
acceptance (case 2), (c) from 36 to 100% load acceptance (case 3), (d) from 75 to 35% load rejection (case 4), (e) from 100 to 60% load rejection
(case 5), and (f) from 100 to 34% load rejection (case 6)

generator output power during the analysis of the transient phenomena. The torque shows instantaneous variation related to the
ﬂow phenomena near and inside the runner. The ﬂow rate is
also plotted but is not representative of the exact ﬂow rate at
each instant due to the time response of the electromagnetic ﬂow
meter of a few seconds.
Figure 7a shows variation in the GVs position, ﬂow rate, head,
and torque as a function of the time to raise the output power by

Figure 7 shows a graphical representation of the quantities
listed in Table 2. The starting time of the GVs movement of all
the transients is set to 1 s on the x-axis. On the y-axis, initial
and ﬁnal steady-state conditions are referred as 0 and 1, respectively. Transient variation in the presented quantities can be read
as percentage variation from the initial steady-state value. Inside
the plots, tgen indicates the total time of the GVs angular movement. It is more insightful to represent the torque instead of the
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Figure 8 Transient pressure variation during load acceptance of case 3 (left) and load rejection of case 6 (right) at the turbine inlet (PTX2) and the
vaneless space (VL01). tgen indicates the total time of load change. The zoom window inside the plot shows instantaneous pressure ﬂuctuations of
0.2 s. (a) From 36 to 100% load acceptance (case 3) and (b) from 100 to 34% load rejection (case 6)

9.5 s. With the closing of the GVs, the head rises continuously.
The head drops about 2% when the GVs slow down near to 6 s;
again rise with further closing of the GVs. After the ﬁnal position
of the GVs is achieved, the head drops to the operating condition
and is stabilized. The torque output is found to follow the GVs
movement. At about t = 10.3 s, the output torque reached to the
set value for 35% power.
The two other cases of load rejection from 100% power output
are shown in Figs. 7e and 7f for diﬀerent movements of the
GVs. In case 3, one large and three small steps closing of the
GVs are used to reach 60% load within 11.3 s. A longer transient
movement is used in the case 6 to reach 34% load, about 15 s. The
head oscillations of both the cases show that small step closing
of the GVs creates small oscillations where fast closing results
in larger oscillations. The runner output torque follows the GVs
closing movement.

37%. Up to 1 s, the turbine was operating under steady condition
at 29% opening of the GVs. At 1 s, the GVs operated and hit 69%
angular position at about t = 11 s. Three steps movement of the
GVs was performed for the case during 10 s. The torque variation
is closely following the GVs movement up to 11 s. The ﬂow rate
is monotonically changed and is settled around 16 s. The time lag
with the other quantities is attributed to the ﬂow meter electronic.
The head is estimated measuring the diﬀerential pressure across
the turbine and ﬂow rate through known cross-sectional areas.
The head is clearly aﬀected by the GVs movement. A fast
movement of the GVs develops high-peak pressure oscillations
and the slow small step movement develops small amplitude
oscillations in the head. The smooth opening of the GVs was
performed to meet 75% output power around 11.5 s. The torque
oscillations are still present after the ﬂow parameters are settled
around 16 s. A similar unstable torque characteristic was found
at the operating point during steady-state measurements. The
experimental measurements and numerical simulations showed
this could be due to the complex pressure ﬁeld inside the runner
and interaction of the blades and the GVs at the speciﬁc ﬂow rate
operating condition (Chirag et al. 2013b).
The other load acceptance presented in Figs. 7b and 7c is
nearly similar to Fig. 7a. The main diﬀerence during the GVs
opening is obtained for case 2, which presents smaller head oscillations. The GVs were operated in six small steps and the load
was changing from 53 to 100%. Furthermore, the torque does
not oscillate as the GVs opening is achieved for cases 2 and 3.
At 100% power, torque oscillations were not observed during
steady-state operation at the operating point of cases 2 and 3
(Chirag et al. 2013b).
As a load acceptance starts from a low discharge operating
condition (below 50% load) to either the BEP or higher, large
head oscillations were found at the initial state of the transient
which damp out at about 50% load, independent of the GVs
operating speed (slow and fast). The head oscillations in the case
1 after 75% load are due to the unstable operating condition of
the turbine.
Figure 7d shows transient condition of a load rejection from
75 to 35% by closing the GVs within 10.5 s. The closing of the
GVs is made in four steps angular movement. At 1 s, the GVs are
set to close and subsequent steps are followed at 2.3, 4, 7, and

3.2

Transient pressure variation at upstream of the runner

Pressure variation in the inlet pipeline was measured at the locations PTX1 and PTX2 (for locations see Fig. 1) for all the cases.
The pressure variation at the location PTX2 and the vaneless
space (VL01) for the cases 3 and 6 are presented in Fig. 8. Both
the cases cover the entire range of the turbine operation from
the minimum GVs opening of 28% to the maximum of 100%.
Figure 8a shows transient pressure variation of ase 3 where the
power output varies from 36 to 100%. Immediately after the GVs
open, the pressure at the location PTX2 drops rapidly and follows
periodic oscillations until the GVs stop. The estimated frequency
of the oscillations is about 0.57 Hz during the transient movement
of the GVs made in six steps to reach the maximum load. The
oscillations are found to be dampened during the smooth movement and stabilized with the decreased amplitudes. The sudden
acceleration of ﬂow to the turbine, back and forth movement of
pressure waves, and oscillations generated at the free surface of
the upstream tank could be the causes of the pressure ﬂuctuations
in the inlet pipe.
Pressure variation at the location VL01 follows the transient movement of the GVs, see Fig. 8a. The initial steadystate pressure was about 161 kPa and the ﬁnal was about
179 kPa. The increased pressure is explained by the larger
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Figure 9 Transient pressure variation during load acceptance and load rejection from high to low operating point and vice versa in the runner. tgen
indicates the total time of load change. The zoom window inside the plot shows instantaneous pressure ﬂuctuations during 0.2 s. (a) From 36 to 100%
load acceptance (case 3) and (b) from 100 to 34% load rejection (case 6)

not ﬁltered for the stated frequencies since they involve a loss
of information in the recorded signals. A closer analysis of the
cases showed variation in the runner speed as the GVs start to
open/close; ±0.3% of the actual angular speed during 0.2–0.5 s.
The time of variation in the runner angular speed is found to be
a function of the GVs speedy movement.
Figure 9a represents the transient blade loading at the time of
changing the load from 36 to the maximum of 100%. Immediately after the GVs start opening, the runner might have
experienced vibrations due to sudden variation of the ﬂow rate to
the runner. Amplitudes of the pressure variation and frequencies
in the runner begin to vary from the steady-state loading. One
(P42) of the pressure signals is presented in the zoom window of
time length 1–1.2 s inside the plot. The runner took about 0.18 s
to complete one rotation and the window presents the instantaneous pressure ﬂuctuations of 400◦ rotation immediately after
the GVs opened. The amplitude of the GVs disturbance disappears for a moment when the GVs opened rapidly and resumes
when the GVs halt for a moments during transient. The amplitudes at the location (P42) are almost double than at the vaneless
space location (VL01) for the same load and time. As compared with the steady-state operating conditions, the transient
pressure loading is about 2.1 times larger. Such loading may
be responsible for HCF on the blade during transients (Huth
2005).
During load rejection, the zoom window inside Fig. 9(b)
shows variation in the amplitude of the pressure due to the GVs
passing. Another signal of about 10 Hz seems to be mixed with
the GVs disturbance and modulates it. As compared with the
steady-state operating conditions, the transient pressure loading
is about 2.8 times larger during load rejection. The maximum
pressure ﬂuctuations are found immediately after the GVs set to
close (during 1–7 s).

space between the GVs lowering the ﬂuid velocity and thus
increasing the pressure. At t = 1 s, the GVs started to open;
the pressure oscillations and that instant are presented in the
zoom window inside Fig. 8a. The variation in the amplitudes
due to the GVs transient movement is clearly seen. The oscillations represent pressure waves developing in the vaneless
space and correspond to the blades passing. The zoom window shows the exact number (30) of the pressure oscillations
developed by the interaction between one GV and 30 runner
blades during 1–1.18 s of one complete rotation made by the
runner.
Figure 8b shows pressure variation at the locations PTX2 and
VL01 during load rejection from 100 to 34%. The GVs are closed
slowly in seven small steps between 1 and 15 s. An FFT of the row
signal points out two frequencies: 0.57 and 1.84 Hz. The pressure oscillations stabilized around 28 s, while the GVs are settled
much earlier at t = 15 s. The dimensionless pressure value (p) at
VL01 during load rejection from 100 to 36% load varied from
0.95 to 0.13, respectively. A zoom window of the pressure variation in the vaneless space during 1–1.2 s is presented in Fig. 8b.
The oscillations in the pressure are produced by the blades passing. The pressure in the vaneless space decreases with time and
thus the amplitudes of the blade passing frequency. The angular speed of the runner was nearly constant during the transient
inducing a constant blade frequency, except at the start of the
GVs movement. As the GVs start to move, a small perturbation
in the runner angular speed appears, this is further discussed in
the next paragraph.
3.3

Transient pressure variation in the runner

Figure 9 shows transient pressure loading on the blade during a
load acceptance of 64%, case 3, and a load rejection of 66%, case
6. The pressure measurement locations of P42, P71, and S51 on
the blade surface are shown in Fig. 2. When the GVs are opened
(t = 1 s), the pressure in the blade rows increased gradually. The
oscillations in the signals P42, P71, and S51 are attributed to
the vibration of the runner. The frequency of the vibration due
to the runner rotation is about 0.57 Hz, which is present all the
time irrespective of the operating conditions. The signals are

3.4

Transient pressure variation at downstream
of the runner

Two pressure sensors were mounted on the draft tube wall cone,
namely DT11 and DT21. The dimensionless radial (r ∗ ) and axial
(h∗ ) positions of the sensors were 1.04 and 0.87, respectively.
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Figure 10 Transient pressure variation during load acceptance and load rejection from high to low operating point and vice versa in the draft tube.
tgen indicates the total time of load change. (a) From 36 to 100% load acceptance (case 3) and (b) from 100 to 34% load rejection (case 6)

Transient pressure variation of DT11 and DT21 during 64%
load acceptance and 66% load rejection is shown in Figs. 10a
and 10b, respectively. Pressure at both the locations was ﬂuctuating and decreased corresponding to the GVs opening to increase
the power output from 36 to 100%; see Fig. 10a. Dimensionless
pressure variation from 0.6 to 0.4 corresponds to the increase in
discharge. The spectrum analysis of both the acquired signals
showed the frequency (f ∗ ) of 0.34.
According to Bosioc et al. (2012), two components of
the ﬂow may be present in the draft tube during part load
and high load turbine operation; namely plunging (similar
to surge eﬀect) and rotating vortex rope. Comparisons and
detailed analysis of DT11 and DT21 unsteady pressure signals were performed to investigate the presence of those
components during transient. The pressure–time data analysis showed constructive pattern of both the signals (synchronous component) from t = 0 to 25 s indicating plunging
ﬂow in the cone. Since both the sensors were located at
the same distance (h∗ = 0.87) from the runner outlet. Moreover, the pressure diﬀerence between the two signals, after
steady position of the GVs (t = 14 s), is less than 0.1 kPa
which could be due to the measurement uncertainty. The
estimated maximum uncertainty during the calibration of
both the sensors was about 0.15% (∼0.3 kPa) of the actual
pressure value.
Figure 10b shows transient pressure variation during partial load rejection from the initial load of 100 to 34% in 13 s.
Pressure at both the sensor locations increases corresponding
to the closing of the GVs, and the overall pressure variation is
similar to the 34% load acceptance case. The spectrum analysis showed the dimensionless frequency of 0.34, similar to the
load acceptance case, has dominating amplitudes (p∗ = 0.0028).
Detailed investigations of both the pressure–time signals suggested the presence of two components, namely synchronous
and asynchronous. The synchronous component (plunging) was
present between t = 0 and 15 s, during steady-state load at maximum discharge (t = 0–1 s) and load rejection tgen (t = 1–15 s).
The asynchronous component (vortex rope) was pointed during
low discharge (t = 15–25 s) turbine operation; however, this
component was not found during the similar load acceptance
case.

3.5 Time-average frequency variation in the turbine
Figure 11 presents the frequency spectrum of the pressure–time
signals at diﬀerent locations in the turbine of all the transient
cases stated in Table 1.
At the turbine inlet (PTX2), a frequency of 15 Hz, not visible in the ﬁgure, was observed which is presumably related
to the standing waves between the upstream tank and the turbine. A similar frequency was observed during the steady-state
operating conditions (Chirag et al. 2013b). The water to the
model turbine was supplied from an overhead tank, located 12 m
(inlet pressure = 220 kPa) above the turbine. There was a vertical straight pipeline from the overhead tank to the upstream
pressure tank which was 80% ﬁlled. Then, the water was supplied through a horizontal pipeline from the pressure tank to the
turbine, see Fig. 1.
The standing wave takes place in the horizontal pipe between
the upstream pressure tank and the turbine. Since the PTX2
sensor was located at about 0.87 m from the casing inlet, it captured the wave frequency. The frequency was estimated between
14.5 and 15 Hz during the transients; the explanation for the
variation may be the variable length of the transient samples
and variable timing of the GVs movement for the cases. Frequencies of 0.5, 1.7, and 39.6 Hz were obtained, which may be
related to the system excitation frequencies and are observed at
two positions; namely inlet pipeline and draft tube, irrespective
of the transient condition. The amplitude of the blade passing frequency (30) captured by the PTX2 was observed with
very low amplitude, below 0.05 kPa, during load rejection from
the maximum load to either the BEP or another lower. The
blade passing frequency was not observed at the time of load
acceptance.
In the vaneless space (VL01), the dominating dimensionless
frequency is related to the blade passing frequency of 30, as
expected with the diametrical mode (=2). The ﬁrst harmonic
of the frequency is captured at 15 and second harmonic at 30.
The frequency is present at all the transient conditions as the
speed of the runner was maintained constant. The amplitudes
diﬀer due to the varying conditions for all cases. Frequencies
of 0.5 and 1.7 Hz related to the system vibration were present.
The signals from the sensors in the runner are dominated by
the GVs passing frequency. Further analysis of the frequency
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Figure 11 Frequency spectrum of the pressure–time signal during load acceptance and rejection. (a) From 38 to 75% load acceptance (case 1), (b)
from 53 to 100% load acceptance (case 2), (c) from 36 to 100% load acceptance (case 3), (d) from 75 to 35% load rejection (case 4), (e) from 100 to
60% load rejection (case 5), and (f) from 100 to 34% load acceptance (case 6)

were not present during steady-state measurements (Chirag et al.
2013b).

in the vaneless space and the runner is discussed below using a
spectrogram. The spectrogram shows frequency variation with
respect to the GVs movement.
Signals from the sensors DT11 and DT21 show dimensionless
frequencies of 15 and 30, with the ﬁrst and second harmonics of the runner blades, respectively, with very low amplitudes
(<0.0001), see Fig. 11a–f. The spectrum analysis of both the
acquired signals showed the inﬂuence of the dimensionless
frequency (f ∗ ) of 0.34 (p∗ = 0.003). The pressure–time data
analysis of f ∗ = 0.34 showed constructive pattern of both the
signals indicating a plunging ﬂow in the cone during load acceptance; whereas, during load rejection, up to t = 15 s constructive
and after that destructive pattern between the signals pointed
out are hence plunging and vortex rope, respectively. Two other
dimensionless frequencies, 0.094 and 7, were pointed out in the
draft tube cone. Both the frequencies were also found at the inlet
pipeline; they may be attributed to the system vibrations since
the frequencies are captured for the all six cases of transients
irrespective of operating conditions. However, the frequencies

3.6

Instantaneous frequency variation in the vaneless space
and the runner

Figure 12 represents the spectrogram of transient variation of
blade passing frequency (30) in the vaneless space (VL01) with
respect to the GVs movement. The contours of the transient variation in the blades passing frequency are similar in both the plots
between the two dot lines indicating the GVs total movement
(tgen ). The opening or closing of the GVs increase or decrease
the ﬂow rate to the runner through the vaneless space. Acceleration or deceleration of the ﬂow takes place and an unsteady
pressure ﬁeld develops in the vaneless space. At the same time,
RSI pressure waves due to the runner blades were continuously
developed. The zoom window inside the plots shows the variation in blade passing frequency during rapid movement of the
GVs.
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Figure 12 Frequency spectrum of the pressure–time signal (VL01) during load acceptance and load rejection. tgen indicates the total time of load
change. (a) Spectrogram of the vaneless space pressure signal (VL01) during 64% load acceptance and (b) spectrogram of the vaneless space pressure
signal (VL01) during 66% load rejection

Figure 13 Frequency spectrum of the pressure–time signal (P42) during load acceptance and load rejection. tgen indicates the total time of load
change. (a) Spectrogram of the runner blade pressure signal (P42) during 64% load acceptance and (b) spectrogram of the runner blade pressure signal
(P42) during 66% load rejection

(case 3) and 66% load rejection (case 6). The GVs passing frequency (28) follows the variation of the GVs movement with
a time lag. The exact time lag is diﬃcult to estimate due to
the actual data acquisition set-up. The minimum and maximum
dimensionless amplitudes of the GV passing frequency were 0.34
and 0.43 during 64% load acceptance, respectively. The amplitudes increase corresponding to the GVs opening and ﬂow rate
increases. Similarly, during 66% load rejection, the minimum
and maximum amplitudes were 0.34 and 0.48 during 66% load
rejection, respectively. The high amplitude (0.48) during 66%
load rejection suggest that the pressure ﬂuctuations could be
higher than the similar load acceptance transient condition. Several other frequencies are seen in the plots indicating the presence
of a highly unsteady ﬂow in the runner. The zoom window shows
variation in the amplitudes and the dimensionless GVs passing frequency (28) during the fast opening/closing. Figure 13b
shows the spectrogram of the load rejection pointing out the
signiﬁcant variation in the amplitudes and the GVs passing
frequency as compared with the load acceptance (Fig. 13a).
Frequency spectrum of the pressure–time signal (P42) during load acceptance and load rejection tgen indicates the total
time of load change. Figure 14 shows transient variation of
the blade passing frequency (30) at the pressure sensor DT11.
In Fig. 14a, three frequencies are visible; a natural frequency
related to system excitation 7, a dimensionless frequency of
18 corresponds to the second harmonic of electrical power

The eﬀect of water mass inﬂux and unsteady pressure pulsations is so high that it overturns the RSI pressure waves of
dimensionless frequency 30 in the vaneless space. The distortion of the dimensionless frequency 30 in the vaneless space,
shown in Fig. 12a, is reﬂecting the transient movement of the
GVs and pressure ﬁeld in the vaneless space. When the GVs are
opened rapidly, the frequency abbreviates for a moment. At the
time of slow step movement, the frequency follows a sinusoidal
pattern similar to the GVs movement, which indicates the combination of an unsteady pressure ﬁeld and a ﬂow ﬁeld developing
as the blade passes the corresponding GV.
The dimensionless amplitudes of the blade passing frequency
in the vaneless space (VL01) varied from 0.34 to 0.38 during 64%
load acceptance and from 0.34 to 0.43 during 66% load rejection;
see Fig. 12. The inﬂuence of RSI is higher at the time of load
rejection than load acceptance. During load rejection, the ﬂow
instability may increase in the vaneless space with the change in
ﬂow directions to the runner with an increased space between the
runner and GVs. At the time of closing the GVs, i.e. moving to a
lower discharge, the vortices in the vaneless space are believed to
stabilize as space increases (Widmer et al. 2011). The transient
variation in the RSI frequency and the amplitudes are varying
with the time of the GVs movement creating an unsteady ﬂow
ﬁeld.
Figure 13 represents variation of the GVs passing frequency
in the blade row at the location P42 during 64% load acceptance
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Figure 14 Frequency spectrum of the pressure–time signal (DT11) during load acceptance and load rejection. tgen indicates the total time of load
change. (a) Spectrogram of the draft tube con pressure signal (DT11) during 64% load acceptance and (b) spectrogram of the draft tube con pressure
signal (DT11) during 66% load rejection

presented some oscillations. The largest load acceptance was
carried out from 36% to the maximum of 100% power output in
12.1 s. The largest load rejections were carried out from 100%
power output to 34% in 14.8 s. Investigations of the fundamental ﬂow parameters show a head drop of 4–7%. The momentary
torque oscillations are observed immediate after the GVs movement which could be due to a sudden pressure rise/drop in the
runner. A comparison of all conditions point out that the slow
opening/closing in the ﬁrst phase, rapid movement in the second phase, and slow movement of the GVs in the third phase
may reduce pressure oscillations developed upstream of the runner. Furthermore, the runner may not experience swift oscillating
movement due to a sudden rise/fall of the pressure and therefore
torque.
Detailed analysis of the pressure–time signals installed in the
turbine was carried out. The dimensionless maximum pressure
amplitude was about 0.005 in the vaneless space, 0.011 at the runner location P42, 0.002 at the trailing edge location P71, 0.0025
at the suction side location S51, and 0.003 in the draft tube cone
(DT11). The maximum pressure amplitude, 0.011, was present
on the pressure side of the blade (P42) during 66% load rejection; however, the amplitudes during 64% load acceptance were
lower, about 0.009 corresponding to the GVs passing frequency.
Time-domain frequency investigations show the development
of unsteady vortical ﬂow in the vaneless space aﬀecting the
streamlined ﬂow in the runner. Continuous variation in the location of the stagnation point may induce large pressure diﬀerence
between the GVs. This is aﬀecting the ﬂow entering the runner.
The runner blade also experiences pressure ﬂuctuations at the
leading edge which varies with the position of the GVs. Pressure measurement at the locations P42 and S51 pointed out that,
during load rejection, the ﬂow becomes more separated resulting in a signiﬁcant pressure diﬀerence between the pressure and
suction sides of the blade until GVs movement is completed.
Uncontrolled movement of the GVs may induce further instabilities in the runner. During such critical operating conditions,
the blades may experience fatigue stresses. The largest pressure
variation compared with steady-state operation is obtained during load rejection. Preliminary results indicate that appropriate
gate closure may minimize large pressure amplitude.

(50 Hz) since the sensors were powered through a battery, a
dimensionless frequency of 30 corresponds to the blades passing frequency. The dimensionless amplitudes of the frequency
(f ∗ = 7) increases from 0.33 to 0.41 with the GVs opening from
t = 1 to 14 s, since the load to the turbine increases. Moreover, the frequency becomes visible as the load increases and
remains constant after 14 s. The dimensionless amplitude of the
blade passing frequency was almost constant (0.43) since the
runner’s angular frequency was constant (5.53 Hz). Figure 14b
shows the frequency spectrum of the signal acquired by the
sensor DT11 during 66% load rejection. Similar variations of
the frequencies were observed during load acceptance. Moreover, the presence of the vortex rope is not seen clearly in the
spectrogram as it is seen in Figs. 11c and 11f with small peak
(f ∗ = 0.3).
Unsteadiness in the pressure ﬁeld due to the GVs angular
movement is seen in the plots. It indicates the generation and
destruction of the vortices at the location on the blade surface.
As the GVs move, the position of the trailing edge is continuously
changing and therefore, the vaneless space and the ﬂow angle to
the runner. At the same time, the locations of the stagnation point
on the leading edge of the blades continuously vary. A variable
stagnation point location leads to a separated ﬂow ﬁeld at the runner inlet and instable ﬂow travelling down the runner. Sudden
acceleration or deceleration in the ﬂow might cause rapid pressure variations in a cyclic way. The large pressure variation in a
short time and unsteady pressure loading causes fatigue stresses
on the blade (Antonsen 2007). This may strongly aﬀect the service period of the runner and shorten the service life due to repeatedly HCF loading at the time of transients (Bakken and Bjørkvoll
2002, Huth 2005, Gagnon et al. 2010, Chirag et al. 2013a).

4

Conclusions

Transient pressure measurements were performed at diﬀerent
locations in the turbine during six operating conditions, namely
three load acceptance and three load rejection, covering the entire
range of the prototype turbine operation. The GVs operation on
the model was not as smooth and linear as on a prototype and
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Notation
= runner diameter (m)
D
Eref = speciﬁc hydraulic energy (J kg−1 ) at the
steady-state reference (BEP) operating condition
of the model Francis turbine
(≈116.93 J kg−1 )
= frequency (Hz)
f
f ∗ = dimensionless frequency (−), f ∗ = f /fn
fn
= runner frequency (Hz)
= frequency in rotating domain (Hz) = fZgv
fr
fs
= frequency in stationary domain (Hz) = fZr
= net head across the turbine (m)
H
h
= axial position/distance from the centre line of
the turbine; e.g. mid span of the runner inlet or
centre line of the spiral casing (m)
h∗ = dimensionless height (−), h∗ = 2h/DM
max = maximum value
min = minimum value
nED = speed factor (−)
p
= dimensionless pressure at the corresponding
locations (−); (pressure − min. pressure)/
(max pressure − min. pressure)
p̃
= amplitude or ﬂuctuating component of the pressure
p∗ = dimensionless pressure (−), p∗ = p̃/(ρEref )
P
= power (kW)
Q
= ﬂow rate (m3 s−1 )
qED = discharge factor (−)
r
= radial distance from the centre axis of the model
turbine (m)
= radius of the GVs trailing edge from the centre
r1
axis (mm)
r∗
= dimensionless radial distance (−), r ∗ = 2r/DM
T
= torque (N m)
t
= time (s)
vgv = speed of the GVs movement (mm s−1 );
rgv = r1 (α0 − α1 )/tgen
Zgv = number of GVs (−), Zgv = 28
Zr = number of runner blades including splitters (−),
Zr = 30
α
= angular position of GVs (◦ )
ρ
= water density (kg m−3 ), ρ = 999.2 kg m−3
0
= initial steady-state condition
1
= ﬁnal steady-state condition
gen = change in generator power output or runner
torque output
h = hydraulic
M = model
P = prototype
ref = reference
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years [1]. Typically, hydroelectric generators are
primarily used to maintain the power quality of the
connected grid, to meet the demand factor, for cold
start using available form of reactive power, and to
avoid frequency drooping and/or cascade splitting of
other base load power generators. Thus, hydro
turbines are frequently used to manage the critical
conditions of the connected grid, which increased the
start-stop cycles of the hydroelectric turbines
significantly.
A survey [2], in North America, states that two
decades ago more than 90% of the hydro units were
operated at the best efficiency point and had modest
start-stop cycles, about 100 per year. In the recent
years the cycles reached to almost 500 per year.
Turbines used for base load duty may have 1 – 5
cycles per year whereas pump-turbine may experience
up to 2500 cycles per year. A peak load hydro turbine
may have up to 50,000 cycles during a service period
of 20 years [3].
The output power from a hydroelectric turbine is
normally managed by regulating the water flowing to
the runner through guide vanes. The guide vanes
movement and position is controlled by a coupled
governing servo-mechanism according to the
electricity
requirement.
An
inappropriate
opening/closing of the guide vanes during start and
stop induces unsteady pressure loading on the blade
surfaces. Turbine start-up and shutdown procedures
are generally predefined at the time of commissioning

ABSTRACT
Penetration of the power generated using wind and solar energy
to electrical grid network causing several incidents of the grid
tripping, power outage, and frequency drooping. This has
increased restart (star-stop) cycles of the hydroelectric turbines
significantly since grid connected hydroelectric turbines are
widely used to manage critical conditions of the grid. Each
cycle induces significant stresses due to unsteady pressure
loading on the runner blades. The presented work investigates
the pressure loading to a high head (HP=377 m, DP=1.78 m)
Francis turbine during start-stop. The measurements were
carried out on a scaled model turbine (HM=12.5 m, DM=0.349
m). Total four operating points were considered. At each
operating point, three schemes of guide vanes opening and
three schemes of guide vanes closing are investigated. The
results showed total head variation was up to 9% during startstop of the turbine. On the runner blade, the maximum pressure
amplitudes were about 14 and 16 kPa from the instantaneous
mean value of 121 kPa during rapid start-up and shutdown,
respectively; which are about 1.5 times larger than that of the
slow start-up and shutdown. Moreover, the maximum pressure
fluctuations were observed at the blade trailing edge.
KEY WORDS: Francis turbine; pressure fluctuations; start-up;
shutdown; transient.

INTRODUCTION
Current trend of electricity demand and penetration of
wind and/or solar power to the grid network above
manageable limit has raised some significant concerns
about stable operation of the power grids in the recent
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and adopted later on also. There may be a number of
schemes to operate guide vanes of the turbine and
each impacts differently to the runner service life.
With the increase in start and stop cycles, wear of the
runner increases. Scheme of the guide vanes
opening/closing, derived at the time of turbine
commissioning, may not be optimum after few years
of operation and may induce more wear to the runner
An unscheduled start-stop cycle significantly
affects the service life and refurbishment period which
increases direct/indirect costs of the plant operation.
At each cycle, a turbine experiences wear which
reduces operating life of the components. Sometimes
hydro turbine’s operating instrument fails during startup or shutdown hence costs more [4-6].
A review of literature showed that transient
operating conditions such as load variation, start-stop
cycles, and load rejections, resulted in combination of
low-cycle fatigue and high-cycle fatigue loading on
the blades which may induce cracks [1, 6-7]. Gagnon
et al. [8] have studied impact of pressure loading on a
Francis runner blade using two different schemes of
the guide vanes opening/closing. They pointed out
that the crack propagation rate due to fatigue loading
on the blades for the startup scheme-1 was increased
with rapid opening/closing of the guide vanes.
Increased start-stop cycles due to grid connected
intermittent power and variable demand of electricity
raised concerns about operating stability and wear of a
hydraulic turbine. Moreover, guide vanes angular
movement and the operating scheme significantly
influence the pressure distribution over the blade
surfaces. The experimental measurements and
investigations, on the Francis turbines, carried out so
far, were under steady state operating conditions [6-7,
9-11]. Limited measurements have been carried out to
investigate the consequences incompetent operating
scheme and pressure variation on the blade surfaces
corresponds to the guide vanes angular movement
during start-up and shutdown. The present work
focuses on the measurements on a model Francis

turbine during start-up and shutdown. The aim of the
study is to investigate transient variation of the
pressure in the turbine considering different duration
of the guide vanes opening/closing at the time of startup and shutdown. All the measurements were
performed considering present trend of electricity
generation and its consequences on operation of a
Francis turbine.
MATERIAL AND METHODS
Experimental set-up and instrumentations. Transient
pressure measurements during start-up and shutdown
are carried out on a model Francis turbine (HM = 12.5
m, PM = 30 kW, DM = 0.349 m). An open loop water
circuit was considered to get realistic conditions
without significant variation of the effective head
available to the turbine inlet similar to a prototype.
Constant water level in the overhead tank was
maintained during measurements. The outlet of the
draft tube was connected to the downstream tank of
constant water level similar to tailrace condition of a
power plant as shown in Fig. 1. The corresponding
prototype turbines (HP = 377 m, PP = 110 MW × 4,
and DP = 1.779 m) operate at the Tokke power plant,
Norway. Both, the model and the prototype, are
integrated with 14 stay vanes inside the spiral casing,
28 guide vanes, a runner with 15 splitters and 15 full
length blades, and an elbow-type draft tube.
The experimental measurements, calibrations, and
computations were performed using the procedures
and guidelines available in IEC standards [3]. Data
from the instruments and pressure sensors were
acquired to the computer through a program
developed in LabVIEW. There were two acquisition
systems; one to record the data for the efficiency hill
diagram including differential average pressure (¨p),
runner speed (N), torque (T) and guide vanes position
(Į) sampled at 1.4 Hz, and another to acquire the
pressure signals of the mounted sensors, sampled at
2083 Hz.

Fig. 1 Model Francis turbine test rig installed at the water power laboratory, NTNU, Norway. It is a scaled down (1:5.1) model of
prototype. Differential pressure (¨p) indicates an average pressure measurement across the turbine; pressure transmitters
PTX1 and PTX2 are located § 4.87 m and § 0.87 m from the turbine inlet casing, respectively
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load takes place during start-up or decouple from the
load during shutdown, and 100% corresponds to the
maximum opening of the guide vanes i.e. 14° for
generating the maximum power output of 30 kW
(100% load). The guide vane position 29% and 50%
are relative opening position of guide vanes for 26%
and 58% of the maximum load respectively, and 70%
position corresponds to the BEP load i.e. 75% of
maximum load.
The scheme – I was followed considering the
available normal timing of guide vanes opening for
the model turbine start-up in the laboratory (similar to
the prototype) which requires total time of 2.1 s for
synchronization. For the scheme – II, the guide vanes
were opened faster than the normal time taking only
1.9 s for the synchronization. At each of the start-up
scheme, four cases were selected for different
operating conditions (see Table 1). Free spin runner
acceleration (scheme – III) was performed by
operating the guide vanes continuously considering no
load to the generator terminal hence no
synchronization. Three of above four cases were
selected for the scheme – III. The runner/generator
speed after synchronization was kept constant (nED =
0.18, similar to the synchronous speed of the
prototype) for all the cases. All the three schemes of
start-up were reversed from the final load conditions
to develop the shutdown schemes. Since shutdown of
a hydroelectric turbine is more complex than the startup due to the risk of surging and water hammer; hence
timing of the guide vanes closing for the shutdown
schemes may be longer [1].

Fig. 2 Locations of the pressure sensors in the stationary
(VL01, DT21, DT11) and the rotating (P42, P71, S51)
domains of the model Francis turbine runner.

Fig.2 shows the locations of the pressure sensors
mounted in the model turbine, namely vaneless space
(VL01), pressure side of the blade (P42) and trailing
edge (P71), middle of suction side (S51) of the blade,
and the draft tube cone (DT11 and DT21). Wireless
data transmission system was used to transmit the
pressure-time data captured by the sensors P42, P71,
and S51 to the stationary receiver.
Steady state measurements were carried out to
evaluate the turbine performance under steady
operating conditions before the measurements of the
start and stop [3]. The efficiency hill diagram,
covering the entire range of the model turbine
operation, was prepared using the steady state
measurement data. The maximum hydraulic efficiency
of 93.4% was computed at the BEP (nED= 0.18 and
qED= 0.15). The random and systematic errors as well
as related uncertainties during the measurements were
computed using the guidelines available in IEC
standards [3]. The estimated maximum uncertainty is
± 0.16% for the hydraulic efficiency at the BEP (Best
Efficiency Point).

Table 1. Range of parameters and the investigated transient
operating conditions by opening/closing the guide
vanes of the model Francis turbine during start-up
and shutdown.
Guide vanes
operating
scheme
Start-up
scheme – I
Start-up
scheme – II
Free spin
scheme - III
Shutdown
scheme – I
Shutdown
scheme – II
Free spin
scheme - III

Measurement program and range of parameters.
Transient measurements during start-up and shutdown
were carried out considering the entire range of the
prototype operation. Four operating points were
selected for the measurements; two at low discharge
(26% and 58% load), one at the BEP (75% load), and
one at high discharge (100% load). The turbine load
of 26% of the maximum load observed at 29% angular
position of the guide vanes is referred as the generator
synchronization conditions.
Six schemes of the guide vanes movement per
operating point were performed including three
schemes for the start-up and three schemes for the
shutdown. Selected operating points for the start-up
and shutdown schemes are presented in Table 1.The
guide vane position 0% indicates the guide vanes are
closed, 29% indicates the 4° angular opening of guide
vanes at which the generator synchronization to the

Operating point
(cases); guide vanes
angular position (%)
(1) 0 – 29 – 29; (2)
0 – 29 –50; (3) 0 –
29 – 70; (4) 0 – 29 –
100
(1) 0 – 29; (2) 0 –
70; (3) 0 – 100
(1) 29 – 29 – 0; (2)
50 – 29 –0; (3) 70 –
29 – 0; (4) 100 – 29
–0
(1) 29 – 0; (2) 70 –
0; (3) 100 – 0

Corresponding
power output (%)
(1) 0 – 26 – 26; (2)
0 – 26 – 58; (3) 0 –
26 – 75; (4) 0 – 26
– 100
-(1) 26 – 26 – 0; (2)
58 – 26 – 0; (3) 75
– 26 – 0; (4) 100 –
26 – 0
--

The turbine start-up sequence may be divided into
three phases; during phase – I, the guide vanes were
operated from 0 – 29% to couple the generator at
synchronization load (tnls); during phase – II, the guide
vanes were further opened up to the selected operating
point (tgen); and during phase – III, smooth adjustment
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of the guide vanes was performed to obtain the
required power output (ttorque). The machine shutdown
also comprises of three phases; during phase – I, the
generator power/load ramped down to the minimum
value by closing the guide vanes up to 29% mark
(tgen); during phase – II, the generator was decoupled
from the load and the guide vanes were closed further
(tnls); and during phase – III, a slow closing of the
guide vanes was followed (tgv) and the runner was set
to no spin condition.
In the results, operating points are referred as cases
for simplicity and to distinguish with the operating
conditions. Graphical representation of the phases
during start-up case – 3 (0 – 29 – 70) and shutdown
case – 3 (70 – 29 – 0) is presented in the Fig. 3(a) and
Fig. 3(b), respectively. Pressure variation in the
vaneless space location VL01 during both the
transient cases is presented in Fig. 3(a). In Fig. 3(a), t0
indicates the runner standstill position up to t = 5 s
and tsteady indicates the final (steady state) operating
condition of the turbine. Similarly, in Fig 3(b), tsteady
indicates the steady state power generation up to t = 5
s, and the turbine starts to ramp down the load from t
= 5 to 22 s. At t = 22 s, the generator decouples from
the load and free spin of the runner begins (tnls) which
is followed by a slow closing of the guide vanes (tgv)
to completely close condition ( t = 26 s). t0 is the point
of no rotation of the runner (no spin).
The flow parameters and pressure-time data are
stored into time-domain and linked to the angular
position of the guide vanes. The data of the guide
vanes position (Į), torque (T), and power (P) were
acquired at a frequency of 1.4 Hz. The head (H),
discharge (Q), and pressure (p) data were logged at
2083 Hz. The data of both the frequencies were
synchronized together using common signal of the
runner speed which was acquired with both the
frequencies. Analysis of data showed that a variation
of 0 to 0.7 s may exist between signals of these two
frequencies from the exact instant of event, since the
signals of pressure fluctuations are averaged and

interpolated. The optimum window length is varied
from 0.18 to 1 s [6, 12] which is equivalent to 1 to 5
revolutions of the runner.
Since the data output frequency of the
electromagnetic flow meter was about 1 Hz, the
instantaneous transient variations of the flow rate
could not be captured although the data were logged at
2083 Hz. Hence, instantaneous value of the torque
(Th), differential pressure (¨p), and angular velocity of
the runner (Ȧ) were used to calculate the
instantaneous value of the flow rate. After the
synchronization (nED = constant), the flow rate is a
function of the runner output torque neglecting the
hydraulic efficiency (Șh=1). Hence, transient variation
of the flow rate may be estimated by equating input
power to the output power as shown in Eq. 1.
Th Ȧ
(1)
QT =
ȡg ( ǻp )
After compiling all the cases, the maximum
instantaneous difference between the estimated and
the measured values (acquired at 1 Hz) of flow rate
was about 3% at the time of guide vanes movement;
whereas, the difference during the steady state
operating condition was less than 1%. The overall
difference may be attributed to the leakage flow in the
turbine. In the paper, flow rate estimated using Eq. 1
was found to be more convenient and is used for
further calculations.
RESULTS
A total of 22 transient measurements were carried out
on the high head model Francis turbine which
includes 11 cases of the start-up and 11 cases of the
shutdown (see Table 1). Analysis of data showed that
the maximum pressure variation occurs at higher
discharge rates. Therefore the two outmost cases of
start-up and shutdown scheme – I and II, where the
guide vanes operated for maximum discharge, are
discussed in details.

(a) Start-up scheme – I for the case – 3 (to the BEP load)

(b) Shutdown scheme – I for the case – 3 (from the BEP load)

Fig. 3 Transient phases of pressure variation in the vaneless space (VL01) during the turbine start-up and shutdown; t0 – standstill
condition of the runner, tnls– no load spin of the runner, tgen – the generator power increases/decreases, ttorque – very slow
movement of the guide vanes to meet the set power, tsteady – steady state power output, tgv – slow closing of the guide vanes
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Table 2. Pressure variation in the vaneless space and the runner during start-up to meet the BEP load (case – 3) and 100% load (case
– 4), and the shutdown from the corresponding load

Start-up scheme – I
No spin of the runner (t0)
GV set to open (tnls)
Syn. and gen. power up (tgen)
Exact power output (ttorque)
Steady state achieved (tsteady)

%
GV
VL01
Case – 3 (0 – 29 – 70)
0
101
0
101
29
150
68
169
70
168

Shutdown scheme – I
Steady state (tsteady)
Power ramped down (tgen)
CB open and close GV (tnls)
Smooth closing of GV (tgv)
GV closed (t0)

Case – 3 (70 – 29 – 0)
70
170
70
170
29
148
12
100
0
99

Parameters

P42

P71

100
100
98
115
115

101
101
84
99
100

Pressure in kPa
GV
VL01
P42
Case – 4 (0 – 29 – 100)
0
101
101
0
101
101
29
151
99
92
177
121
100
178
121

116
116
97
94
88

100
100
84
95
91

Case – 4 (100 – 29 – 0)
100
178
122
100
178
122
29
149
98
12
102
96
0
97
87

P71
101
101
86
101
100

101
101
86
97
92

shutdown were performed at the same operating point.
Therefore, the minimum and the maximum values are
almost same for the corresponding start-up and
shutdown schemes. The values such as Į, QT, H, and
pressure (pnorm) have been normalized with maximum
corresponding to 1 and the minimum corresponding to
0 using Eq. 3. Detailed investigations of pressure
variation of the case – 4 considering both the schemes
(I and II) of start-up and shutdown along with the
guide vanes angular positions are discussed below.
p-pmin
(3)
pnorm =
( −)
pmax -pmin

The pressure values for different phases of two
cases, case – 3 and 4, considering scheme – I during
start-up and shutdown of the turbine are presented in
Table 2. The presented pressure values are averaged
over 1 s at the beginning of the corresponding phase.
The percentage position of the guide vanes (GV) is
also presented. For the case – 4 of start-up, at initial
time t0, the runner was in standstill condition before
the start-up therefore all the pressure values are equal
to the atmospheric pressure. After opening of the
guide vanes (phase – I), the pressure in the vaneless
space (VL01) increases by 50 kPa whereas the
pressure on the blade surface (P42 and P71) decreases
about 2 – 15 kPa. During phase –II (tgen), the pressure
started to rise in the runner with further opening of the
guide vanes. At the starting of phase – III (ttorque), the
pressure values on the blade surface retrieved and
stabilized at the corresponding operating values.
Similarly, for case – 4 of shutdown, the power ramped
down to 26% load (generator’s decoupling load) by
closing the guide vanes during phase – I (tgen). The
pressure drops by 29, 24, and 15 kPa at the locations
VL01, P42, and P71, respectively, and continued till
the guide vanes are closed completely (tnls, tgv). The
pressure values just after closure of the guide vanes
(t0) are lower than the atmospheric pressure which
stabilized to the atmospheric pressure after sometime.
The maximum pressure drop is observed during tnls
phase where the runner spins freely.
The average speed of guide vane angular
movement (vgv) is computed using instantaneous
angular position of the guide vane trailing edge and
the corresponding time. An average speed (vgv) during
both the schemes of start-up and shutdown is
computed using Eq. 2.
r
ʌ
(2)
vgv = gv ×
×abs ( Į0 -Į1 )
t0-1 180
The minimum and the maximum values of the
flow parameters for the case – 4 of both the schemes
of start-up are shown in Table 3. The start-up and

Table 3. The maximum and the minimum values of measured
variables and guide vanes angular position during the
start-up and shutdown schemes of the case – 4
Scheme – I
Parameters
Min
Max
Į (°)
0
14
T (Nm)
0
790
0.009
0.265
QT (m3 s-1)
H (m)
11.6
12.5
Pressure at the sensor location (kPa)
PTX2
211
221
VL01
95
180
P42
94
120
P71
85
100
S51
89
104
DT11
100
105
DT21
100
105

Scheme – II
Min
Max
0
14
0
790
0.009
0.265
11.6
12.5
208
94
92
84
91
100
100

230
180
121
102
108
105
105

Start-up. Two schemes of the guide vanes opening are
discussed; under the scheme – I and II, the guide
vanes were operated 0 – 100% position in 18 and 14 s,
respectively. The guide vanes were operated in two
phases, i.e. 0 – 29%, synchronization point and 29 –
100% to meet 100% load. Fig.4 shows transient
variations of the flow parameters of the turbine startup case – 4. The guide vanes opening time is set to 1 s
for both the schemes; i.e. phase – I of the guide vanes
movement starts at t = 1 s. Initial opening of the guide
vanes from 0 to 29% for the scheme – I and scheme –
II was performed in about 2.1 s and 1.9 s,
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respectively. The synchronous speed was achieved
after 29% opening of the guide vanes and the
generator synchronization (tsyn) was followed. The
generator was successfully coupled to the
synchronous load (26%) then the torque output was
increased to meet 100% load by further opening of the
guide vanes considering different speeds of the
angular movement, i.e. scheme – I and II.
Fig. 4(a) shows transient variation of the flow
variables such as net head (H), discharge (QT), torque
(T), guide vanes position (Į), and pressure at different
locations in the turbine for the scheme – I. The
average speeds (vgv) of the guide vanes opening at the
trailing edge during the phase – I and II was about 1.7
and 0.82 mm s-1, respectively. Followings are the
observations from Fig. 4(a).
(i) Transient variation of the torque and the
discharge follow the trend of the guide vane
movement. No significant variation in the head is
observed during the phase – I; whereas a sudden drop
is observed at the starting of the phase – II (t = 8 s)
which is continued until the final position of the guide
vanes (t = 19 s). Since the flow rate increases, the inlet
pressure to the turbine decreases. This resulted in a
drop of the head across the machine, about 7%.
(ii) The sensors mounted at the inlet pipeline
showed an almost similar pressure drop. The pressure
at the location PTX2 dropped by 6% from the
operating value of 221 kPa. The step movement of the
guide vanes during the phase – II caused pressure
oscillations at the position. However, in the vaneless
space (VL01), pressure increased from 101 to 151 kPa
rapidly with opening of the guide vanes from 0 – 29%,
i.e. generator synchronisation point. The instantaneous
pressure fluctuations during the synchronisation (3.1 –
7 s) are about ± 2.6 kPa. The dimensionless
fluctuations of 0.2 s length are showed in zoom
window. The pressure oscillations are attributed to the
wakes developed by the blade passing over the guide
vane close to the sensor VL01. After 7 s, the pressure
increased with the opening of the guide vanes and
stabilized in around 19 s at the operating pressure of
about 180 kPa. Transient interaction of the blade and
the guide vane in the vaneless space is discussed later.
(iii) Initially the runner was not rotating; pressure
at all the locations namely P42, P71, and S51 was
atmospheric. At the beginning of the Phase – I, the
pressure increased rapidly, soon after the guide vanes
set to open, and decreased immediately when the
blade started to rotate. The runner was started
spinning (t = 1.5 s) as the water pressure on the blades
exceeded the runner inertia and bearing friction. After
few rotations of the runner (t = 2 s), the pressure

dropped to operating value and stabilized. A zoom
window shows instantaneous pressure fluctuations of
0.2 s length at the location P42 which are about ±
6kPa from the average value of 98 kPa. At the trailing
edge, pressure variation of about 11 kPa is observed
ranging from 84 to 95 kPa during phase – I. On the
suction side (S51), the lowest pressure is about 89
kPa. After 7 s, the pressure at all the locations
increased as the guide vanes opened up. Oscillations
in the plotted signals after the final position of the
guide vanes are attributed to the runner vibrations of
0.57 Hz [6].
(iv) Up to the synchronisation point, slight
pressure variation in the draft tube is appeared. The
sensors (DT11 and DT21) mounted in the draft tube
cone show pressure oscillations of about 2 kPa after
the synchronisation. As the guide vanes opened
further, the oscillation continued until the final
position is achieved. The oscillations decreased and
dampened near t = 23 s. The oscillation frequency is
coupled with the step movement of the guide vanes
similar to upstream of the turbine.
Fig.4(b) shows transient variation of the flow
quantities and pressure at different locations in the
turbine for the start-up scheme – II. The average
speeds of the guide vanes opening during the phase – I
and II were about 1.9 and 1.5 mm s-1, respectively. At
t = 2.9 s, the guide vanes hit 29% mark and the
synchronisation was set on. The synchronisation was
completed at t = 8 s which is 1 s higher than the startup scheme – I. Rapid opening of the guide vanes
during phase – I may induced oscillations in the
runner speed (about 1%) when reaching close to the
synchronous speed. This has increased the time to
stabilize the speed and torque output to perform a
smooth synchronisation. In a prototype, speed
variation above 1% may cause high fluctuations in the
power output frequency and may not allow the
generator to connect a load of 50 Hz frequency. At t =
8 s, the generator was synchronized to the
synchronous load followed by phase – II i.e. opening
of the guide vanes. 100% load was achieved at about t
= 14 s by continuous and speedy opening of the guide
vanes with regard to the scheme – I. Following are the
observations from Fig. 4(b).
(i) The head is continuously dropped by 7% from
the initial steady state value. The torque and flow rate
are increased with the guide vanes opening and
stabilized at around t = 15 s. The variation of
measured quantities namely flow rate, head, and
torque are nearly continuous and non-oscillating with
respect to scheme – I.
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(a) Start-up scheme – I

(b) Start-up scheme – II

Fig. 4 Variations in flow parameters during the turbine start-up in 18 s (scheme – I) and 14 s (scheme – II) to meet 100% load
considering the guide vanes operating case – 4

(ii) Pressure at the location PTX2 is dropped
swiftly about 9% during phase – II whereas at the
vaneless space, it varies according to the guide vanes
position. Fluctuations of the VL01 signal for 0.2 s
during the generator synchronisation are presented in
the zoom window. The average of fluctuations over
0.1 s are observed around 1.3 times larger than that
found during the scheme – I. Multiple frequencies
near to the blade pass frequency in the vaneless space
causing modulations of RSI frequency during
synchronisation of the scheme – II.
(iii) Transient pressure loading of the runner (P42,
P71, and S51) shows almost similar variation as
scheme – I. A zoom window shows lower and upper

limit of the pressure oscillations between 4.2 to 4.4 s.
The fluctuations (P42) of the pressure fluctuations are
much larger than the fluctuations observed during the
transients of the scheme – I. The fluctuations
evaluated for a window length of 0.18 s for the
scheme – II are about ± 14 kPa from the mean
pressure value of 99 kPa at that instant. Time resolved
average pressure shows almost equal amplitude for
both the schemes; however, the instantaneous
fluctuations considering one rotation of the runner
show 1.3 times larger fluctuations. At the trailing edge
(P71), the oscillations are even more pronounced and
found 1.4 times larger, compared to that of the scheme
– I. During phase – I, the average (0.18 s) pressure
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difference between the pressure side (P42) and the
suction side (S51) is about 38%; which is significantly
larger compared to the other transient operations of
load variations [6].
(iv) Pressure measurement in the draft tube during
scheme – II shows small fluctuations. The pressure
dropped to 100 kPa (t = 7 s) and is immediately
recovered to 101 kPa (t = 8 s) during synchronisation.
Sudden rise and drop of the pressure is observed after
the synchronisation and then dampened. The pressure
fluctuations of the oscillations are about 4 kPa around
the mean value of 101 kPa; which are almost two
times larger than that of the scheme – I. After the final
position of the guide vanes, the scheme – I shows
pressure difference between the two pressure values
(DT11 and DT21) of about 3% whereas scheme – II
shows no difference. The different fluctuations of the
pressure at both the locations suggest an
unsymmetrical flow in the draft tube indicating the
guide vanes operating scheme may influence the flow
field moderately.
Fig. 5 shows transient variation of RSI (Rotor
Stator Interaction) frequencies in the vaneless space
and the runner. Up to 1 s, the runner is in standstill
condition and the guide vanes were closed. After 1 s,
the guide vanes opened and water started to flow into
the runner and free spinning of the runner led up. The
runner speed slowly increases with the opening of the

guide vanes. As a blade passes a guide vane, a
pressure wake develops, and propagates in the
vaneless space and the runner. The frequency of the
wave propagation increases with increase of the
runner speed; furthermore, the former indicates the
instantaneous speed of the runner since the blade
numbers are fixed (30).
Fig. 5(a) shows the variation in the blade pass
frequency during start-up scheme – I. The speed of the
runner monotonically increases and attains the
synchronous speed (fn) of 5.54 Hz at t = 3.1 s. The
frequency of the developed pressure wave, captured
by the sensor mounted in the vaneless space (VL01)
increased from 0 to 166 Hz during 1 to 3.1 s,
synchronisation time marked as tsyn. Oscillations in the
frequency are observed close to 3.2 s which are
caused by the runner speed fluctuations (0.7%) during
the synchronisation process. At another frequency of
83 Hz, the first overtone of 166 Hz is observed after t
= 8 s with a very low amplitudes (<1 kPa) which is
not visible in the plot. Fig. 5(b) shows the variation in
the blade pass frequency during start-up scheme – II.
The runner attained synchronous speed at t = 2.9 s.
The variation in the blade passing frequency at the
time of tsyn is attributed to the runner speed
fluctuations (§ 1%). The runner speed is constant after
the synchronization; hence the blade passing
frequency is 166 Hz for both the start-up schemes.

(a) Transient variation of the blade pass frequency in the
vaneless space (VL01) during start-up scheme – I

(b) Transient variation of the blade pass frequency in the
vaneless space (VL01) during start-up scheme – II

(c) Transient variation of the guide vane pass frequency in the
(d) Transient variation of the guide vane pass frequency in the
runner (P42) during start-up scheme – I
runner (P42) during start-up scheme – II
Fig. 5 Transient variation of the guide vane passing and the blade pass frequencies during start-up
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Fig. 5(c-d) shows transient variations of the guide
vane passing frequency in the runner at the location
P42. Pressure waves developed due to interactions of
the guide vanes and the blades which propagated to
the blade rows and captured by the sensor located in
the runner. The frequency at the time of the runner
acceleration is not well captured due to continuous
influx of water mass. A frequency of 155 Hz at P42
location is seen after successful synchronization and
constant speed of the runner. Variability in the
frequency due to the guide vanes angular movement is
clearly seen in both the plots during phase – II
opening. Sudden acceleration/deceleration of the flow
might have caused a rapid pressure variation in the
cyclic way. Continuous variation of the guide vane
passing frequency may be attributed to the unsteady
pressure variation on the blade surface. Several
frequencies with large amplitudes (30 – 50 kPa) also
point out the complex flow field in the runner during
transients which is not present in the vaneless space;
see Fig. 5 (a-b).
During the turbine start-up scheme – II, the guide
vanes operated with almost double speed than the
start-up scheme –I. Total head drop across the
machine is similar, ~7%; however, during the scheme
– II, the head dropped by 9% and retrieved by 3%
after the final positions of the guide vanes is achieved.
During the start-up, the discharge increased with
opening of the guide vanes whereas pressure at the
inlet pipeline decreased. The pressure difference
across the machine decreased by ~9% whereas the
velocity head increased by ~2%. Generator
synchronization during the scheme – II is obtained 1 s
later comparing to the scheme – I. This is attributed to
the runner speed fluctuations above 1% due to the
rapid opening of the guide vanes. Pressure upstream
of the runner (vaneless space) follows the guide vanes
angular movement. The amplitudes during the scheme
– II at the time of the generator synchronization are
about 1.3 times of that of the scheme – I. In the
runner, the amplitudes are about 1.1 to 1.5 times of
that of the scheme – I at the corresponding locations.
The pressure sensors in the draft tube also showed the
variations in the pressure fluctuations during both the
schemes which is about 2 times larger for scheme – II
compared to that of the scheme – I; further, during and
after phase – II of the scheme – I, asymmetrical flow
field is observed.

closure from 100% load. Variations of the flow
variables namely head (H), discharge (QT), torque (T),
guide vanes angular movement (Į), and pressure(p) at
different locations during the shutdown are presented
in Fig. 6(a) and Fig. 6(b) for the scheme – I and II,
respectively. Following are the observations from Fig.
6(a).
(i) The guide vanes closing speeds during phase – I
and II were about 0.56 and 0.73 mm s-1, respectively.
At t = 1 s, the guide vanes started to close gradually
and reached the position of minimum load (~26%) at
about t = 16 s at which the generator is decoupled (CB
open) and setting the runner to no – load – spin (tnls).
The runner rotation stopped at t § 23 s, when the
guide vanes closed completely. Flow rate and torque
followed the trend of the guide vanes movement
whereas the net head across the turbine continuously
increased with the closure of the guide vanes. The
head oscillations are associated with the step closing
of the guide vanes during phase – I (tgen). About 2% of
head was dropped during phase – II and stabilized at
the operating value of 12.4 m at about t = 19 s. No
further variation is observed similar to the start-up
schemes.
(ii) Pressure at the location PTX2 rises with
oscillations on closing of the guide vanes. The step
closing may have developed pressure waves to cause
pressure oscillations in the inlet pipe. During phase –
II, amplitude of oscillations are about ± 2.5 kPa from
the average pressure of 221 kPa. The pressure at the
vaneless space (VL01) decreased with the closing of
the guide vanes. Sudden drop in the pressure is
observed immediately after decoupling of the
generator from load at around 18 s. A zoom window
inside the plot shows instantaneous pressure variation
between 15.5 to 15.7 s when the circuit breaker (CB)
is opened and the runner set to no – load – spin. An
average pressure oscillation of ± 3 kPa from the mean
value of 150 kPa is found. After decoupling the
generator, runner speed slowed down with further
closing of the guide vanes and the pressure in the
vaneless space decreases accordingly.
(iii) Pressure oscillations in the runner are found
larger than that of the vaneless space during shutdown
of the generator. Instantaneous pressure fluctuations at
the location P42 shows variation from 0.5 to 0.74
during 15.5 to 15.7 s; see zoom window. The
averaged peak to peak pressure fluctuations at the
time of CB open are about 24 kPa. The fluctuations
are about two times high than that of the generator
synchronisation during start-up of the turbine.
Moreover, significant pressure variation is observed
during 21 to 23 s besides smooth closing of the guide
vanes which is almost similar to the observed during
start-up of the turbine (tnls).

Shutdown. The transient measurements for shutdown
case – 4 (100 – 29 – 0) is presented in detail for the
two schemes namely I and II (see Table 1). The
shutdown for schemes – I and II follow the procedure
of start-up schemes – I and II (case – 4) in reverse
order for closing of the guide vanes which required
total time of 23 s and 14 s, respectively, for complete
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(a) Shutdown scheme –I

(b) Shutdown scheme – II

Fig. 6 Variations in flow parameters during the turbine shutdown in 23 s (scheme – I) and 14 s (scheme – II) from 100% load
considering the guide vanes operating case – 4; CB open indicates circuit breaker open to decouple the generator from the
minimum load.

(iv) Pressure at the locations DT11 and DT21
increases with the closure of the guide vanes since the
flow rate to the runner and draft tube decreases. At t =
15 s, the pressure dropped from 105 to 101 kPa as the
generator shutdown and free spin of the runner begin.
At t = 17 s, the pressure rises and decreases
monotonically with further closing of the guide vanes.
Momentary release of the load from the runner may be
affected the pressure at the runner downstream.
Similar pressure drop at the time of CB open is also
observed at upstream of the turbine, location PTX2.
Fig. 6(b) shows variation of the flow variables

along with the guide vanes angular movement during
the turbine shutdown scheme – II. The average speeds
of the guide vanes closing during the phase – I and
phase – II movement were about 1.5 mm s-1 and 2.4
mm s-1, respectively. Following are the observations
from Fig. 6 (b).
(i) Discharge (QT) and torque (T) follow the trend
of movement of guide vanes. The head variation is
similar to the shutdown scheme – I except the
oscillations. The pressure in the inlet pipe (PTX2)
increases continuously with closing of the guide vanes
during phase – I movement and drops to the operating
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value soon after phase – II movement of the guide
vanes, i.e. t = 7 s. Pressure oscillations during and
after tnls are smaller comparing to the shutdown
scheme – I. Pressure variation at the vaneless space
location VL01 corresponds to the trend of the guide
vanes movement and the average amplitudes of the
pressure oscillations during the generator decoupling
time (t = 1.5 s) are observed about 2% larger than that
of the shutdown scheme – I. The RSI frequency and
the fluctuations are presented in the zoom window.
The instantaneous pressure oscillations during tnls are
about 1.3 times larger than that of the scheme – I.
(ii) The pressure values on the runner blades at the
locations P42, P71, and S51 continuously decreases
with the closing of the guide vanes up to t = 7 s. The
frequency of oscillations is found as 0.57 Hz which
may be attributed to the runner vibrations [6].
Instantaneous pressure fluctuations at the location P42
are almost 1.4 times larger than that of the scheme – I.
The frequencies of the oscillations in the zoom
window correspond to the interaction of the runner
blade and the guide vanes, which are correspond to
the runner speed after CB opened. In the last phase of
the guide vanes closing, large pressure peaks are seen
similar to the scheme – I at all the measurement
locations in the runner. The maximum peak is
observed at the trailing edge (P71) which is about 1.3
times larger than that of the scheme – I.
(iii) The pressure variations at the runner

downstream locations DT11 and DT21 show almost
similar pressure variations during phase – I however a
difference of 0.8 kPa is noticed during phase – II. The
variation may be attributed to an asymmetrical flow
leaving the runner during free spinning; since this was
not clearly observed in the shutdown scheme – I.
Fig. 7 shows transient frequency variation at two
locations namely, vaneless space (VL01) and runner
(P42) with the closing of the guide vanes. Figs. 7(a-b)
show transient variations of the frequency developed
due to the interaction of the blade and the guide vane
at the location VL01. The captured RSI frequency at
VL01 is 166 Hz which is constant till CB opens at t =
15 s and t = 7 s for the scheme – I and II, respectively.
The generator was shutdown after opening CB,
however the mechanical inertia of the runner and the
water flowing to the runner caused the runner to spin
continuously even after decoupling of the generator.
The blade pass frequency in the vaneless space
decreases with decrease of the runner speed. The
runner deceleration and no spin condition are
observed at t = 18 s and 23 s, and t = 10.6 s and 14 s
for the scheme – I and II, respectively. Average
amplitudes after decoupling the generator during the
scheme – I and II were about 41 and 53 kPa,
respectively. Rapid closing of the guide vanes in
scheme – II could cause high amplitude pressure
fluctuations in the vaneless space comparing to the
turbine shutdown scheme – I.

(a) Transient variation of the blade pass frequency in the
vaneless space (VL01) during shutdown scheme – I

(b) Transient variation of the blade pass frequency in the
vaneless space (VL01) during shutdown scheme – II

(c) Transient variation of the guide vane pass frequency in the
runner (P42) during shutdown scheme – I

(d) Transient variation of the guide vane pass frequency in the
runner (P42) during shutdown scheme – II

Fig. 7 Comparisons of frequency variations during turbine shutdown in 23 s (scheme – I) and 14 s (scheme – II) from 100% load
considering the guide vanes operating case 100 – 29 – 0
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When a guide vane passes a blade, pressure waves
are developed and travel to the runner. The
spectrograms presented in Fig 7 (c-d) show variations
of the guide vane passing frequency at the location
P42 corresponding to the angular speed of the runner.
Up to the point of CB open, the constant frequency of
154 Hz is seen for both the schemes. The
instantaneous variation of the frequency can be seen
clearly with respect to time and step movement of the
guide vanes. The closing of the guide vanes may have
created vortices in the vaneless space. Significant
variation of the pressure at the time of opening of CB
open may have caused instantaneous flow
unsteadiness in the blade rows which is observed as
strong aberration of the frequency at t § 16 – 18 s for
the scheme – I and t § 7 – 12 s for the scheme – II.
When the speed slowed down, the frequency
completely disappeared due to no flow to the runner.
Several other frequencies of similar amplitudes as the
guide vanes passing frequency can be seen in the
spectrogram indicating a very complex flow field in
the runner.
Significant variations in the flow parameters are
observed during both the shutdown schemes as
compared to the start-up schemes. The guide vanes
closing speed under the shutdown scheme – II was
about 3 times of that of the scheme – I. The step
closing of the guide vanes in scheme – I induced
pressure fluctuations of about 4 kPa in the inlet pipe.
Pressure fluctuations in the vaneless space, during
scheme – II movement, were about 1 kPa larger than
that of the scheme – I. In the runner, pressure
oscillations are up to 1.5 times of their corresponding
values during start-up schemes, indicating the larger
pressure amplitudes on the blade surfaces; similar
amplitudes are pointed out during the analysis of the
transient frequency variation in the runner, see Figs.
7(c-d). The pressure amplitudes during shutdown
scheme – II are about 20 – 40% larger than that of the
scheme – I. This may induce more instabilities and
fatigue stresses to the blades during incompetent
closing of the guide vanes for the shutdown of the
turbine.

I) and rapid shutdown (scheme–II) of the turbine.
During rapid start-up and shutdown the turbine, the
guide vanes were opened and closed with almost
double speed than the normal speed of opening and
closing, respectively. Following conclusions are
drawn based on the transient measurements performed
during the turbine start-stop and post processing of the
acquired pressure-time data.
(1) The overall variation of the net head across the
turbine was about 7% for the operating value of 12.5
m. However, the variation was almost negligible (<
0.5%) during no –load spinning of the runner. The
other flow variables such as discharge and the runner
output torque were corresponding to the guide vanes
movement during stat-up and shutdown.
(2) Pressure fluctuations at the turbine inlet were
observed as a function of the guide vanes movement.
For an operating pressure of 221 kPa, scheme – I
induced fluctuations up to ~ 5 kPa since the guide
vanes were closed in several small steps. The pressure
variation during scheme – II was non-oscillating and
continuous due to continuous closing of the guide
vanes.
(3) Pressure at the vaneless space was not much
influenced by the guide vanes movement however the
instantaneous fluctuations were significantly affected
by the opening and closing of the guide vanes. During
opening and closing of the guide vanes, the
fluctuations were about 35 kPa and 53 kPa,
respectively, indicating the turbine shutdown is more
damaging than the start-up. A frequency of 166 Hz
was captured at the vaneless space and the draft tube
which corresponds to the blade passing frequency in
the stationary domains.
(4) The maximum pressure fluctuations in the
turbine were observed in the runner during shutdown.
The spectrogram of transient variation of the guide
vane passing frequency showed amplitudes of about
60 kPa during rapid closing of the guide vanes along
with several other frequencies of similar amplitudes at
three locations namely pressure side, trailing edge,
and suction side of the blade. High pressure
amplitudes of the guide vanes passing frequency may
cause fatigue to the runner blades and increase the
wear. An incompetent movement of the guide vanes
results of increased unsteadiness in the runner flow
field during transients which may induce low cycle
fatigue to the runner blades.
(5) An instantaneous transient pressure difference,
between the two sensors located in the draft tube cone
at same distance from the runner outlet, was observed
during both the schemes of start and shutdown,
suggesting an asymmetrical flow leaving from the
runner.

CONCLUSIONS
The transient pressure measurements considering two
schemes each for opening and closing of guide vanes
for four operating points were carried out.
Experimental investigations of the most representative
operating conditions of a high head model Francis
turbine are discussed in detail. Two schemes of the
guide vanes opening are presented such as
slow/normal start-up (scheme-I) and rapid start-up
(scheme–II). Two schemes of the guide vanes closing
are presented such as slow/normal shutdown (scheme92
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NOMENCLATURE
BEP
D
f
fn
g
GV
H
NTNU
n

= best efficiency point
= runner diameter (m)
= frequency (Hz)
= runner frequency (Hz)
= gravity (m s-2), 9.821465 m s-2
= guide vane
= net head across the turbine (m)
= Norwegian university of science and technology
= runner speed (revolution s-1)

nED

= speed factor (-), n

ED

=

nD
gH M

P

= power (kW)

pnorm

= normalized pressure (-), p norm =

Q

= flow rate (m3 s-1)

qED

= discharge factor (-), q =
ED

p measured − p min
p max − p min

Q
D 2 gH M

RSI
= rotor stator interactions
r
= radius of the guide vanes trailing edge from the
center axis (mm)
T
= torque (Nm)
t
= time (s)
= standstill condition of the runner (s)
t0
= no load spin of the runner (s)
tnls
tgen
= the generator power increases/decreases (s)
= very slow movement of the guide vanes to meet the
ttorque
exact power of the set value (s)
tsteady
= steady state power output (s)
= slow closing of the guide vanes (s)
tgv
= speed of the guide vanes movement (mm s-1)
vgv
¨p
= differential pressure across the turbine (kPa)
Greek symbol
Į
= angular position of guide vanes (°)
Ȧ
= angular speed (rad s-1)
ȡ
= density of the water (kg m-3)
Subscript
0
– initial condition
1
– final condition
gen
– change in generator power output or runner torque
output
gv
– guide vanes
max
- maximum
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Transient Pressure Measurements
on a High Head Model Francis
Turbine During Emergency
Shutdown, Total Load Rejection,
and Runaway
The penetration of intermittent wind and solar power to the grid network above manageable limits disrupts electrical power grids. Consequently, hydraulic turbines synchronized
to the grid experience total load rejection and are forced to shut down immediately. The
turbine runner accelerates to runaway speeds in a few seconds, inducing high-amplitude,
unsteady pressure loading on the blades. This sometimes results in a failure of the turbine
components. Moreover, the unsteady pressure loading signiﬁcantly affects the operating
life of the turbine runner. Transient measurements were carried out on a scale model of a
Francis turbine prototype (speciﬁc speed ¼ 0.27) during an emergency shutdown with a
transition into total load rejection. A detailed analysis of variables such as the head, discharge, pressure at different locations including the runner blades, shaft torque, and the
guide vane angular movements are performed. The maximum amplitudes of the unsteady
pressure ﬂuctuations in the turbine were observed under a runaway condition. The amplitudes were 2.1 and 2.6 times that of the pressure loading at the best efﬁciency point in the
vaneless space and runner, respectively. Such high-amplitude, unsteady pressure
pulsations can affect the operating life of the turbine. [DOI: 10.1115/1.4027794]
Keywords: emergency shutdown, Francis turbine, load rejection, pressure, runaway

1

Introduction

Large-scale, grid-integrated power from wind, solar, and other
intermittent energy sources have induced several incidents of grid
disruption in recent years [1]. The grid disruptions have resulted
in the emergency shutdown of industrial equipment and process
plants and caused signiﬁcant production losses. Most commercial
and industrial users are concerned with grid instability and, therefore, are reluctant to accept additional power from intermittent
energy sources. Hydroelectric turbines are often used to stabilize
the grid and prevent grid tripping by limiting frequency excursions and maintaining the quality of power that is transported to
the end users [2]. Thus, the hydraulic turbines are forced to operate under off-design conditions, continuous load variations, frequent start–stops, emergency shutdowns, and transitions into total
load rejection, whereas the turbines are designed to mainly
operate at the best efﬁciency point (BEP) [3,4].
The literature shows that a load-peaking hydraulic turbine or a
pump–turbine experiences up to 2500 start–stop cycles per year
[1,5–7]. When the grid parameters, i.e., the frequency and the
voltage, ﬂuctuate beyond the prescribed operating range of the
generator, the turbine–generator unit quickly disconnects from the
grid network. This results in unexpected emergency shutdowns
and a transition into a total load rejection of the unit. This is one
of the most severe transient conditions and induces signiﬁcant
hydrodynamic forces and unsteady pressure loading to the turbine
runner [7].
During total load rejection, the electromagnetic torque of the
generator becomes zero soon after disconnecting from the grid.
1
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The continuous energy transfer to the blades under no-load conditions increases the hydraulic torque and, consequently, the runner
quickly accelerates to runaway speeds. Investigations [8–10] on
hydraulic turbines have shown that a runner may accelerate to up
to 140%–170% of the rated speed following a total load rejection.
However, the runner acceleration is dependent on the rotating
masses and may be different for the different types of turbines,
i.e., axial or radial ﬂow. The guide vanes cannot be closed suddenly to decrease the discharge because of the risk of water hammer occurring in the penstock and a surge in the draft tube.
Investigations [7,11] on pump–turbines have shown that the sudden closing of the guide vanes induces pressures up to 1.7 times
the normal pressure or even higher in the penstock. The penstock
may not be designed to sustain this pressure and may be damaged
catastrophically. In the draft tube, a rapid closing of the guide
vanes causes a sudden pressure drop and surging [12]. Brekke
et al. [10] have shown that the pressure drop can be caused by a
sudden collapse of the draft tube vortex cavity or by a burst of
self-excited instability. The study carried out on the prototype
Francis turbines suggested that the pressurized air admission to
the runner downstream and optimum closing rate of the guide
vanes may decrease the risk of damage, however, it may accelerate the runner slightly (2% to 5%) above the point of the runaway
speed observed without the air injection. Moreover, the shaft bearings and the generator are also signiﬁcantly affected during such
transients [13].
A turbine runner experiences unsteady pressure loading during
transient operating conditions because the runner’s angular speed
and, simultaneously, the discharge to the runner are varying. The
variation causes large pressure differences on the blade surfaces.
The pressure difference increases with the guide vane angular
movements and results in asymmetric stresses on the surfaces
[3,4,14–17]. Over time, a runner may sometimes experience a resonance condition [18]. The condition is generally associated with
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dynamic pressure loading, ﬂow velocity in the runner passages,
acceleration/deceleration of the runner, water hammer, and draft
tube surge [5,19–26].
Considering the present electricity market and the high penetration of wind and solar power, the probability of grid disruptions is
very high. Hydraulic turbines must be made more available and
reliable to stabilize the grid. The turbines must be designed to
withstand the extreme conditions found under normal, emergency,
or catastrophic transient regimes [6,9,16]. Surprisingly, no pressure measurement is reported in the literature for such transient
conditions [1], speciﬁcally inside the turbine, despite the fact that
the transients signiﬁcantly affect the operating life of the runner
[27–29].
The study presented in this paper is divided into two parts: (1)
transient measurements and (2) steady-state measurements. The
transient measurements were carried out during an emergency
shutdown with a transition into total load rejection. The separate
measurements under runaway operating conditions were performed to investigate the pressure loading in detail. The pressure
loading of these operating conditions is compared to the pressure
loading of the normal operating condition, i.e., BEP, to visualize
the turbine loading under different operating conditions. The
model Francis turbine was used for the measurements. A total of
eight pressure sensors were mounted at different locations in the
turbine, including three miniature-type sensors on the blade
surfaces. The obtained pressure–time data were normalized by the
reference pressure (qE). So far no reliable and guaranteed transformation of the model turbine pressure–time data to the prototype exists because there is a large difference in the Mach
number. The only possible transferability between the model and
the prototype is for basic parameters such as the head, discharge,
power, and speed using similarity laws. However, the similarity
laws do not guarantee prototype transferability and may result in
errors of 20% to 50% [30–35]. Presently, the widely accepted
method of transferring the model turbine pressure–time data to the
prototype is to normalize it with either the net head (H) or speciﬁc
hydraulic energy (E) as suggested in the literature [1,7,36–39].
Therefore, the pressure–time data presented in this paper are normalized by the reference pressure based on the speciﬁc hydraulic
energy (qE) of the corresponding operating point. The detailed
discussions concerning the test facility of the model turbine,
instrumentation, calibration, and ﬁndings are based on transient
pressure measurements during emergency shutdown with a transition into total load rejection, and the steady-state runaway
conditions are given below.

2

Experimental Setup

A model Francis turbine was used for the transient pressure
measurements during an emergency shutdown with a transition
into total load rejection followed by runaway operating conditions. Figure 1 shows the test rig of the model Francis turbine that
is available at the Water Power Laboratory, Norwegian University
of Science and Technology, Norway. The test rig was operated
with an open-loop water circuit to obtain a condition similar to the
prototype without a signiﬁcant variation of the effective head during fast transients. Water from the basement was pumped to the
overhead tank and ﬂowed down to the upstream pressure tank
connected to the turbine inlet pipeline. The pump was operated at
constant speed, and the water above a certain height (HM ¼ 12 m
at BEP) in the overhead tank ﬂowed down to the basement. The
water from the upstream pressure tank ﬂowed to the model Francis turbine through the connected pipeline (Dpipe ¼ 0.3 m). The
developed pressure head at the model turbine inlet was 220 kPa
absolute at the BEP. The draft tube outlet was connected to the
downstream tank, where a constant water level was maintained
(equal to the level of the runner outlet), and water above this level
was discharged to the large basement. The tank was open at
atmospheric pressure, and the draft tube was submerged under the

constant water level. The average differential pressure (Dp) across
the model turbine was measured to compute the net head.
Figure 2 shows the operating parameters of the model and corresponding prototype turbines at the BEP. The model turbine is
scaled by 1:5.1 to the corresponding prototype’s dimensions. The
prototype turbines are in operation at the Tokke power plant in
Norway. The runner outlet diameters for the model and prototype
are 0.349 and 1.778 m, respectively. The dimensionless speciﬁc
speed (NQE) of the turbine is 0.27 and is computed as
pﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2p  n  Q
(1)
NQE ¼
ð2g  HÞ3=4
where n is the angular speed of the runner in Hz, Q is the discharge in m3 s1, g is the gravity constant in m s2, and H is the
head in m.
The prototype and model turbines are integrated with 14 stay
vanes inside the spiral casing, 28 guide vanes, a runner with 15
splitters and 15 full length blades, and an elbow-type draft tube.
The maximum opening/angular position of the guide vanes is
14 deg. A detailed discussion on the test facility including the
structural vibration modes, instrumentations, calibrations, and
the model turbine performance under steady-state operating
conditions is elaborated upon in a previous publication [40].
The steady-state and transient measurements were performed
with an open-loop hydraulic system. The water was pumped by a
feed pump from the basement to the overhead tank. The laboratory area of the basement is large compared to the discharge in the
model turbine, therefore, there was negligible variation in the
water temperature, and the maximum temperature was less than
15.6 C. The water level at the downstream tank was maintained
up to the centerline of the model turbine inlet. The water level
above this centerline was freed back to the basement. Moreover,
measurements indicated a minimum pressure of 80 kPa at the
blade trailing edge during runaway conditions, which is much
higher than the vapor pressure of water. Therefore, the measurements performed were believed to be without cavitation.

3

Instrumentation and Calibration

Two acquisition systems were used: acquisition I and acquisition II. The data speciﬁc to the model turbine performance to construct an efﬁciency hill diagram were acquired through
acquisition I at 1.5 Hz. The data speciﬁc to the mounted pressure
sensors were acquired through acquisition II at 2083 Hz. Figure 3
shows a schematic view of the data acquisition system and the
locations of the eight pressure sensors mounted on the model turbine. Two Druck PTX 610 series pressure transmitters PTX1 and
PTX2 were mounted at the turbine inlet pipe. A miniature-type,
strain-gauge-based, ruggedized miniature pressure sensors P42,
P71, and S51 were mounted in the runner, which is a rotating domain. The sensors P42, P71, and S51 were mounted on the blade
pressure side, trailing edge, and suction side, respectively. The
thickness of the sensors was less than 1.3 mm. The dimensionless
radial positions (r*) of the P42, P71, and S51 sensors were 1.04,
1.03, and 0.45, respectively. The pressure–time data of the sensors
were acquired using a wireless telemetry system: an SRI-500 e
transmitter and receiver. The transmitter was rotating and connected to the miniature sensors. The receiver was located outside
the turbine and was connected to acquisition system II. Both the
transmitter and receiver interacted with a frequency of 869 MHz.
The system is capable of acquiring data with 16 bit resolution. A
Kullite XTL190 type pressure sensor (VL01) was mounted in the
vaneless space, a stationary domain, to acquire the transient pressure variation at the runner inlet. The dimensionless radial position of the sensor was 1.87. The other Kullite XTL190-type
sensors DT11 and DT21 were mounted on the draft tube cone
wall. Both the sensors were located 180 deg apart from each other
at the same axial position (h* ¼ 0.88) from the runner. The
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Fig. 1 Test rig of the model Francis turbine and the measurement locations outside the turbine; PTX1 and PTX2 are the pressure transmitters located 4.87 and 0.87 m from the casing inlet and Dp is the differential pressure across the turbine measured
at the casing inlet and the draft tube outlet

Fig. 2 Operating parameters of the model and the prototype
Francis turbine

dimensionless radial position of both of the sensors was 0.66. The
transient pressure variation at the runner outlet was acquired by
these two sensors.
A magnetic ﬂow meter was mounted at the turbine inlet pipeline to measure the discharge to the turbine. A pressure transducer
was used to measure the pressure at the casing inlet and another,
differential-type, pressure transducer was used to measure the differential pressure (Dp) across the turbine. The pressure transducers measured the average pressure through a ring-type
manifold at the casing inlet and draft tube outlet as suggested in
the IEC standards [36,41]. The inlet pressure, differential pressure, discharge, and the runner angular speed data were acquired
by both acquisition systems.
The uncertainties of the sensors determined during the calibration are tabulated in Fig. 4. The maximum uncertainties for the
inlet and differential pressure transducers were 0.050% and
0.018% of the measured value, respectively. The computed
  total
uncertainty for the speciﬁc hydraulic efﬁciency dgh tot was
60.16% under the BEP operating condition. The uncertainty was
determined using guidelines available in the IEC standard [36].
The maximum uncertainties of the sensors P42, P71, and S51
mounted in the runner were 0.624%, 0.449%, and 0.221% of the
measured value, respectively [40]. The maximum uncertainties of
the sensors VL01, DT11, and DT21 located in the stationary
domains were 0.150%, 0.153%, and 0.151% of the measured
value, respectively.

4

Range of Parameters

Two separate measurements were performed on the model
Francis turbine: (1) a transient emergency shutdown with a transition into total load rejection and (2) a steady-state runaway operating condition. Both of the measurements were performed,
considering the guidelines available in the standards [36,42–46].
Three operating points (42%, 75%, and 100% load) were considered for the emergency shutdown followed by a transition into

total load rejection. The points cover almost the entire operating
range of the prototype. Figure 5 shows the parameters at the corresponding operating points where the emergency shutdown with a
transition into total load rejection was performed. The guide vane
angular positions of 5.4 deg, 9.9 deg, and 14 deg correspond to the
partial load (42%), BEP (75%), and full load (100%), respectively. The turbine was operating at a synchronous speed, the
speed factor for all the operating points was constant and equal to
0.18. The discharge and net head correspond to the guide vane
opening position and operating point before the emergency
shutdown.
During the measurements, the guide vanes were operated manually through a servo actuation mechanism connected between the
ring of the guide vane stem and the linkage of the servomotor.
Thus, the guide vane angular positions were changed by the servomotor stroke, which was operated by a two-way switch (open and
close). During the total load rejection from the full load, the electromagnetic torque was instantly set to zero, and, simultaneously,
the switch was used to close the guide vanes, which took 7.7 s to
reach the completely closed condition (i.e., 0 deg) from the maximum opening position of 14 deg. Thus, 7.7 s corresponds to the
closing time of the guide vanes from 14 deg to 0 deg. The time
(tgv) it took the guide vanes to close for the other operating points
(a < 14 deg) was less than 7.7 s as seen in Fig. 5. The observed
time (t) to reach the no-spin condition of the runner was 68.5,
74.8, and 77.9 s for the transient conditions of partial load, BEP,
and full load, respectively.
During the measurements for the emergency shutdown with a
transition into total load rejection, the runner was accelerated to
the runaway speed. The amplitudes of the pressure ﬂuctuations
were signiﬁcantly high and affected the turbine’s operation.
Therefore, to investigate the consequences in detail, separate
measurements were carried out speciﬁcally at the runaway condition. To achieve the runaway characteristics of the model turbine
under steady-state operating conditions, the runner speed was
increased until the electromagnetic torque (Te) became zero,
maintaining a constant angular position of the guide vanes [36].
The pressure–time data were acquired at this angular speed and
guide vane position. A total of six angular positions of the guide
vanes were considered for the runaway including two of the positions observed for the transient measurements, i.e., 9.9 deg and
14 deg. The observed parameters for the selected runaway operating points are shown in Fig. 5. Three angular positions were below
the BEP (3.9 deg, 6.7 deg, and 8.1 deg), one at the BEP (9.9 deg),
and two above the BEP (12.4 deg and 14 deg).

5

Data Reduction

Data reduction of the acquired ﬂow parameters for the steadystate and transient measurements was performed using separate
techniques. A signal processing toolbox available in MATLAB was
DECEMBER 2014, Vol. 136 / 121107-3
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Fig. 3 Data acquisition systems and locations of the pressure sensors PTX1, PTX2, VL01, P42, P71, S51, DT11, and DT21
mounted on the model turbine for the pressure measurement

used for the processing of the pressure–time data acquired by the
sensors. A separate code and functions were developed to ﬁlter
the noise and unnecessary frequency components from the
acquired signals. The data reduction is divided in two parts: (1)
steady-state and (2) transient.
5.1 Steady-State Measurement. The acquired pressure–time
data of the steady-state measurements were transformed around
zero by subtracting the mean pressure value and subsequently normalizing to the reference pressure (qE). Equation (3) was used for
the normalization of the pressure–time data [12,36]. The value of
qE at the runaway operating condition is shown in Fig. 5.
N
X

p ¼

p~

1

½kPa
N
ðp~  pÞ
p~E ¼
qE

(2)
(3)

where p~ is the ﬂuctuating pressure in kPa acquired by a sensor
during the measurements, N is the number of samples processed

for the analysis, q is the density of water in kg/m3, which was
computed using the water temperature [36], and E is the speciﬁc
hydraulic energy in J/kg1.
A spectral analysis was performed to investigate the frequency
components at the sensor locations. This was performed using a
developed code and functions in MATLAB. The data ﬁltering functions “bandpass” and “bandstop” were implemented to ﬁlter out
the noise components and unnecessary frequencies related to the
power supply, i.e., 50 Hz and its harmonic [40]. A function
“spectrum.Welch” along with a “Hanning” window of discrete
sample length and 95% conﬁdence level [37] were implemented
to plot a frequency spectrum and corresponding amplitude of the
acquired pressure–time signals. In addition, cross-spectrum
analyses of the same signals were performed to verify unknown
data losses, if any, or malfunctions during the computation.
Moreover, a separate fast Fourier transform (FFT) analysis was
carried out and conﬁrmed the accuracy of the frequency and its
amplitude level. Because the data acquired by all the sensors
were normalized using Eq. (3) before the spectral analysis, the
obtained amplitudes were dimensionless and therefore
directly and easily compared with the amplitude of the other
operating points as well as the sensor locations. A similar
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Fig. 4 Uncertainties of the mounted pressure sensors determined during the calibration

Fig. 5 Operating points considered for the transient measurements of the emergency shutdown with a transition into total load rejection and the steady-state measurements at the runaway speed

technique of data reduction was applied for all the steady-state
operating points.
5.2 Transient Measurement. The data reduction technique
used for the transient measurement was different than that used
for the steady-state measurement because the pressure and other
ﬂow parameters varied with time. The MATLAB-implemented
Savitzky–Golay ﬁnite impulse response smoothing ﬁlter was used
to extract the instantaneous mean value of the pressure ﬂuctuations. Figure 6 shows a pressure–time signal acquired by the sensor VL01 during an emergency shutdown with a transition into
total load rejection from the BEP load. Initially, for t ¼ 0–7 s, the
model turbine was operating at normal steady-state BEP load. At
t ¼ 7 s, an emergency shutdown of the turbine was performed, and
at t ¼ 9 s, the transition into a total load rejection occurred. Figure
6 shows both the ﬂuctuating pressure–time signal and the instantaneous mean of the ﬂuctuations. An eighth-order polynomial and a
frame size of 0.1–0.5 s were used to extract the instantaneous
mean value of the ﬂuctuating pressure [3]. In the results, plots of
the instantaneous mean value of the pressure ﬂuctuations for all
the pressure sensors are shown.
Furthermore, the obtained pressure–time signal of the extracted
mean value was normalized by the reference pressure value (qE)
of the corresponding operating point as seen in Fig. 6. The factor
of the pressure ﬂuctuation [36] was computed using Eq. (4)
p~E ¼

p~
qE

(4)

where p~ is the extracted instantaneous mean of the ﬂuctuating
pressure acquired by a pressure sensor in kPa and qE is the reference pressure in kPa computed using the speciﬁc hydraulic energy
of the corresponding operating point. Figure 7 shows the normalized pressure using Eq. (4), and a similar technique was used for
the transient data reduction at all the operating points of the emergency shutdown with the transition into total load rejection.
A time–domain spectral analysis was performed to study the
transient variation of the frequencies related to the rotor–stator
interaction (RSI) and their amplitudes because the pressure–time
plot of the pressure ﬂuctuations does not represent frequency components acquired during the measurements. The spectral analysis
clearly shows how the blade passing frequencies and the angular
speed of the runner (i.e., a runner acceleration to runaway speed)
vary with time. Furthermore, it shows that the instantaneous
amplitudes of the blade-passing frequency and the maximum
amplitudes were observed when the runaway speed was obtained.
The time–domain frequency analysis was performed using the
MATLAB-implemented short-time Fourier transform (STFT) and
plotted using a spectrogram. The STFT was performed using the
raw signal without ﬁltering, and the spectrograms in the result
show all the frequency components acquired by the sensors. A
data–time discrete window length of 0.1 s was considered. The
Hanning-type window along with a data sample overlapping of
95% was considered [3,37]. The spectrogram shows the instantaneous variation of the frequency and the corresponding amplitude.
For example, Fig. 8 shows a window (t ¼ 7–17 s) of the ﬂuctuating
pressure in the vaneless space. Soon after the emergency shutdown (point 1), the amplitude of the pressure ﬂuctuations
DECEMBER 2014, Vol. 136 / 121107-5
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Fig. 6 Example of the raw and instantaneous mean pressure signals acquired by the sensor VL01 (vaneless space) during
the emergency shutdown with a transition into total load rejection from the BEP: t 5 0–7 s corresponds to the steady-state
BEP load, t 5 7 s corresponds to the point of emergency shutdown, t 5 9 s corresponds to the transition into total load rejection, and t 5 11 s corresponds to the observed runaway speed of the model turbine runner

Fig. 7 Transient variation of the pressure at VL01 normalized by the reference pressure (qE) of the corresponding operating
condition

increase, and the frequency of the ﬂuctuations decrease. Similarly,
after the total load rejection (point 2), the amplitudes increase up
to the runaway speed (point 3), and the frequency of ﬂuctuations
also increase. Furthermore, a zoom window of the maximum amplitude of the pressure ﬂuctuations at the runaway speed is shown.
The spectrogram shows the instantaneous value of the amplitude
of the ﬂuctuating pressure and the frequency of these ﬂuctuations.
The frequency of the ﬂuctuating pressure varies with the runner
angular speed and corresponds to the blade passing frequency in
the vaneless space.
The transient variations of the acquired variables, except for the
pressure, were normalized using the corresponding steady-state
value. The steady-state data were acquired before the transient
data because the turbine was operating under steady-state conditions just before the emergency shutdown. The variables, except
the pressure, were normalized using Eq. (5), where the ﬂuctuating
quantity x~ is divided by the mean steady-state value x~steady of the
corresponding operating point and variable
xðtÞ ¼

x~
xsteady

(5)

An approximate recording time of the pressure signals was estimated using Eq. (6); Ref. [45]
tr ¼ Nr

1
fr

(6)

The draft tube vortex rope frequency was the lowest expected frequency (fr) in the turbine, which is generally 0.3n [25,26,47,48].

The minimum required cycles (Nr) of the frequency was
considered to be approximately 50 cycles. Hence, the estimated
minimum time (tr) for the pressure signal acquisition was approximately 27 s. However, the pressure data were acquired for 90 s at
a sampling rate of 2083 Hz.

6

Performance Characteristics

6.1 Performance. The steady-state measurements of the
model Francis turbine were performed to evaluate the performance and locate the BEP before the measurements under the transient and runaway conditions were performed. The constant
efﬁciency hill diagram was prepared at 150 operating points as
shown in Fig. 9. In the turbine, the angular position (a) of the
guide vanes of 3.9 deg corresponds to low-discharge power generation, and 14 deg corresponds to high-discharge power generation,
i.e., the maximum load. The hill diagram was constructed using
dimensionless parameters [40], i.e., the speed factor (nED) and the
discharge factor (QED), for the angular positions of the guide
vanes [36]. The model turbine was operated for dimensionless
speeds and discharge ranges of 0.15 to 0.22 and 0.05 to 0.22,
respectively. A maximum hydraulic efﬁciency of 93.4% was
observed at nED ¼ 0.18, QED ¼ 0.15, and a ¼ 9.9 deg and marked
as the BEP. The minimum hydraulic efﬁciency of 67.9% was
observed at nED ¼ 0.22 and QED ¼ 0.05. The corresponding prototype turbine runner is operated at a synchronous speed nED ¼ 0.18,
and the transient measurements of the emergency shutdown with
a transition into total load rejection were performed at this speed,
marked as operating points. The values of QED and nED were computed using Eqs. (7) and (8), respectively:
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Fig. 8 Transient variation of the ﬂuctuating pressure at VL01 during the emergency shutdown with a transition into total load
rejection from the BEP load for the time t 5 7 to 17 s: (1) point of emergency shutdown, (2) transition into total load rejection,
and (3) runaway condition

Fig. 9 Constant efﬁciency hill diagram of the model Francis turbine (D 5 0.349 m, H 5 12 m),
where the circle indicates the selected operating points for the emergency shutdown and the
transition to total load rejection, the vertical dotted line at nED 5 0.18 indicates the dimensionless synchronous speed of the model and the prototype turbine runner, BEP refers to the best
efﬁciency point (gh 5 93.4%, nED 5 0.18, and QED 5 0.15), and a corresponds to the angular positions of the guide vanes in degrees [40]

Q
pﬃﬃﬃ
D2  E
nD
¼ pﬃﬃﬃ
E

QED ¼

(7)

nED

(8)

where Q is the discharge to the turbine in m3 s1, D is the reference diameter in m, n is the angular speed of the runner in cycles
per second, and E is the speciﬁc hydraulic energy in J kg1.
6.2 Pressure Time. In this paper the amplitudes of the pressure ﬂuctuations during the emergency shutdown with a transition
into total load rejection and during steady-state runaway conditions are compared to the BEP. To gain a better understanding,
the pressure loading during transient operating conditions is compared to the BEP. The time–domain pressure ﬂuctuations at four
locations P42, P71, VL01, and DT11 are shown in Fig. 10 as

acquired during the BEP operating condition. The noise and irrelevant frequencies from the signal were ﬁltered out as explained in
the data reduction section. Pressure–time data of 0.5 s are presented and normalized using Eq. (3). The ﬂuctuations in the rotating domain (locations P42 and P71) correspond to the guide vane
passing frequency (fgv) of 155 Hz at BEP. The ﬂuctuations in the
stationary domains (locations VL01 and DT11) correspond to the
blade passing frequency (fb) of 166 Hz.
fgv ¼ n  Zb ½Hz

(9)

fb ¼ n  Zgv ½Hz

(10)

where n is an angular speed of the runner in cycles per second
(5.53 Hz), Zgv is the number of guide vanes (28), and Zb is the
number of blades (30). The maximum amplitude of the pressure
ﬂuctuations were observed at the runner location P42 as
p~E ¼ 0.04. The amplitudes decreased along the length of blade: at
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Fig. 10 Dimensionless pressure ﬂuctuations in the runner (P42 and P71), vaneless space (VL01), and the draft tube (DT11)
under the BEP operating condition of the model Francis turbine; the time length 0.5 s corresponds to 2.7 cycles of the runner

the blade trailing edge location P71, p~E < 0.02, and in the draft
tube cone (DT11), the amplitudes were minimal, p~E < 0.002.
The pressure–time data at six of the operating points were
acquired to investigate the pressure ﬁeld at the locations PTX1,
PTX2, VL01, P42, P71, S51, DT11, and DT21 of the turbine. A
detailed analysis of the acquired pressure–time data at all the
operating points is discussed in the previous publication including
numerical investigations [40].

7

Results

7.1 Emergency Shutdown With a Transition Into Total
Load Rejection. Two cases of emergency shutdown with a transition into total load rejection are presented: during the BEP load
(Te ¼ 75%, a ¼ 9.9 deg) and during the full load (Te ¼ 100%,
a ¼ 14 deg). Two operating points are marked in the hill diagram
(see Fig. 9). The measurements are categorized into two phases:
emergency shutdown (phase I) and total load rejection (phase II).
The model turbine operated at the corresponding steady-state load
before phase I. During phase I, the rotational speed of the generator was decreased by 70% using a frequency controller. Next, during phase II, a corresponding load to the generator was rejected by
instantly bringing the electromagnetic torque (Te) to zero. Phase II
was continued until the runner reached the no-spin condition, i.e.,
t ¼ 74.8 and 77.9 s for the BEP load and full-load transient operating points, respectively. For brevity, the starting time of the transient conditions is set to t ¼ 1 s in the ﬁgures because the model
turbine was operating at steady state before the transient.
Figure 11 shows an instantaneous closing speed (vgv) of the
guide vanes for both cases BEP and full-load transients. From
t ¼ 1 to 3.1 s, during phase I, an emergency shutdown of the turbine was performed, where the angular position of guide vanes
was not changed. Hence, there was no angular movement, and
vgv ¼ 0. At t ¼ 3.1 s, the guide vanes were set to close immediately
after the transition into total load rejection, i.e., phase II. The
observed duration for the guide vanes to close from 9.9 deg and
14 deg to 0 deg was 10.8 and 12.8 s, respectively. The maximum
closing speed was 1.6 and 1.7 mm s1 for the BEP and full load,

Fig. 11 Instantaneous angular velocity (vgv) of the guide vane
closing during the total load rejection (phase II) for the BEP and
full-load transient conditions

respectively. The instantaneous velocity (vgv) of the guide vanes
was computed using Eq. (11)
vgv ¼

rgv  Da p
½mm s1

180
t

(11)

where rgv is the radial distance of the guide vane trailing edge
from the axis of the angular movement in mm, t is the duration of
the guide vane angular movement in s, and Da is the difference
between the initial and ﬁnal angular positions in degrees.
The transient variation of variables such as the discharge (Q),
guide vane angular position (a), runner angular speed (n), and
electromagnetic torque (Te) during the emergency shutdown with
a transition into total load rejection from the BEP is shown in Fig.
12. Marks “I” and “II” correspond to the phases of the emergency
shutdown and the total load rejection, respectively. The vertical
axis indicates the transient variation of the variables in fractions
of the corresponding initial steady-state value. From t ¼ 1 to 3.1 s,
the angular speed of the generator rotor was decreased by 70%,
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Fig. 12 Transient variation of the discharge (Q), guide vane angular position (a), runner angular speed (n), and electromagnetic torque (Te) during the emergency shutdown with a transition into total load rejection from the BEP load

inducing the electromagnetic torque and discharge to increase
abruptly to approximately 192% and 163% their initial values,
respectively. Because the generator was connected to the load and
the guide vanes were at a constant angular position (a ¼ 9.9 deg),
the decrease in the runner speed resulted in an abrupt increase
in the hydraulic torque and therefore the electromagnetic torque.
For the turbine (NQE ¼ 0.27), a decrease of the runner speed
increases the discharge through the runner because of its geometrical design.
At 3.1 s, the electromagnetic torque of the generator was
quickly set to zero, producing a total rejection of the corresponding load and transition into the no-load condition. The runner immediately accelerated to the runaway speed (136%) within 1.7 s
(t ¼ 4.8 s). The guide vanes began to close and allowed the runner
to decrease its angular speed monotonically. The guide vanes
were completely closed at 10.8 s and hence prevented any ﬂow to
the runner. The standstill condition of the runner was observed at
t ¼ 75.8 s.
Figure 13 shows the transient variation of the discharge (Q),
guide vane angular position (a), runner angular speed (n), and the
electromagnetic torque (Te) during the emergency shutdown with
the transition into total load rejection from the full load. The angular speed of the runner decreased similar to the BEP case. The discharge and electromagnetic torque were increased as the runner
speed decreased; the maximum values were 182% and 172%,
respectively. At 3.1 s, the electromagnetic torque was set to zero,
and the guide vanes started to close rapidly. The runner achieved
runaway speed (174%) within 1.4 s (t ¼ 4.57 s) following the
rejection of the full load. This was approximately 0.3 s earlier
than the BEP load rejection. The total load rejection from the full
load and the large guide vanes opening may be attributed to a
faster acceleration of the runner relative to the BEP. However, the
runner acceleration rate is dependent on the inertia of the rotating
masses, geometrical parameters of the turbine, closing rate of the
guide vanes, and the operating point or discharge. Therefore, the
rate of acceleration is different for different conditions and types

of turbines and is generally determined during the commissioning
of the turbine in conjunction with the law of guide vane angular
movement, water hammer effect, and draft tube surge [42]. At the
time of commissioning, the rate of acceleration is determined
based on testing at different operating points, i.e., partial load,
BEP load, and maximum load by rejection of the total load.
The transient variations of the net head (HM) and the pressure at
the turbine inlet (PTX2) are presented in Fig. 14. The net head
and pressure are normalized using Eqs. (5) and (4), respectively.
The ﬂow rate to the turbine increased as the runner speed
decreased and, consequently, the turbine inlet pressure decreased
during the emergency shutdown. The increased ﬂow to the runner
caused an increased velocity head and, therefore, the differential
pressure across the turbine decreased. A similar value (2%) of
the head was dropped during phase I for both transients. During
the total load rejection, the head increased rapidly as the guide
vanes were closing. The maximum head rise was observed during
the total load rejection from the full load, which was 19% because
the pressure at the turbine inlet increased. An approximately 1%
head variation was observed following the complete closure of the
guide vanes and was stabilized following the complete stabilization of the hydraulic system. The net head was computed using
the differential pressure (Dp) measured between two points: the
casing inlet and the draft tube outlet [36]. After the guide vanes
were completely closed, water from the turbine runner and the
draft tube were slowly drained to the basement through the downstream tank. This affected the absolute pressure at the draft tube
outlet and hence the net head across the turbine. The head was stabilized following the complete draining of the water from the hydraulic system, turbine, and the downstream tank.
The pressure at the turbine inlet was immediately stabilized following the complete closing of the guide vanes. However, it was
oscillating about a ﬁxed pressure value, and the amplitude of the
oscillations decreased with time. The observed maximum dimensionless pressure was 2.21, which corresponded to a 14% pressure
rise at the runaway speed. The rapid closing of the guide vanes
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Fig. 13 Transient variation of the discharge (Q), guide vane angular position (a), runner angular speed (n), and the electromagnetic torque (Te) during the emergency shutdown with a transition into total load rejection from the full load

Fig. 14 Transient variation of the net head (HM) and the pressure at the turbine inlet (PTX2) during the emergency shutdown
with a transition into total load rejection from the BEP and full load

during the transients may have induced pressure oscillations at the
inlet pipe. The oscillation frequency was approximately 1.1 Hz
and was captured at both locations PTX1 and PTX2 and may be

associated with the rapid closing of the guide vanes. Another frequency of 9.97 Hz was observed and may correspond to the gravity waves that developed at the inlet pressure tank. The inﬂuence
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Fig. 15 Spectrogram of the transient frequency variation at the inlet pipeline location PTX1 during the emergency shutdown
with a transition into total load rejection from the full load

of the feed pump was insigniﬁcant because the open-loop water
system was used for the measurements, and the water was ﬂowing
to the turbine by gravity/head from the overhead tank.
An STFT analysis of the pressure–time signal of PTX1, located
near the upstream pressure tank, was performed to investigate the
instantaneous amplitude of the frequency components. The prepared spectrogram is shown in Fig. 15, suggesting that the dimensionless amplitudes are generally maximized at 9.97 Hz over the
entire operating period. The other frequencies of high amplitudes
were observed when the runner attained the runaway speed, i.e., at
t ¼ 4.5 s. The frequencies may be attributed to the vibration of the
hydraulic structure. Furthermore, a second harmonic of the blade
passing frequency at the runaway speed was captured by PTX1
and PTX2 at the inlet pipe, indicating consequences of RSI and
the propagation of pressure waves along the hydraulic passages.
The blade passing frequency is not dominant in the spectrogram
because its amplitude was too low.
The transient pressure variations at the runner upstream (vaneless space) and downstream (draft tube) locations are shown in
Fig. 16. The transient pressure variation in the vaneless space
(VL01) was dependent on the instantaneous angular speed of the
runner, when the guide vanes were at constant angular position.
This was observed during phase I, where the pressure decreased
with increased runner speed. The increased velocity of the ﬂow
with increased discharge may have decreased the pressure during
the emergency shutdown. During phase II, the pressure variation
in the vaneless space was driven by two variables: the runner
angular speed and the movement of the guide vanes. The dimensionless value of the pressure was 1.22 just before the emergency
shutdown (t ¼ 3.1 s), which corresponded to an absolute pressure
of 132 kPa. The maximum dimensionless value of 2.03 at the runaway speed corresponded to an absolute pressure of 234 kPa.
At the runner downstream, the pressure variation was almost
opposite compared to the upstream one. During phase I, the pressure at the draft tube location DT11 increased until the point of
total load rejection for both of the transients. Next, the pressure
was quickly reduced following the rejection of the total load. The
lowest pressure was observed when the runner attained the runaway speed. The rapid pressure drop may be associated with surging and breaking of the water column at the runner downstream.
The pressure again rose sharply and subsequently started to
decrease monotonically with the runner angular speed. In the
vaneless space, the pressure was stabilized following the standstill
condition of the runner and was later followed by the draft tube.
The hydraulic system including the turbine runner and the draft
tube was ﬁlled with water during the transient operation of the
model turbine. The outlet of the draft tube was connected to the
downstream tank where a constant water level was maintained.
After the complete closing of the guide vanes, the runner angular

speed was decreased, and water from the runner and draft tube
started to drain slowly. Thus, pressure in the runner and draft tube
decreased as the system drained to the basement. However, the
overall pressure variation was less than 3 kPa after the closing of
the guide vanes.
The RSIs caused maximum pressure ﬂuctuations in the vaneless
space as the runner accelerated and decelerated quickly. These
induce pressure waves caused by the blade and guide vane interactions in the vaneless space. The interaction frequency increases
when the runner accelerates and vice versa. The RSI frequencies
were determined using Eqs. (9) and (10) in the rotating and stationary domains, respectively. In the stationary domains, i.e., in
the vaneless space, distributor, inlet pipe, and the draft tube, the
blade passing frequency was observed. In the rotating domain,
i.e., in the runner, the guide vane passing frequency was observed.
The spectrograms of the transient frequency variations in the
vaneless space are presented in Fig. 17. The pressure–time data of
the sensor VL01 were windowed, considering 95% of the maximum amplitudes and discrete lengths of up to 2 s. From 0 to 1 s,
the RSI frequency in the vaneless space was 166 Hz and constant
because the turbine runner was operating at the synchronous speed
(5.53 Hz). During phase I, the frequency decreased, following the
runner speed. At 3.1 s, the frequency increased rapidly as the runner accelerated to the runaway speed. The maximum frequencies
of the blade passing were 227 and 283 Hz for the BEP and fullload transients, respectively. The frequencies were observed at the
runaway speed of the runner. The dimensionless amplitudes of the
RSI frequencies increased as the runner accelerated to the runaway speed and were approximately 0.14 and 0.17 for the BEP
and full-load transients, respectively. This clearly indicates that
the unsteady pressure ﬂuctuations increase with increasing runner
angular speed and that the maximum amplitudes are more than
two time that of the amplitude observed during normal operating
conditions, i.e., BEP (see Fig. 10 for the amplitude of pressure
ﬂuctuations at the vaneless space (VL01)). Such high amplitude
pulsations may affect the operating life of the runner because the
runner experiences unsteady pressure forces caused by frequent
intermittency in the power grid.
Immediately following the total load rejection, the angular
speed of the runner quickly increased, resulting in faster
interactions of the blades with the corresponding guide vanes.
Simultaneously, the guide vanes were closing rapidly. The runner
acceleration and closing of the guide vanes may have caused
unsteady pressure pulsations of signiﬁcantly higher amplitudes.
Figure 18 shows the possible velocity triangles (not scaled) under
two operating conditions: BEP and runaway during total load
rejection. As the ﬂow leaves the trailing edge of the guide vanes,
it begins decelerating because of the sudden enlargement of the
area in the vaneless space. On the other side, the tangential
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Fig. 16 Transient pressure variation at the runner upstream (vaneless space) and downstream (draft tube) during the emergency shutdown with a transition into total load rejection from the BEP and full load

Fig. 17 Spectrograms of the transient variation of the blade passing frequency and the dimensionless pressure amplitudes in
the vaneless space (VL01) during the emergency shutdown with a transition into total load rejection from the BEP and full load

velocity of the runner (u1) increases because of the continuous
transfer of the energy to the runner blades at no load. The decreasing of the ﬂow velocity from vf1 to v0 f1, increasing of the tangential
velocity from u1 to u0 1, and the decreasing of the angle from a1 to
a0 1 of the absolute velocity (v1) to the runner caused by the closing
of the guide vanes may have resulted in an unsteady ﬂow ﬁeld at
the runner inlet. This may have induced signiﬁcant pressure pulsations and resulted in a large separating ﬂow at the runner blades
because the ﬂow enters the runner at the variable angle of the
absolute ﬂow velocity following the total load rejection.
Moreover, as the runner accelerates, the ﬂow to the blade passages decreases and, consequently, the pressure in the vaneless
space increases continuously because the guide vanes are not
completely closed. Hence, a further increase in the unsteady pressure loading enhances the unsteadiness at the runner inlet. The
transient pressure variations at the location VL01 indicates that
the unsteady pressure ﬁeld corresponds to the runner acceleration
and deceleration.

The complex unsteady ﬂow ﬁeld at the runner inlet affected the
pressure distribution over the blades. The variable ﬂow velocity
angle during transients caused a separation on the blade surfaces
because the blade inlet angle (b’1) could not match the absolute
velocity angle (a’1). This may have resulted in a deviation of the
stagnation point on the blade leading edge and hence may have
caused recirculating and separating ﬂows at the inlet to the blade
passage. Figure 19 shows the transient pressure variations at two
locations: the midspan of the blade pressure side P42 and the trailing edge P71. The maximum values of the dimensionless pressure
at the location P42 for the BEP and full-load operating conditions
were 0.98 and 1.09, respectively. Similarly, the maximum values
at the location P71 for the BEP and full-load operating condition
were 0.85 and 0.88, respectively. The steady-state operating absolute pressure values at the locations P42 and P71 were 124 and
103 kPa under the full-load operating condition, respectively.
During the emergency shutdown, the pressure at both of the
locations decreased. During the total load rejection from the BEP
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an instantaneous mean value of approximately 64 kPa at the runaway speed. The small pressure variation following the no-spin
condition of the runner is attributed to the reduced draining of the
hydraulic system and the pressure on the blade surface. The pressure variation after the no-spin condition was less than 0.5 kPa.

Fig. 18 Velocity triangles at the runner inlet under the BEP and
runaway conditions, i.e., t < 1 s and t 5 4.8 s. Subscript 1 represents the velocity inlet to the runner, u is the tangential velocity
in m s21, vf is the ﬂow velocity in m s21, vr is the relative velocity in m s21, v is the absolute velocity in m s21, vu is the whirl
component of the velocity in m s21, a 5 is the guide vane angular position in degrees, and b is the blade angle in degrees.

7.2 Runaway. Three operating conditions were investigated:
the BEP (nED ¼ 0.180, QED ¼ 0.150, a ¼ 9.9 deg), runaway at the
BEP guide vane position (nED ¼ 0.278, QED ¼ 0.059, a ¼ 9.9 deg),
and the runaway at the maximum guide vane position
(nED ¼ 0.283, QED ¼ 0.074, a ¼ 14 deg). The operating parameters
of the runaway conditions are shown in Fig. 5.
The dimensionless pressures of the two runaway points
a ¼ 9.9 deg and 14 deg were determined using Eq. (4) and compared to the BEP. The comparisons of the dimensionless pressure
at the vaneless space (VL01), runner (P42, S51, and P71), and the
draft tube (DT11) are presented in Fig. 20. A window frame of
0.5 s for the vaneless space and the runner sensors and 3 s for the
draft tube sensor is presented. The following are the observations
from Fig. 20:

and the full load, pressure rises of approximately 6% and 10%
were observed at the location P42, respectively. At the trailing
edge location P71, the pressure continuously decreased by up to
64 kPa from the operating value of 103 kPa. The dimensionless
pressure was 0.59 at the runaway speed, which was the lowest
acquired pressure value at t  4.5 s. Following the complete closing of the guide vanes, the pressure at the location P42 decreased
slowly; however, at the location P71, the pressure increased
slowly up to the atmospheric value and stabilized after the no-spin
condition of the runner. Peak-to-peak pressure amplitudes on the
blade surfaces (P42) were up to 10 kPa from the instantaneous
mean value for both the transients. Maximum pressure amplitudes
of approximately 9.6 kPa were observed at the location P71 with

(1) In the vaneless space, the pressure ﬂuctuations corresponded to the RSI frequencies at the corresponding angular frequency of the runner. A pressure peak was observed
when a blade passed the sensor location VL01 and resulted
in a sinusoidal repeating phenomena. The measured net
head was 12.26 m during the runaway. The average amplitudes under the BEP operating condition were 1.3 kPa. The
amplitudes during runaway at 9.9 deg and 14 deg guide
vane opening positions were 1.8 and 2.2 times that of the
BEP, respectively. Interestingly, the amplitudes of both the
runaway conditions presented in Fig. 20 are in good agreement with the amplitudes observed in the spectrograms of
the transient frequency variation (see Fig. 17 at t  4.5 s).
This indicates that a similar ﬂow ﬁeld was developed during the runaway speed following the total load rejection.
The very low discharge, high pressure in the vaneless

Fig. 19 Transient pressure variation at the locations P42 and P71of the runner blade during the emergency shutdown with a
transition into total load rejection from the BEP and full load
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Fig. 20 Comparisons of the pressure pulsations under the three operating conditions: the BEP (a 5 9.9 deg), runaway speed at
the guide vane angular positions of 9.9 deg and 14 deg acquired at ﬁve locations, vaneless space (VL01), blade pressure side
(P42), blade suction side (S51), blade trailing edge (P71), and the draft tube cone (DT11)

space, and the high tangential velocity may have caused
pressure pulsations of high amplitudes at this location at the
runaway speed.
(2) The operating average pressure at the location P42 was
114 kPa during runaway at the 14 deg guide vane opening
position and was 0.76 times that of the normal operating
condition at the same angular position of the guide vanes.
This indicates that the pressure on the blade surface
decreases with increasing runner speed (see Fig. 19). However, the amplitudes of the pressure ﬂuctuations were much
higher than under normal operating condition, i.e., 2.6
times that of the BEP. Moreover, the maximum pressure
amplitudes in the runner were observed compared to the
other measurement locations at the same runaway point,
e.g., 1.4 and 16 times that of the amplitudes observed at the
vaneless space and the draft tube, respectively. The amplitudes at the blade trailing edge location P71 were still 1.2
times that of the amplitudes observed in the vaneless space.
On the suction side S51, the amplitudes were in between
the values of P42 and P71. The increased speed of the

runner at high discharge and decreased pressure could
induce more instability and unsteady pressure loading on
the blade surfaces because the runner spins under the noload condition with an especially high angular velocity.
(3) The pressure pulsations in the draft tube (DT11) were small
compared to the other locations in the turbine. Approximately 2 kPa pressure amplitudes were observed for both
cases of runaway. The mean pressure was approximately
98 kPa at the location DT11. However, the pulsations at the
runaway speed (a ¼ 14 deg) were periodic. The oscillations
indicated vortex breakdown in the draft tube whose oscillating frequency was 0.35n. The pressure–time signals of the
sensors DT11 and DT21 were in phase and phase locked at
the frequency of 0.35n, suggesting the presence of a plunging ﬂow in the draft tube [25,26,33,34,37].
A power spectral density analysis of all the acquired signals
was performed. The frequency spectrum of the two outermost
cases of runaway conditions, i.e., a ¼ 9.9 deg and 14 deg guide
vane angular positions, are presented in Fig. 21. The amplitudes
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~ of the corresponding frequency are normalized using the spe(A)
ciﬁc quantity (qE) acquired at the runaway speed. The amplitude
scale for the sensor locations PTX2 and DT11 is small compared
to the other sensor locations to facilitate the visualization. The
scale of the horizontal axis remains constant for all the plots, and
the presented frequencies are normalized by the corresponding
runner frequency (n). Hence, the amplitude peaks at 28 and 30
represent the numbers of the guide vanes and the blades,
respectively.
The following are the observations from Fig. 21:
(1) At the inlet pipe (PTX2), an indication of standing waves
(f ¼ 3n) was observed through the dimensionless amplitudes of approximately 0.004 and 0.003 during the runaway
conditions for a ¼ 9.9 deg and 14 deg, respectively. Moreover, a harmonic (f  1n) of the standing wave frequency
was observed at 4.81 m upstream of the turbine inlet (at the
location PTX1) with 30% lower amplitudes. A possible
source may be RSI [7] propagating upstream through the
distributor and spiral casing because PTX2 indicated higher

amplitudes and was located close to the turbine, i.e., 0.87 m
upstream.
(2) Three RSI frequency modes were observed in the vaneless
space (VL01). Because the model turbine is equipped with
30 blades and 28 guide vanes, the modes of frequency correspond to the number of blades and guide vanes. The second harmonic was observed at f ¼ 30n, with the maximum
dimensionless amplitudes of 0.086 during runaway at
a ¼ 14 deg, which was more than two times the amplitudes
under the BEP operating condition of the turbine. The
lower amplitudes correspond to the fundamental frequency
f ¼ 15n and the frequency f ¼ 60n, and the third harmonic
showed small dimensionless amplitudes of 0.003.
(3) The vertical ﬂow leaving the guide vane trailing edges and
entering to the blade rows may induce unsteady ﬂow phenomena. The unsteady ﬂow develops a pressure wake in the
runner, which is generally a multiple of the number of the
guide vanes. All three sensors located on the blade surface
captured the guide vane passing frequency. The sensors
located in the runner, i.e., P42, S51, and P71, exhibited a

Fig. 21 Spectral analysis of the pressure–time signals at ﬁve locations: the vaneless space
(VL01), blade pressure side (P42), blade suction side (S51), blade trailing edge (P71), and the
draft tube cone (DT11) under the runaway conditions for the guide vane positions of 9.9 deg
and 14 deg.
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the sensors showed similar variations of the pulsations at
this frequency as shown in Fig. 22. The phenomenon was
well captured because both of the sensors were located at
the same radial position (r*) of 0.66 and axial position (h*)
of 0.88. However, the synchronous-type pulsations could
not be observed at the blade trailing edge location P71
(h* ¼ 0.25), indicating a subcritical regime, i.e., the waves
do not travel upstream [37,48]. The time-domain amplitude
variations of both the frequencies 0.35n and 30n are shown
in Fig. 23. The dimensionless amplitudes (0.005) of the
frequency 0.35n match the dimensionless amplitudes
observed in Figs. 21 and 22 quite well. Moreover, neither a
plunging nor a rotating component of the pressure pulsation
in the draft tube was observed under the other runaway
conditions.
Fig. 22 Synchronous component (plunging) of the pressure
pulsations observed in the draft tube cone (r* 5 0.66, h* 5 0.88)
under the runaway condition for the guide vane position
a 5 14 deg

Fig. 23 Spectrogram of the frequencies observed at the location DT21 under the runaway operating condition for the guide
vane angular position a 5 14 deg. The frequency 30n indicates
the blade passing, and 0.35n indicates the plunging-type pressure pulsations in the draft tube cone.

fundamental frequency f ¼ 28n, indicating the guide vane
passing frequency. The dimensionless amplitudes of the
guide vane passing frequency decreases from the runner
inlet to the outlet. The sensor location P42 showed maximum amplitudes (0.030), and P71 located at the trailing
edge showed minimum amplitudes (0.003). The amplitudes
of the frequency 28n during runaway were approximately
2.6 and 1.6 times that of the BEP operating condition at the
locations P42 and P71, respectively. The amplitudes at the
runaway operating point a ¼ 9.9 deg were approximately
3% lower than those at the runaway operating point
a ¼ 14 deg.
(4) The spectral analysis of the draft tube sensor DT11 showed
two frequencies: 0.35n and 30n. The frequency 30n corresponds to the blade passing frequency and was also
observed at the location DT21. The frequency of 0.35n was
present with the dominating amplitudes at the runaway
speed for a ¼ 14 deg guide vane position. At the runner
downstream, two types of pressure pulsations may exist:
(1) asynchronous and (2) synchronous [26]. The
asynchronous-type pulsations correspond to the rotating
vortex rope at the subsynchronous frequency of the runner
(0.2 to 0.4 times the runner angular speed) [25,26,47]. The
synchronous-type pulsation corresponds to the plungingtype effect at the runner downstream. The time–domain
analysis of DT11 and DT21 showed that the pressure pulsations at a frequency of 0.35n were in phase with each other,
suggesting the presence of a synchronous component. Both

8

Conclusion

Investigations of a Francis model during an emergency shutdown
with transition into total load rejection and steady-state measurements under runaway operating conditions were performed.
During the emergency shutdown, the angular speed of the runner
decreased rapidly through the frequency controller of the induction
generator. Consequently, the discharge to the runner was increased
(1.82 times) swiftly and resulted in an increased shaft torque
(increase of 1.72 times). At the blade pressure side (P42), suction
side (S51), and the trailing edge (P71), the pressure drop was 24%,
33%, and 38% of the initial steady-state pressure value, respectively. Furthermore, the amplitudes of the pressure ﬂuctuations
were almost double that of the normal steady-state operating
condition, suggesting signiﬁcant damage might occur in the runner
during an emergency shutdown of the turbine.
During the total load rejection, the runner was quickly accelerated to the runaway speed. The analysis of the pressure–time data
showed that the amplitudes of the pressure ﬂuctuations were
increasing with increasing runner speed following the rejection of
the total load. The amplitudes were more than two times that of
the normal operating condition, i.e., during the BEP. Furthermore,
the rapid closing of the guide vanes resulted in a 14% pressure
rise at the turbine inlet and an 8% pressure drop in the draft tube.
The maximum variation of the net head was 19% during the total
load rejection. Surprisingly, the pressure in the vaneless space
(VL01) varied, corresponding to the runner angular speed; the
pressure increased with the speed, and the maximum pressure rise
was 200% under the runaway condition.
The steady-state measurements at the runaway speed showed
the maximum pressure ﬂuctuations in the runner, suggesting the
high magnitude of the pressure forces on the blades. This may
have induced signiﬁcant fatigue stresses to the blades and de facto
decreases in the runner life.
Overall, it was observed that total load rejection can be the
most damaging transient condition for a hydraulic turbine to be in
because the runner accelerates to the runaway speed within a few
seconds. However, the acceleration rate is dependent on the inertia of the rotating masses, operating point, and the closing rate of
the guide vanes. The high amplitude of the unsteady pressure pulsations in the runner indicates potential damage to the blades.
Each transient induces unsteady pressure forces more than two
times that of the normal loading. This may signiﬁcantly affect the
operating life of the turbine. Because the runner acceleration
affects the unsteady pressure loading on the blade surfaces, an
optimized movement of the guide vanes may decrease the high
amplitude pressure loading of the blades. The hydraulic turbine
may withstand such pressure loading without affecting the operating life, refurbishment period, and service life.
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Nomenclature
A ¼ cross-sectional area (m2)
A~ ¼ amplitudes of ﬂuctuating pressure quantity determined
through PSD analysis
BEP ¼ best efﬁciency point
BSL ¼ best straight line ﬁt
D ¼ runner diameter (m)
E ¼ speciﬁc hydraulic energy of turbine (J kg1), E ¼ gH
f ¼ frequency (Hz)
fn ¼ frequency coefﬁcient, fn ¼ f =n
fr ¼ expected low frequency in the turbine (Hz)
FS ¼ full scale
g ¼ gravity constant (m s2): g ¼ 9.821465 m s2
H ¼ net head across turbine (m),


H ¼ ðDp=q2 gÞ þ Q2 = 2g A21  A22
h ¼ height of the sensors from a horizontal plane or axis
passing through the center of the runner inlet (m)
h* ¼ dimensionless height, h ¼ h=DM
IEC ¼ International Electrotechnical Commission
N ¼ number of samples; number of cyclespﬃﬃﬃﬃ
NQE ¼ speciﬁc speed of turbine, NQE ¼ 2pn Q=ð2gHÞ3=4
n ¼ runner angular speed (s1)
nED ¼ speed factor
P ¼ power (W)
p ¼ pressure (Pa)
PSD ¼ power spectral density
Q ¼ ﬂow rate (m3 s1)
QED ¼ discharge factor
r ¼ radial location of the sensors from the turbine center
axis (m)
r* ¼ dimensionless radius, r ¼ r=ðDM =2Þ
rgv ¼ radial distance of the guide vane trailing edge from its
center axis (mm)
RSI ¼ rotor–stator interaction
SRI ¼ Summation Research, Inc., Florida
STFT ¼ short-time Fourier transform
T ¼ torque (N m)
t ¼ time (s)
u ¼ tangential velocity (m s1)
v ¼ absolute velocity (m s1)
vf ¼ velocity of the ﬂow (m s1)
vgv ¼ velocity of the guide vane angular
movement (mm s1)
vr ¼ relative velocity of the ﬂow (m s1)
vu ¼ whirl component of a tangential velocity (m s1)
x ¼ measured variable
x~ ¼ ﬂuctuating quantity of acquired variable
Zb ¼ number of runner blades including splitters, 30
Zgv ¼ number of guide vanes, 28
a ¼ guide vane angular position (deg)
b ¼ blade angle (deg)
Dp ¼ differential pressure across the turbine (Pa)
q ¼ density of the water (kg/m3)
q ¼ ðq1 þ q2 Þ=2

Subscript
e¼
gv ¼
h¼
M¼
P¼
r¼
rot ¼
Steady ¼
stn ¼
tot ¼
g¼
0¼

electromagnetic
guide vane
hydraulic
model
prototype
recording
rotating
steady state
stationary
total
efﬁciency
initial condition of the corresponding parameter

1 ¼ ﬁnal condition of the corresponding parameter; measurement point at the turbine inlet
2 ¼ measurement point at the turbine outlet
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Numerical Investigations and Validation of a Francis Turbine during
Runaway Operating Conditions
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of Technology Roorkee, India; Operating Conditions
Lulea University of Technology,
Hydraulic turbines exhibit total load rejection during
Sweden.
operation because of high fluctuations in the grid
Michel J. Cervantes parameters. The generator reaches zero electrical load
E-mail: Michel.Cervantes@ltu.se instantly. Consequently, the turbine runner accelerates to
Professor, Luleå University of high speed, i.e., runaway speed, in a few seconds, causing
Technology, Sweden; damage to the runner. The operating life of the runner is
Norwegian University of Science primarily affected by the high amplitude pressure loading
and Technology, Norway.
on the blades at the runaway speed. A high head model
B. K. Gandhi Francis turbine was used to investigate the effects of this
ASME Member runaway operating condition. Three operating points were
E-mail: bkgmefme@iitr.ernet.in used in measurements and numerical simulations at the
Professor, Indian Institute of runaway condition. All of the domains of the model
Technology Roorkee, India Francis turbine were modeled. Numerical simulations
were performed at the runaway operating condition were
performed after the mesh scaling tests and performance
test under five normal operating conditions. The results of
the numerical model agreed well with the experimental
results. The maximum average pressure difference
between the experimental and numerical results was
12.8% for the runner. These numerical results for runaway
operating conditions were used to investigate the problem
further. A detailed analysis was performed on the
numerically obtained pressure at six locations, including
three locations on the runner blade. The analysis showed
that the runner was subjected to an unsteady pressure
loading up to three times the normal pressure loading that
was observed at the best efficiency point. Extremely high
amplitudes were obtained for the pressure fluctuations in
the vaneless space and the runner. Unsteady swirling flow
in the blade passages was also observed. The vortical flow
rotated about its own local axis counter to the direction of
the runner rotation at a frequency of 4.8 times the runaway
runner angular frequency.

1 INTRODUCTION
Hydraulic turbines are used extensively to
stabilize power grids because they can restart
rapidly and/or change the power output before
the grid collapses completely. In recent years, a

dramatic increase in grid-connected wind and
solar power has resulted in problems related to
power grid stability and reliability. There have
been an increasing number of incidents of
power fluctuations in the grid network. When
the grid parameters fluctuate beyond a
manageable limit, the generator of the hydraulic
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turbine automatically disconnects from the grid,
resulting in an unexpected transition into no
load conditions (i.e., total load rejection).
Consequently, the turbine runner accelerates to
a runaway speed within a few seconds [1]. The
runaway speed is generally more than 150% of
the synchronous speed. However, the
acceleration rate for axial and other radial flow
turbines may vary because this rate depends on
the rotating masses, the load, and the operating
condition. At the runaway condition, the runner
is subjected to a very high amplitude unsteady
pressure loading and significant vibrations that
cause the blades to fatigue [2–6].
Studies [1, 4–5, 7–8] on hydraulic turbines
during total load rejection have shown that the
runner was subjected to an unsteady pressure
loading with an amplitude that was more than
twice that at the normal operating condition,
i.e., the best efficiency point (BEP). The
amplitudes and frequency of the pressure
fluctuations are primarily attributed to the rotor
stator interaction (RSI) which increases with
the runner angular speed: the maximum
amplitudes are reported at the runaway
condition. The runaway condition can only be
observed for a few seconds because the guide
vanes close rapidly after total load rejection [1].
However, the closing rate depends on the
operating point, the inertia of the rotating
masses, and the time available to prevent water
hammer. The closing rate of the guide vanes
significantly affects the transient pressure
loading in the runner.
At the runaway condition, unsteady swirling
flow develops for which the discharge is
extremely low, and the runner rotates at high
speed. This flow results in high-amplitude
unsteady pressure fluctuations on the blade
surfaces. Unsteady pressure measurements on a
Francis turbine [1, 9–10] have shown that a
small opening of the guide vanes and a large
angular velocity of the runner induced largely
separated flow at the runner inlet. This flow
caused the pressure difference between the
pressure and suction sides of the blades to
increase as the runner angular speed changed.
Experimental and numerical studies on pumpturbines at the runaway condition showed that
the flow instabilities at the runner inlet resulted

in unstable flow, e.g., the continuous formation
and destruction of large eddies [11–13].
The literature [2] on current operating trends
for the hydraulic turbine shows that the total
load rejection and the runaway condition are the
most damaging operating conditions. The
runaway condition significantly affects the
operating life of the turbine because each restart
cycle of the turbine induces damage that is
equivalent to several hours of runner operation
and shortens the total operating life of the
turbine [14–16]; however, no experimental
measurements and numerical simulations for
this condition have been reported. Pressure
measurements during total load rejection [1]
have shown that the maximum amplitude of the
unsteady pressure fluctuations in the runner and
vaneless space occur at the runaway condition.
In this study, we primarily focus on
experimental and numerical studies of the flow
field and its effects on the runner blades at the
runaway condition. Three operating points over
the operating range of a model Francis turbine
were selected. The time-dependent pressure
measurements were carried out using pressure
sensors that were attached at several sites of the
turbine including the vaneless space, the runner,
and the draft tube. The experimental results
were used to validate the numerical model,
which was then used to analyze the flow further.
The unsteady flow field in the runner was
investigated numerically at all of the operating
points.
2 TEST FACILITY AND
EXPERIMENTAL
CONFIGURATION
A scaled model of a high head Francis
turbine (DP = 1.78 m, HP = 377 m, QP = 31 m3
s-1, NQE = 0.27) was used in the experimental
studies. The turbine included 14 stay vanes that
were integrated into the spiral casing, 28 guide
vanes, a runner with 15 blades and 15 splitters,
and an elbow type draft tube. The reference
diameter (DM) at the outlet of the model runner
was 0.349 m. The total uncertainty for the
hydraulic efficiency was ± 0.16% at the BEP,
based on the instrument calibration before the
measurements.
The
calibration
and
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computations were performed using the
guidelines available in IEC 60193 [17].
A total of eight sensors were mounted for
the pressure measurement. Two pressure
transmitters, PTX1 and PTX2, were mounted
on the inlet pipe. PTX1 and PTX2 were flush
with the pipe surface and located at 4.87 and
0.87 m, respectively, from the inlet of the spiral
casing. The other six sensors were attached at
different locations in the turbine (see Fig. 1). A
sensor (VL01) was integrated on the surface of
the bottom ring in the vaneless space between
the guide vanes row and the runner to capture
the unsteady flow field that developed upstream
at the runner. Three miniature sensors, P42,
P71, and S51, were attached to the runner blade
surfaces at the pressure side, the trailing edge,
and the suction side, respectively. Data from the
runner sensors were acquired using a wireless
telemetry system, Summation Research SRI −
500e. The remaining two sensors, DT11 and
DT21, were attached to the wall of the draft tube
cone. Both sensors were located 180° radially
apart from each other at the same axial position
(h* = 1.75). The dimensionless axial and radial
positions of the sensors are listed in Table 1.
The axial position (h) was measured from the
midpoint of the breadth of the runner inlet, and
the radial position (r) was measured from the
runner rotation axis. The reference radial
distance (RM) was the radius measured at the
runner outlet, i.e., DM/2 m.
The measurement scheme was divided into
two parts: (i) evaluation of the performance
characteristics, and (ii) evaluation of the
runaway characteristics. A constant efficiency
hill diagram was constructed to evaluate the

model turbine performance under normal
operating conditions. A maximum hydraulic
efficiency of 93.4% was observed for an
angular position (α) of the guide vanes of 9.9ι,
a runner angular speed (n) of 335.9 rpm, a net
head (H) of 11.9 m, and a discharge (Q) of 0.2
m3 s-1. A detailed analysis of these performance
characteristics has been discussed in a previous
publication [18]. Three angular positions of the
guide vanes were used for the measurements at
the runaway condition: 3.9, 9.9, and 12.4°. The
runaway turbine speed was obtained by using a
frequency controller for the coupled generator
to increase the runner angular speed until the
shaft torque reached zero, while maintaining the
same position of the guide vanes at 3.9ι. A
similar procedure was followed for the other
two angular positions of the guide vanes of 9.9
and 12.4° at the runaway condition.

Figure 1 Locations of the six sensors attached
to the turbine for pressure measurements at
runaway operating condition: VL01 –
Vaneless space, P42 – Blade pressure side,
P71 – Blade pressure side trailing edge, S51 –
Blade suction side, DT11 and DT21 – Draft
tube cone, GV – guide vane

Table 1 Dimensionless radial and axial positions of pressure sensors mounted in turbine;
reference radial distance (RM) = DM/2 = 0.1745 m
Stationary domain

Rotating domain

VL01 DT11 DT21

P42

1.87

1.04

1.04

1.02 0.45 0.66

h = h/RM 0.17

1.75

1.75

0.30 0.49 0.29

Sensor
*

r = r/RM
*
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P71

S51

Table 2 Operating parameters and specific hydraulic energy (ɏE) for runaway and BEP
operating conditions
Cases
I

Runaway condition
II
III

Į (°)

3.9

nR (Hz )

8.12

9.9

12.4

BEP
9.9

8.74

8.84

5.53

QR (m3 s-1) 0.047

0.080

0.088

0.200

nED (-)
QED (-)
HM (m)
T (%)
ߩE (kPa)

0.278
0.059
12.27
0
120.40

0.281
0.065
12.25
0
120.20

0.180
0.150
11.91
75
116.84

0.257
0.035
12.38
0
121.48

The instantaneous pressure fluctuations
obtained at the runaway operating conditions
were compared with those at the BEP. Table 2
summarizes the operating parameters at the
three runaway and BEP conditions. The
parameters for the three angular positions of the
guide vanes at 3.9, 9.9, and 12.4° are presented.
The observed runaway speed (nR) for all of the
points was more than 150% of the synchronous
speed (n) at the BEP of 5.53 Hz.
The runaway speeds for the angular
positions of the guide vanes at 3.9, 9.9, and
12.4° were 8.12, 8.74, and 8.84 Hz,
respectively. The discharge (QR) was lower at
the runaway conditions than at the BEP, as
expected. At the constant angular position of
9.9°, the discharge values at the runaway and
BEP conditions were 0.08 and 0.2 m3 s-1,
respectively. The shaft torque (T), i.e., the
torque to the generator, was almost zero at all
of the runaway points. The shaft torque at the
BEP was 621 N m, i.e., 75% of the maximum
load.
3 NUMERICAL MODEL
3.1 Computational domain
The commercial software ANSYS was used to
create the three dimensional CAD model and
the meshing, simulation, and post processing of
the turbine.The computational domain of the
Francis turbine is shown in Fig. 2. The
complete geometry of the model is freely
available at www.francis-99.org. The domain
included three sub domains, a distributor, a

runner, and a draft tube. The measurement sites
were used as the locations of the inlet and outlet
boundaries of the numerical model. The mass
flow inlet boundary was prescribed at the casing
inlet and an opening type boundary condition
with static pressure was prescribed at the draft
tube outlet. General grid connection type two
interfaces were used to connect the sub
domains. Interface – I was placed between the
distributor and runner. Interface – II was placed
between the runner and the draft tube. The
standard k-İ turbulence model was used to
resolve/model the flow. A high resolution
advection scheme was used for all of the
runaway operating points. A second order
backward Euler scheme was used in the
transient simulation. A total of 15 revolutions of
the runner with a time step of 0.5° of angular
rotation was used in the transient simulations.
Continuous blocks of a hexahedral mesh
were constructed in each domain to prevent
local interfaces from forming inside the sub
domains. A hexahedral mesh was employed for
all of the domains. Figure 3 shows the mesh
that was constructed in the distributor and part
of the runner. A dense mesh can be seen in
complex passages such as the guide vanes row,
the inlet to the runner, the leading edge of the
blade, etc. The maximum dimensionless
distances (y+) of the nodes from the no slip wall
in the distributor, the runner, and the draft tube
domains were 65, 11, and 40, respectively, at
the BEP operating condition. After the mesh
scaling test, a total of 12.8 million nodes of
hexahedral mesh elements were used for the
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turbine. Before the simulations were performed
at the runaway operating condition, the mesh
scaling tests and mesh performance tests were
carried out. The scaling tests were carried out at

the BEP operating condition of the turbine. The
detailed results of the scaling test have been
presented in a previous publication [18].

Figure 2 Computational domain for the Francis turbine: Interface – I, connecting the distributor
and runner; Interface – II, connecting the runner and draft tube

Figure 3 Hexahedral mesh for the distributor and runner of the Francis turbine
3.2 Grid Scaling Test
Table 3 shows the three different grid
densities (fine-G1, medium-G2, and coarse-G3)
that were used in the scaling test. The G3-type
mesh was the coarsest mesh in the simulation.
The subsequent mesh was updated by 2x in the
i, j, and k directions. The grid quality was
refined at each step of grid creation so that the
mesh nodes did not correspond exactly to a 2x
increase. The simulations were performed at the
BEP for all of the grid types [18]. The widely
accepted GCI method was used to evaluate the
numerical uncertainties and the grid
convergence. The extrapolated values and the
uncertainty in the grid convergence were
estimated using the grid convergence index

(GCI) method [19]: Table 4 shows the
computed flow parameters.
The estimated numerical uncertainties in the
hydraulic efficiencies were 2.7 and 1.9% using
the fine and medium grid densities,
respectively. Lower uncertainties were
obtained using the medium grid density,
particularly for the pressures at the runner at
P42 (0.2%) and the draft tube at DT11
(0.005%). The estimation was based on a global
average order of accuracy with a high resolution
scheme. The pressure variation in the runner
was the critical parameter in the simulation;
thus, the numerical pressure was validated
using the experimental values at VL01, P42,
and DT11. Table 4 presents the uncertainties
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and the extrapolated values at four locations in
the turbine and the corresponding turbine
hydraulic efficiency. Figure 4 shows the
pressure distribution along the blade length for
the three grids and the extrapolated pressure
values. For the fine grid, the maximum

discretization uncertainties were 5.61% and
5.81% on the pressure side and suction side of
the trailing edge of the blade, respectively. The
plotted pressure values were averaged over one
complete rotation of the runner.

Table 3 Mesh densities used in scaling test [18]
Grid type
G1
G2
G3
Distributor
8528119 3255676 2073735
Runner
7527320 4047898 1766246
Draft tube
4679404 3639241 991512
Total nodes (millions) 20.73
10.94
4.83
Table 4 Discretization error and uncertainties in numerical solutions [18]
Parameter Turbine inlet VL01
P42
DT11
Șh
r21
1.39
1.39
1.39
1.39
1.39
r32
1.33
1.33
1.33
1.33
1.33
G1 (kPa)
226.74
178.23
123.83
99.70
93.84%
G2 (kPa)
226.11
176.37
123.73
99.64
93.87%
G3 (kPa)
224.67
172.32
123.55
99.64
92.96%
21
G ext
227.40
180.20
123.95
99.76
95.92%
(kPa)
ea21

0.0027

0.0104

0.0008

0.0005

0.0210

21
ext

0.0029

0.0109

0.0009

0.0006

0.0217

0.0036
0.0101

0.0138
0.0366

0.0011
0.0022

0.0007
0.0001

0.0278
0.0190

e

21
GCIfine

GCI32
med

Figure 4 Pressure distribution on the blade for three grid densities and extrapolated pressure [18]
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Figure 5 Comparison between experimental and numerical hydraulic efficiencies at five operating
points, showing performance of the numerical model at different operating conditions for the
model Francis turbine; Q = 0.2 m3 s-1 is discharge at the BEP [18]
The apparent order of the solution ranged
from 1.34 to 8.33. The converged solution
parameters oscillated (§5%) around the mean
value. The flow at the runner outlet was
observed to be periodically uniform after 2
revolutions of the runner for a time step of 0.5°.
The GCI from G2 to G1 was very low compared
to that from G3 to G2. The pressure distribution
on the blade surface for the medium grid was
closer to the experimental pressure values, and
the numerical uncertainties were lower than
those for the fine grid solutions. The numerical
solutions obtained using the fine grid overestimated the pressure values compared to the
experimental measurements. The converged
solution obtained using the medium grid was
used in subsequent simulations at different
operating conditions for at least two runner
rotations.
3.3 Mesh Performance under Normal
Operating Conditions.
The simulations for the mesh performance
were carried out at five operating points. The
performance of the numerical model during
normal operating conditions is shown in Fig. 5.
The difference between the experimental and
numerical hydraulic efficiency is shown,
because this value is representative of the
overall turbine performance. A maximum
difference of 11.44% and a minimum difference
of 0.85% were observed at a partial load
condition (0.07 m3 s-1, 3.9°) and the BEP (0.2
m3 s-1, 9.9°), respectively. A moderate

difference of 2.87% was observed at the high
load (0.22 m3 s-1, 12.4°) operating point. The
numerical hydraulic efficiency was higher than
the corresponding experimental values at all of
the operating points. The labyrinth seals at the
runner crown and the bend sides were not
modeled; therefore, the numerical hydraulic
efficiency did not account for the losses from
leakage that generally occur during
measurements. The mesh for the angular
positions of 3.9, 9.9, and 12.4° of the guide
vanes was used for the simulations performed
at the runaway operating condition.
4 RESULTS
4.1 Average Pressure Variation
The experimental and numerical pressure
values were compared at the locations for six
sensors that were mounted in the turbine. To
obtain the numerical pressure values, six points
were created that corresponded to the sensor
locations, VL01, P42, S51, P71, DT11, and
DT21. The numerical pressure values were
obtained at each angular position of the runner
and compared with the corresponding
experimental values. Equation (1) was used to
compute the pressure coefficient at the sensor
locations at each operating point.
p − (ρE)
(1)
c p =
(-)
( ρ E ) BEP
The mean value of the pressure signal ( p )
was obtained for over 10 revolutions of the
runner. The reference pressure, (ɏE)BEP, of
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116.84 kPa corresponded to the hydraulic
energy at the BEP. Table 2 shows the values of
ɏE at the runaway points. Fig. 6 shows the
computed values of the numerical and
experimental pressure coefficients at the
runaway operating points at angular positions
of the guide vanes of 3.9, 9.9, and 12.4°. The
numerical model could capture the pressure
variation fairly well at the runaway conditions
inside the turbine. However, the numerical
model over-predicted the pressure at all of the
locations except the draft tube. The differences
between the numerical and experimental values
for the pressure coefficient at VL01, P42, S51,
and P71 were 10.5, 12.8, 10.4, and 8%,
respectively, at the runaway condition (α =
9.9°). The numerical pressure coefficient in the
draft tube was 2.1% lower than the
experimental value at both DT11 and DT21.
Similar differences between the numerical
and experimental values of the pressure
coefficient were found at the other points at
angular positions of of 3.9 and 12.4°.
The mesh performance analysis was carried
out at normal operating conditions: the
minimum difference between the experimental
and numerical pressure values occurred at the
BEP (0.2 m3 s-1, 9.9°), and the maximum
difference was observed at the part load
condition (0.07 m3 s-1, 3.9°) [18]. The
difference between the experimental and
numerical pressure values at the runaway
condition was similar to that for the part load
condition where the flow was largely separated.
At the runaway condition, the flow was
unsteady and highly separated in the runner.
Therefore, the difference between the
experimental and numerical pressure values at
all of the runaway points could be attributed to
the inadequacy of the turbulence model for
accurately describing unsteady flow. The losses
from the separating flow may have been
underestimated by the numerical model,
resulting in an over-prediction of the pressure.
For a similar pressure distribution, Fig. 7
shows the average pressure variation on the
blade surfaces. The figure shows the pressure
coefficient contours on the blade pressure side
and the suction side during the runaway
condition (Į = 12.4°). The pressure coefficient

was determined using the same reference value
used in Fig. 6. The value of c p changed
uniformly from a maximum value of 1.3 at the
leading edge to a minimum value of -0.3 at the
blade trailing edge. The maximum pressure
coefficient ( c p = 1.3) occurred at the suction
side of the blade leading edge, corresponding to
a numerical pressure of 278 kPa. This result
could be attributed to the stagnation pressure
that was observed at the blade leading edge. The
pressure coefficients at P42, S51, and P71 were
0.15, -0.13, and -0.28, respectively. The
numerical absolute pressure value for the
lowest value of c p at trailing edge was 89 kPa.

Figure 6 Comparison between the
experimental and numerical values of pressure
coefficient at different locations in the turbine,
showing the runaway conditions at three
angular positions of the guide vanes: 3.9, 9.9,
and 12.4°; VL01 – Vaneless space, P42 –
Blade pressure side, S51 – Blade suction side,
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Blade trailing edge, and DT11 and DT21 –
Draft tube

Figure 7 Contours of pressure coefficient on the blade pressure side and suction side at the
runaway (Į = 12.4°) operating condition
4.2 Time Domain Pressure Variation
The instantaneous pressure variation from
the runner angular movement was investigated.
One of the runaway points, Ƚ = 9.9°, was
considered because hydraulic turbines are
usually operated at the BEP at which the
runaway condition is typically observed. The
time-dependent experimental and numerical
pressure signals are shown. Figure 8 shows the
variation in the pressure at VL01 at the BEP and
the runaway operating conditions. The
pressure-time signals for one second are shown,
which corresponded to 5.53 and 8.74
revolutions of the runner at the BEP and the
runaway conditions, respectively. The
experimental pressure signal at the runaway
condition was compared with the numerically
obtained pressure signal at the same operating
point. The experimental and numerical pressure
values were normalized using Eq. (2). The
fluctuating pressure ( pE* ) was obtained by
subtracting the instantaneous pressure (p) from
the mean pressure ( p ) and normalized by the
reference pressure (ɏE)BEP.
p− p
(-)
pE* =
(2)
( ρ E ) BEP
At the runaway operating condition, the
amplitudes of the pressure fluctuations were
approximately 2.3 times that of the BEP
operating condition in the vaneless space. This
amplitude corresponded to the blade passing

frequency (fb). The amplitudes of the runaway
numerical pressure fluctuations were 2 – 5%
higher than the experimental values. The
instantaneous variation of the pressure at VL01
during a complete rotation of the runner is
shown in Fig. 9. The runner angular position
(n*) was normalized using the time vector (t) of
the pressure value and the runaway speed (nR)
of the runner, as shown in Eq. (3):
(3)
n* = t ⋅ nR (-)
fb = n ⋅ Z b (-)
f gv = n ⋅ Z gv (-)

(4)
(5)

where n is the runner angular seed in
revolutions per second, and Zb and Zgv are the
numbers of blades and guide vanes,
respectively. At VL01, the pressure fluctuations
that corresponded to the blade passing
frequency (fb = 262.2 Hz) were related to the
RSI. The maximum difference between the
experimental
and
numerical
pressure
amplitudes was 5%. However, the numerical
amplitude of 262.2 Hz matched the
experimental values fairly well, and a 5%
variation was observed for its harmonic, i.e.,
131.1 Hz.
Figs. 10 and 11 compare the experimental
and numerical values of the instantaneous
pressure in the runner at the runaway operating
condition (α = 9.9°) at the blade pressure side
(P42) and the trailing edge (P71), respectively.
The instantaneous pressure fluctuations at the
runner corresponded to the guide vanes passing
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frequency (fgv = 244.7 Hz). The maximum
amplitude was observed at this frequency at
both locations. The instantaneous amplitude of
the experimental pressure fluctuations varied
primarily with the angular movement of the
runner, whereas the amplitude of the numerical
pressure fluctuations was almost uniform over
a complete angular rotation. The numerical
model could not account for mechanical
vibrations and other related effects that were

generally observed experimentally. The
maximum dimensionless amplitudes of the
experimental and numerical pressure values at
P42 were 0.06 and 0.05, respectively. A similar
variation was observed at the blade trailing edge
at P71, where the maximum amplitudes for the
experimental and numerical pressures were
0.02 and 0.01, respectively. The amplitudes
were approximately 2.5 times those observed at
the BEP [18].

Figure 8 Instantaneous pressure fluctuations in the vaneless space (VL01) at BEP and runaway (α
= 9.9ι) operating conditions for one second; pressure fluctuations occur at the blade passing
frequency in the vaneless space, which is induced by the rotor stator interaction

Figure 9 Instantaneous pressure fluctuations in the vaneless space (VL01) over a complete rotation
of the runner at the runaway point α = 9.9ι; fluctuations occur at a rotor stator interaction and
blade passing frequency of 262.2 Hz and its harmonic of 131.1 Hz
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Figure 10 Instantaneous pressure fluctuations at the blade pressure side (P42) over a complete
rotation of the runner for the runaway operating point α = 9.9ι; the fluctuations correspond to the
rotor stator interaction and a guide vane passing frequency of 244.7 Hz

Figure 11 Instantaneous pressure fluctuations at the blade trailing edge (P71) over a complete
rotation of the runner for the runaway operating point α = 9.9ι; fluctuations occur at a rotor stator
interaction and guide vane passing frequency of 244.7 Hz

Figure 12 Instantaneous pressure fluctuations in the draft tube cone (DT21) over a complete
rotation of the runner for the runaway operating point α = 9.9ι; fluctuations occur at a rotor stator
interaction and blade passing frequency of 262.2 Hz
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Fig. 12 shows the instantaneous pressure
fluctuations in the draft tube cone (DT21) over
a complete rotation of the runner for the
runaway operating point α = 9.9°. In the draft
tube at DT21, the numerical pressure
fluctuations were up to 13% lower than the
experimental
values.
The
computed
fluctuations corresponded to a blade passing
frequency of 262.2 Hz in the draft tube. The
amplitude of the blade passing frequency was 9
times lower than that observed at VL01. The
low value of the pressure fluctuations ( pE* <
0.01) in the draft tube was attributed to the low
operating pressure (ܪ103 kPa) and the high
reference pressure (ɏE = 116.84 kPa) that were
used to normalize the pressure-time signal (see
Eq. (2)). The maximum instantaneous
difference between the experimental and
numerical pressure fluctuations occurred in the
draft tube.
A high amplitude of 0.06 was observed in the
vaneless space at the blade passing frequency.
At the runner locations P42, S51, and P71, the
maximum amplitudes of the guide vanes
passing frequency were 0.05, 0.04, and 0.02,
respectively. Comparing the experimental and
numerical values shows that the instantaneous
pressure difference increased as the flow
became more unsteady, i.e., from VL01 to
DT21. However, the difference obtained
between the experimental and numerical values
remained within the band of numerical
uncertainties that were determined from the
mesh scaling test and the performance test
before the runaway simulations were performed
[18]. The numerical results showed unsteady
swirling flow in the runner and draft tube at the
runaway conditions.
5 SPECTRAL ANALYSIS
A power spectral density (PSD) analysis of
the pressure-time signals was performed for all
of the points at the runaway conditions. Fig. 13
shows the PSD analysis of the pressure-time
signals that were obtained for the runaway
operating condition at an angular position of the
guide vanes of 9.9°. The experimental and
numerical frequency spectra at the pressure
measurement at locations VL01, P42, S51, P71,

DT11, and DT21 are compared in the figure.
The pressure-time data of the measurement
were processed through a designed filter [1, 18]
in MATLAB to enhance the visualization of the
investigated frequencies and the corresponding
amplitudes. The frequencies that were not
related to the flow were filtered out, i.e., noise,
vibrations, and frequencies of the electrical
power (50 and 100 Hz).
The turbine consisted of 28 guide vanes and
30 blades, with 15 splitters. The obtained
frequencies were normalized by the angular
speed of the runner (nR = 8.74 Hz).Therefore, a
dimensionless frequency (fn) of 30 with its
harmonics was used to represent the blade
passing frequency in the stationary domains and
a dimensionless frequency of 28 with its
harmonics was used to represent the guide
vanes’ passing frequency in the rotating
domain. The amplitudes of these frequencies
were normalized using Eq. (2). Thus, the
dimensionless frequency and amplitude are
discussed in this section.
In the vaneless space (VL01), two
frequencies of 15 and 30 were observed with
high amplitude pressure fluctuations. The
frequency of 15 corresponded to the harmonic
of the blade passing frequency. The blade
passing frequency had a maximum amplitude of
0.05. These two frequencies were also obtained
by analyzing the numerical pressure-time data
at VL01. However, the frequencies had
different amplitudes. The amplitude for the
blade passing frequency was approximately
29% lower than the experimental value.
A spectral analysis of the numerical and
experiment pressure-time signals acquired from
the runner blade sensors at P42, S52, and P71
yielded a guide vane passing frequency of 28 at
the maximum amplitude. At P42, the numerical
amplitude of the guide vane passing frequency
was 3% higher than the corresponding
experimental value (0.024). For S51 and P71,
the numerical amplitudes were 2 and 5%
higher, respectively, than the experimental
values. No other frequency with such a high
amplitude was observed in the runner.
However, the amplitude of the guide vane
passing frequency at the runaway condition was
more than two times the amplitude at the BEP.
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Figure 13 Frequency spectrum of experimental and numerical pressure-time signals in the
vaneless space (VL01), runner (P42, S51, and P71), and draft tube (DT11, and DT21); the
frequencies shown are normalized by a runner angular speed of 8.74 Hz; the dimensionless
frequencies of 30 and 28 correspond to the blade passing and the guide vane passing frequencies,
respectively
At DT11 and DT21 in the draft tube, a highamplitude (0.004) blade passing frequency was

observed, as expected. The amplitude of the
numerical
pressure-time
data
was
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approximately
42%
lower
than
the
corresponding experimental value. No other
frequency related to the vortex rope or axial
pressure pulsations was observed in the spectral
analysis of the date from DT11 and DT21. A
vortex rope may not have developed under
these conditions because the discharge to the
runner was extremely low, and the runner
angular speed was excessively high.
6 UNSTEADY FLOW FIELD IN THE
RUNNER
The good agreement between the
experimental and numerical results provided us
with the confidence to use the numerical results
to further investigate the flow. The analysis of
the flow field in the runner showed that there
was a swirling flow in the blade passages at the
runaway operating conditions. Fig. 14 shows
the velocity distribution contours on the surface
of the runner crown at the BEP and the runaway
condition at a guide vane angular position of
9.9°. The flow field is shown in the rotating
frame of reference. The velocity contours are
shown at the instant after 10 revolutions of the
runner, i.e., t = 1.81 and 1.14 s, for the BEP and
the runaway condition, respectively. The same
mesh was used for the simulation at both
operating conditions. At the BEP, a uniform

velocity distribution was obtained for the blade
passages, and the flow was almost streamlined,
whereas a non-uniform flow field was observed
at the runaway condition. The flow field in the
blade passages evolved with time and the
angular movement of the runner.
In the following, a blade passage starts from
a pressure side of a blade and ends at the suction
side of the opposite blade. Each passage makes
an angle of 24° (= 360°/15 passages), from the
pressure side of a blade to the suction side of a
splitter (i.e., 12°) and the pressure side of the
splitter to the suction side of the opposite blade
(i.e., 12°). During the runaway operating
condition (α = 9.9°), a high relative velocity
(~10 m s-1) was obtained near the blade suction
side. In the runner, the area of the blade passage
decreased from the inlet to the outlet, and the
fluid velocity also appeared to simultaneously
decrease along the passage. The large variation
in the relative velocity in the passage could
have produced an unsteady flow. The flow
appeared to accelerate near the suction side and
decelerate at the pressure side. The runner
rotated under a no load condition at a
significantly high speed and a low discharge.

Figure 14 Contours of velocity distribution on the surface of runner crown at BEP and runaway (α
= 9.9°) operating conditions; the contours are in a rotating frame of reference, and a logarithmic
scale is shown
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Figure 15 Flow streamlines on the crown surface at the runaway operating condition (α = 9.9),
where the velocity distribution shown is in the rotating frame of reference; Ȧ corresponds to the
direction of the runner angular movement, i.e., clockwise; points 1, 2, and 3 show the vortical flow
regions in a blade passage; the runner includes 15 blades and 15 splitters; n = 8.74 Hz, Q = 0.08 m3
s-1, H = 12.27 m
At an angular position of 0°, vortical region 1
Fig. 15 shows the velocity streamlines on the
began to form, and vortical region 2 had already
runner crown surface at the same instant (i.e., t
developed because of the previous angular
= 1.14 s) at the runaway operating condition (α
movement. At the splitter leading edge, i.e., the
= 9.9°). Three regions with a vortical flow can
stagnation point, the flow separated in three
be observed. Two regions were at the inlet of
directions (see the blade passage at t = 1.1442
the blade passage and are marked as “1” and
s): (i) a portion of the flow accelerated toward
“2”; a third region marked as “3” was located
the blade channel, (ii) a portion of the flow
between the splitter suction side and the blade
traveled toward vortical region 2, and (iii) a
pressure side, near the splitter trailing edge. The
portion of the flow traveled toward the vaneless
rotating direction of the vortical flow in regions
space in the direction of the runner rotation. At
1 and 2 was opposite to the direction of the
an angular position of 12°, region 1 evolved
runner rotation, whereas the direction of the
further, and the flow rotated about a local axis
vortical flow in region 3 was the same as the
in the counter clockwise direction. At an
runner rotation. Similar vortical regions were
angular position of 24°, region 1 became larger.
observed for all of the blade passages of the
Thus, the vortical flow developed with time up
runner.
to an angular position of 74°. The cycle was
Figure 16 shows the instantaneous variation
observed and repeated for each angular
in the flow field in the rotating frame that is
movement of 74° of the runner. A similar
marked by a rectangle in Fig. 15. The velocity
phenomenon was observed for vortical region
streamlines on the runner crown are shown for
2.
a total time of 0.0076 s (i.e., a 24° angular
Figure 17 shows the streamlines in a
movement of the runner), and the color scale is
meridional plane for the same blade passage at
the same as that shown in Fig. 15. The vortical
an instant in time (t = 1.1442 s). A total six
region may have developed based on the
sections are shown ranging from 0 to 24°. At the
angular position of the blade passage. The
meridional plane at 0°, i.e., the suction side of
vortical region started to form when a blade was
the blade, the flow generally accelerated
positioned in front of a guide vane trailing edge.
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downstream, and a small vortical region was
observed near the crown. At the meridional
plane at 6°, i.e., the middle of the blade channel,
the development of a large vortical region that
rotated in the clockwise direction was clearly
observed. The flow at the crown side
accelerated more than at the bend side, which
may have created a large pressure difference in
the channel causing the flow to recirculate. The
entire vortical flow region was pushed to the
down side of the passage by the angular motion
of the runner. At the meridional plane at 10°,
i.e., the pressure side of the splitter, the flow
accelerated from the crown to the bend side. At
the meridional plane at 14°, i.e., the suction side
of the splitter, the flow field was almost similar
to that observed at the 0° plane. At the
meridional plane at 18°, i.e., the middle of the
blade channel, reversed flow was observed. A
portion of the flow accelerated to the down side,
while another portion of the flow flowed back
to the up side, and a swirling region developed
near the crown. The swirling flow rotated in a
clockwise direction. At the meridional plane of

t = 1.1442 s (0° position)

24°, i.e., the pressure side of the next blade, the
flow was fairly similar to that observed at the
10° plane. In summary, a strong secondary flow
was created in the blade channels, producing a
considerable losses and pressure fluctuations.
Unsteady flow in the blade passage was
observed at the runaway operating condition.
The flow field may have been primarily driven
by the pressure difference that developed in the
blade channel along the passage length from the
inlet to the outlet. On the pressure side surfaces,
the flow generally traveled from the bend to the
crown and then accelerated to the down side of
the channel. On the suction side, the flow
accelerated from the crown to the bend side and
divided into two directions, the up and down
sides of the channel. The strongest swirling
flow was observed in the middle of the channel
and rotated in the clockwise direction. The
direction of rotation was driven by the pressure
difference between the crown and bend because
the flow accelerated more at the crown side than
the bend side.

t = 1.1458 s (6° position)

t = 1.1477 s (12° position)

t = 1.1496 s (18° position)
t = 1.1505 s (21° position)
t = 1.1518 s (24° position)
Figure 16 Time-dependent variation in the flow field on the runner surface crown during an
angular movement of the runner of 24° at the runaway speed (α = 9.9°); this zoom of the rectangle
marked in Fig. 15 for the passage includes the blade pressure side, the splitter suction side, the
splitter pressure side, and the blade suction side; the streamlined color scale is similar to Fig. 15 in
the rotating frame of reference
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Meridional plane at 0°

Meridional plane at 6°

Meridional plane at 10°

Meridional plane at 14°
Meridional plane at 18°
Meridional plane at 24°
Figure 17 Flow field for the meridional planes of the runner at the instant t = 1.1442 s; the planes
at 0, 10, 14, and 24° indicate the suction side of the blade, the pressure side of the splitter, the
suction side of the splitter, and the pressure side of the next blade, respectively; the planes at 6 and
18° indicate the middle of the two blade channels; bold arrows indicate the flow direction from/to
the swirling regions; the color scales of the streamlines is similar to that used in Fig. 15 in the
rotating frame of reference
and S32 to investigate the time-dependent
A grid of numerical points was created on
variation of the dimensionless frequency of 4.8.
the meridional plane at the blade pressure and
The maximum amplitude of this frequency was
the suction sides to monitor the pressure
observed at S31 (see Fig. 20). The amplitude
variation related to the angular motion of the
varied with time/ the angular movement of the
runner. Some of the grid points are shown in
runner. Surprisingly, this amplitude was higher
Fig. 18. A PSD analysis was performed on all
than that of the guide vane passing frequency
of the numerical pressure-time signals obtained
(fgv), indicating the strong effect of the
from the grid points. A dimensionless
secondary swirling flow in the runner at the
frequency (fswirl) of 4.8 (42.24 Hz) was obtained
runaway operating conditions.
at all of the locations, and the maximum
amplitude was observed at two locations, S31
and P32. Fig. 19 shows the spectral analysis of
the pressure-time signals at S31. The
dimensionless numerical amplitude of the
frequency fswirl was 0.015, which corresponded
to an absolute value of 1.8 kPa. The
dimensionless frequency of 4.8 corresponded to
the angular movement of the runner of 74.5°,
which matched the angle of the maximum
vorticity, as was discussed for the angular
movement of the blade passage. Fig. 17 shows
the strong effect of the vortical flow at S31 and
P32 at the instantaneous angular positions of 10
Figure 18 Meridional plane showing
and 18°, respectively.
numerical monitoring points used to obtain
A short-time Fourier transform (STFT) analysis
pressure-time data from vortical flow regions
was also performed on all the points around P32
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Figure 19 PSD analysis of the numerical point S32 on the blade suction side

Figure 20 Time-dependent variation in the swirl frequency 4.8ήnR at S31 at the runaway operating
condition (α = 9.9°); fgv denotes the guide vane passing frequency (28), fswirl denotes the swirl
frequency at S31
7 CONCLUSION
A runaway operating condition is one of the
most damaging conditions for a Francis turbine
because the associated pressure fluctuations
have extremely high amplitudes, and the runner
operates at a very high speed. The unsteady
pressure loading in the turbine during the
runaway operating condition more than doubles
relative to normal operating conditions.
Consequently, the runner vibrations are high
because the runner rotates at a high speed with
no load. The unsteady pressure loading at
different locations of the turbine was

investigated numerically and validated. Three
operating points of the runaway condition over
the turbine operating range were investigated.
Similar
differences
between
the
experimental and numerical dimensionless
pressure coefficients were obtained at all of the
operating points of the runaway condition. A
maximum difference of 12.8% between the
experimental and numerical results was
observed in the runner. This result could be
attributed to the under-prediction of the losses
from flow separation in the runner; however,
the difference between the experimental and
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numerical values was within the band of
numerical uncertainties that was estimated in
the mesh performance analysis. In the draft
tube, a moderate pressure difference of 2.1%
was observed. Moderate differences between
the time-averaged experimental and numerical
pressure values were found for the vaneless
space and the runner. A PSD analysis of the
time-averaged pressure signal for the vaneless
space yielded an extremely high amplitude at
the runaway condition, which was 2.8 times the
amplitude observed at the BEP.
A detailed analysis of the flow field in the
runner showed a generally unstable and
unsteady vortical flow in the blade passages
during the runaway operating condition. The
vortical flow was observed at three locations for
each blade passage. At two of the locations, the
flow rotated in a counter clockwise direction,
and at one location, the flow rotated in the same
direction as the runner, i.e., clockwise. The
frequency of the vortical flow was 4.8ήnR, which
corresponded to an angular movement of the
runner of 74.5° at the runaway speed (nR = 8.74
s-1). A PSD analysis of the numerical pressure
signal at these locations yielded similar
frequencies, indicating the presence of swirling
flow with an absolute amplitude of 1.8 kPa. The
amplitude was more than twice that of the guide
vanes’ passing frequency in the swirling flow
regions. Thus, the unsteady flow that resulted
from the rotating swirl at a frequency of 4.8ήnR
was observed at the runaway operating
conditions where the pressure and velocity
distribution was non-uniform, as was observed
under normal operating conditions. This
behavior may have been one of the causes of the
high-amplitude unsteady pressure loading,
which significantly affects the operating life of
the turbine runner at the transition between total
load rejection and the runaway condition.
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NOMENCLATURE
BEP = best efficiency point
Exp = experimental
IEC = International Electrotechnical
Commission
NTNU = Norwegian University of Science and
Technology, Norway
Num = numerical
PSD = power spectral density
RSI = rotor stator interaction
D = model runner diameter at reference section
(m), DM = 0.349 m
E = specific hydraulic energy (J kg-1)
E = g⋅H
f = frequency (Hz)
fb = blade passing frequency (Hz)
fgv = guide vane passing frequency (Hz)
fn = frequency coefficient (-)
f n = f / nR
g = gravity constant (m s-2); g = 9.821465, as
tested and measured at NTNU
H = net head (m)
h = axial distance of a sensor from mid-span of
runner inlet (m)
h* = dimensionless axial position of sensor (-)
h* = h / RM
NQE = specific speed of turbine (-)
3

NQE = n Q / ( 2 gH ) 4
n = angular speed of runner (s-1)
n* = dimensionless angular runner position (-)
nED = speed factor (-)
nD
E
P = power (W)
p = pressure (Pa)
pE* = dimensionless pressure (-)
n ED =

p = average pressure (Pa)
p = fluctuation in pressure (Pa)
Q = flow rate (m3 s-1)
QED = discharge factor (-)
QED =

Q
2

D E
R = radius of runner at reference section (m)
r = radial location of sensors from central axis
of turbine (m)
r* = dimensionless radial position of sensor (-)
T = torque (N m)
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t = time (s)
y+ = dimensionless distance between first
mesh node and wall
Zb = number of runner blades including
splitters, 30
Zgv = number of guide vanes, 28
ȡ = water density (kg m-3)
α = angular position of guide vanes (°)
Ș = efficiency (-)
c p = coefficient of pressure (-)
Subscript
h = hydraulic
M = model
P = prototype
R = runaway
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